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Dear Si:r, 
· • . . Your name has been mQfitton~ 
~dJto the Committee as a person who 
~!sited Japan last' year and collect 
certain evidence which might be of 
interest to the Neta ji Enquiry. 
C om:ni t tee. Since we got this in'f or
mation on the last working day in 
Calcutta, I tried to contact you 
over the phone but w·as informed that 
you had no teleppbnenat your. res i
dence and that the University was 
closed for some time. I am,there
fore, wrlting this letter to you in 

. the hope t:ha:t. it:· would be possible· 
for you. to appear before the Commi
ttee on their return from Japan 
which would be some time in the 1st 
week of June 1956. Vve shall contac 
you on our return~ 

Y~urs faithfully, 

A.~ ~· 
( 3HA 1J AWAZ :r.;HAN) . 
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PREFACE ' 
Innumerable persons from different parts of· 

India and a few from abroad have been enquiring 
of me as to why the Government has not as yet 
published the dissentient report submitted by me, 
as a non!official member of the Netaji Enquiry 
Cpmmittee. Some of them, desirous of perusing the 
same, have requestedme to publish it, as they 
believe that the Government has no intention 
of doing so. I have considered the matter 
and have been astonished at the partiality of our 
Government in not publishing my report, though 
they very promptly printed in book form, that 
of my colleagues. I am further astonished 
that in this matter, the Ministry of External 
Affairs had forgotten the very ordinary and necess-

- ary official etiquette of even acknowledi'ng the receipt 
of my report, though it was duly sent to them by 
registered post, acknowledgment due, on the 9th. 
October last. ·Then again, they did not have the 
courtesy to send me a copy of my colleagues' report, 
though I am informed that they made a free distri
bution of the same in certain circles. 

The title of their book is, as I am informed, 
"Netaji Enquiry Committee Report". In my hu
mble opinio~, it is .not only incorrect, but it: ha~ 



been done so intentionally, to mislead the public 
and to make them believe, that it is the only report 
of all the members of that Committee. 

For these reasons, I consider it to be my duty 
and also that to my countrymen and in my service 
to them, to publish my report and, especially, be- • 
C£¥1SC I am firmly of opinion, that the evidence 
that has been placed before us, does not justify 
coming to the finding arrived at by my colleagues. 

It gives me pleasure to inform my readers that 
the British and American Military Intelligence Offi
cers, as a result of thorough enquiries ma,de l;>y them 
soon after the alleged incident, agreed with my fin
ding and that they did not believe the announce
ment made by the Japanese that Netaji was dead. 
They believed that it was a hoax and that Netaji 
was living and hiding somewhere. In one of their 
secret reports, it is also mentiont>d that Shri M. K .. 
Gandhi and a few Russian diplomats also belie
ved that Netaji was alive. 

Although my colleagues held that Netaji died 
as the result of a plane crash accident, they accepted 
as correct, tha~ after the Japanese had surrendered, 
it was their joint and agreed plan that he (Netaji) 
would finally move to Russian terrritory an"d that 
the Japanese Government were, accordingly, remo
ving him to Manchuria. and taking him out ofthe 
clutches of the victorious Anglo-Americans. In my 

~ ... • • .. 1 1 • .r. opmlon, tne ev1a ence ·· uas ueen· so -unsa~IS.tactory; 
' 1hat I have disbelieved the same. I, therefore, beli
• eve that in accordance with. this Ian the ] apanese 

o;vernment too et · m where 
he . .eYl· ent y m.ov.edinto Russian·territory.· 

• 



Some friends and followers of Netaji have requ
ested me to give them some information about his 
early days. I have mentioned a few incidents in 
this connection·in my report and so may only add a 
few lines •here. The main point that would be 
necessary for me to emphasise is that h~ was made 
of different stuff and something above the ordinary. 
Religion was ingrained in hirh atitl love and sym pa
thy for all livirtg beings were part of his nature. 
Even as a boy, he was of a reserve. sober and thou
ghtful type and he generally spent some time in 
meditation secretly. Although we were not all
owed to l€ave the house for meeting friends, our 
revered parents were r~ther lenient towards him, 
because, evidently, they were convJnced that the 
time he spent with his friends was for a laudable 
cause and so they did not consider it necessary to 
restrict his movements. Far from receiving any 
hindrance from them, they, in a way, allowed him 
free scope for carrying out his plans and intentions. 
This, I believe, was instrumental in moulding his 
character and conduct in the light of his ideas. 

With regard to my dissentient report, I regret 
very much to state that hindrances, obstructions and 
pressure were brought to bear on me by some of 

• . 

• 



the highest Government officials with the sole 
intention of making it impossible for me to write 
it. vVith that purpose in view and after I had 
dissented from the opinion of my colleagues, which 
was also the opinion of the Prime Minister, not a 
single piece of paper, necessary for writing my 
report was given to me, inspite of repeated requests • 
~ me and also by the Chief Minister of West 
Bengal. It was due to some amount of resource
fulness combined with luck, that the secret reports 
mentioned above together with some photographs 
and sketches could be got hold of. The importance 
of the same is immense, because the conclusion 
arrived at in them, is that probably .Netaji was 
alive -and was concealing himself somewhere. 

Due solely to The Almighty's Grace, it has 
been possible for me to write my report, which I 
beg to tender herewith as my humble contribution 
iR the service of my countrymen. 

JAI HIND! 

2.J. Moira Street, 
Calcutta-16. 

Datea, llth. Nov. 1956. 

Suresh C. Bose, 
Non-official Member, 

Net~ji Enquiry Committee 



.,.Mr. M. SHIGEJ\liTSU, WARTIME & ALSO THE PRESENT FOREIGN 

MINISTER UF JAPAN IN AN EXCLUSIVE HOUR·LONG INTER,VIEW 

WITH THE AUTHOR IN TOKYO IN jUNE. 1956. • 



• 
INTRODUCTION 

I am constrained to state at the outset that I 
have had to carry on my duties as a Member of 
this Committee under great handicaps and obstruc
tions in all possible ways, which, in my opinion, is 
due to the fact that I did not fall in with the 
opinion of my colleagues and thereby enable them 
to submit a unanimous report. 

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru, the Prime Minister of 
India, was pleased to nominate me as a member of 
this Committee as a representative of our family. 
I duly accepted it, as I f~lt it to be my sacred duty 
to associate myself with an investigation into the 
mysteries of the alleged demise of my brother, 
Netaji Subhas Chandra Rose, at Tailiok:u in 
Formosa on the 18th August, 1945. 

As would ordinarily be expected, I had a firm 
belief that this enquiry would be conducted with 
an impartial, just and open mind and without any 
preconceived or prejudiced idea or notioll li-!14 



without any mandate from any quarter. 1 regret 
very much to state that, in this matter, I have been 
sorely disappointed. 

Although the closest of ties bind me with Netaji, 
I can assure my countrymen and, incidentally, my 
(iovernment, with all the sincerity I possess, that • 
such relationship will not stand in any way in my 
impartial adjudication of this matter, and, after all, 
as a brother, I would be more interested than any
body else in knowing exactly what the real truth is. 
From my limited experience of the little judicial 
work I did while in Government service, I can 
justly claim that no considerations, whether 
personal, Governmental or political, have ever, by 
the Almighty's Grace, made me deviate from the 
path of truth and justice. Fortunately for me, there 
was never any mandate to me from the higher 
authorities. My experience tells me that mandate 
from the Government is generally conveyed only to 
those, who carry it out with unusual ardour and 
zeal. I have, accordingly, played my part as. a 
member of this Committee to the best of my limited 
capabilities and strictly in keeping with my ideas 
and policies, as stated above. 

As members ·of this Committee, there is no 
gainsaying the fact, that it is our bounden duty to 
conduct this enquiry with an open and unpreju-

., i 



dked m1nd and to ardve at a just and 1mpardai 
finding, as the evidence would justify and not to be 
influenced by any consideration whatsoever. !_n 
this matter, I am aggrieved to say there has been 
frustration and my colleagues, both connected with 
the Government, have tried their utmost to secure 
and. to manipulate the evidence, so that it coult! 
easily conform with the Prime Minister's statements 
in Parliament and which is evidently the opinion 
of his Government and that with them, loyalty to 

- Government has been their guiding principle and 
' Interest" ~as had the better of "Duty". 

WHY THIS EN Q,UIR Y ? 

It would be desirable and necessary to state in 
this connection that the Prime Minister, in reply · 
to questions· put in the Parliament by Shri H. V. 
Kamath, was pleased to state, "I have no doubt in 
my mind-I did not have it then" (in the Parlia· 
menton 5-3-1952) "and I have no doubt today of· 

~ tlie f~ct of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose's death"
'f<'J have said that the question of N etaji Su bhas 
Chandra Bose's death, isJ I think, settled beyond 
doubt. There can be no enquiry about that" . 

. The opinion of the Prime Minister and evidently 
that of his Government.· as conveyed in these 
categorical statements of his, was apparently 

( 3_) 



confirmed by the Chairman of this Committee as 
his opinion also, ip. his statement made to the Press 
in Tokyo on the night of the 4th lVfay, 1956, 
immediately on our arrival at the Airport there_ 
and which was reported in some of the Calcutta 
newspapers on the 6th idem, that, "his mission was • 
~ainly to interview people, who might offer direct 
evidence on Shri Bose's death". So, the admission 
of the Chairman exists and that in an initial stage 
of this enquiry, that his mission was to interview 
only those persons, who might offer direct evidence 
on N etaj i' s death, so as to enable him •to confirm 
his death, which was already the confirmed opinion 
of the Government and that he had no intention 
whatsoever of interviewing others, who would be 
expected to depose contrarily or to take the trouble 
to ascertain whether Netaji did not die. In view 
of this, it could almost be presumed that, whether 
the evidence recorded during the . course of this 
enquiry, justified coming to the finding that the 

·plane crashed or not or whether N etaji died or not, 
the Chairman appears to have made up his mind 
t£ ·~5?-~~iude -th-~ -the- .Pi~~~ ~r_asE~(~U"d_!-hat ~~taji 
died as a result of the same. As it appears that 
th;i~-t-;dtion ~ uf- d~e· Government for holding this 

• enquiry was only to confirm Netaji's death, which 
was already the confirmed opinion of the Prime 

( 4 ) 



Minister and his Government; one fails to under
stand what the necessity was for obtaining the 
same opinion again and for spending so much 
public money for it. . 

In view of the definite statement recorded above, 
·that, "There can be no enquiry about that", macJ.e 
by a person of the rank and stature of the Prime 
Minister of India, a question would forthwith arise, 
"Then why was this enquiry held ?" The only 
simple answer to this would naturally be that there 
must have been a pressing necessity that compelled 

• the ordering of this enquiry. It appears, that from 
all that has transpired during the pendency of this 
enquiry, that, after getting Netaji's death confirmed 

-by this Committee, the ultimate object of the 
Government is to brin those "ashes" from Tok:ro, 
for reasons best known to the sponsors of this 
Committee. 

THE DISSENT 

I do not propose here to go into the manner in 
which my colleagues have manipulated the state
ments tendered by some of the witnesses, but it will 
suffice to say that inspite of their joint and con~ 
certed efforts, they have not met with success and 
it is my confirmed opmwn, after a very careful 

( 5 ) 



consideration, that the evidence does not justify the 
finding that the plane crash took place and that 
Netaji died therefrom. I, therefore, feel it my duty, 
not merely out of respect for Netaji, but in the 
national interest and in deference to truth and 

. ~andour to record my considered verdict that_ h; 

~i? not die in the circumstances, as alleged a~~ a<; 
found by my colleagues. 

In this situation, I have no other alternative, 
but to record my di'isent and to give my findings 
and reasons and arguments in support. of my find
ings for the kind consideration of my Government 
and of my countrymen. 

THE PLAN 

It has been proved without the shadow of a 
..-doubt that as early as 1944, Netaji foresaw that 
~the] apanese nation would have --to -surrender and 

>o.--------· .. ~~--- u 
that it was only a question of time. As the main 
object of his life w;s tocontiiiliehis struggle for 
the liberation of India and as he could not do the 
same in those countries in the East, where he was 
then working, as they would come under the occu
pation of the victorious British and American forces 
and as for the same purpose and for the same 
reason, he- could not cuu tinue his work also in 
Japan, he considered Russia to be a convenient 

( 6 ) 



and suitable country for his next future activities. 
He, accordinglY,~ started making contacts with the 
Russian Ambassador in Japan. · 

When the time came for the Japanese. to 
surrender, their Government expressed great sorrow 

·at the failure of Netaji's mission and which they 
ascribed to their defeat and· they then decided to 
"respect his last wishes", in whatever manner it 
was possible for them to do under such changed 
circumstances. Netaji, accordingly, requested 
them to take him to Russian territory. This request 
they could•not comply with, because, they said, {t 
would embarrass both the Russians as well as them
selves, as they were negotiating for surrender and 
treaty terms with the Anglo-Americans through the 
Russians. Netaji accepted this and, as a next 
alternative, requested them to take him to Man
churia, which was still under their occu ation . and 

e to t em t at he would make his own arrange
ments for entering into the adjoining Russian 
territory. This plan was agreed upon, and, in 
pursuance of the same, Field Marshal Count 
Terauchi, the Supreme ·commander of the Japanese 
Southern Command, who had his headquarters at 
Dalat, near Saigon, arranged a plane for N et<iji 
and allowed Lt- Gen. Shidei, the Chief of Staff of 
the Burma Army, who had seen service in Man-· 

( 7 ) 



churia and was a reno·wned General in the K wan tung 
army and, who knew that territory and also about 
Russian affairs well, to accompany N etaji in the 
same plane, with direction_s to dr~~t~~~ t~~m at 
Dairen in Manchuria and that General Shidei would 
look-afterNetaji, as l~ng as he would b~here and. 
ta help him in entering Russian territory and 
after which, the Japanese would announce to the 
world that Netaji had "disappeared." 

Shri S. A. Iyer, witness No. 6, who was at one 
time a Minister in Netaji's Cabinet, has given a 
detailed account of this plan and ha~ used the 
word, "disappeared". This plan has been corro
borated by Mr. T. Negishi, witness No. 20, who was 
at that time the J apauese interpreter attached to 
Netaji and is now the General J\1anager of all the 
branches in India and Pakistan of Messrs. Mitsu
bishi Shoji Kaisha Ltd., one of the biggest firms in 
Japan with branches in all parts of the world, by 
Lt. Gen. S. Isoda, witness No. 35, who was the 
Head of the Hikari Kikan in South-East Asia, a 
Liaison Organisation between the Indian National 
Army (I. N. A.) and the Provisional Government 
of Azad Hind on the one hand and the Japanese 
M 'l' n -1 ..~ , T • • -_,_utary .... ommanu anu tue 1mpena1 Japanese 
Government on the other, by Mr. T. Hachiya, 

·witness No. 32, the .Japanese Minister to the Azad 

( B ) 



Hind Government, by Mr. N. Kitazawa, ·witness 
No. 61, who was at that time Deputy to· the 
Japanese Ambassador in Burma and now a member 
of the House of Representatives, Japan and also by 
a few other witnesses. This plan of Netaji of going 

.to Russia via Manchuria has been very satisfactorily 
proved by such eminent persons and has also been 
accepted by my colleag~ 

General Isoda has stated that the plane arranged 
for Netaji was a brand new bomber and that its 

- take-off from Saigon aerodrome was quite normal 
and which has also been confirmed by Messrs. T. 
Hachiya, T. Negishi, Shri S. A. Iyer and others, 
who were present there. 

Shri I yer has used the word, "disappeared" 
with ref~rence to Netaji's departure in the plan 
agreed u po.n both by the Japanese as well as by 
Netaji. It is to be considered what this word 
"disappeared" could actually signify and what the 
correct word in this connection should be. The 

- plan was that the Japanese would remove Netaji to 
a safe zone, so as to prevent his arrest by the Ai~ 
Americans, who were expected 'to be in imminent 
occupation of that territory and that, after he was 
safe in Russian territory and out of their clutches, 
the Japanese would make the announcement regard
ing N etaji. As the Japanese were also surrender-

( 9 ) 



ing to the same Anglo-Americans, they could, in 
my opinion, under no circumstances make an 
announcement that they had removed alive or had 
otherwise helped the disappearance of their erst
while ally, Netaji, and who was an arch enemy of 
the Anglo-Americans and who were naturally very• 
keen on arre;ting him. So, after having removed 
Netaji in a plane from his theatre of activities and 
away from his countrymen and beyond the control 
of the Anglo-Americans, the w~ane~duly 

announced that Netaji had died, as the result of a 
pfinecr~_sh. So, -under such ci~cum~tances, the 
Japanese had no oth~r alternative but to declare 
that N etaji had died and therefore, the word "disap
peared" used by Shri Iyer could only be "died" 
and nothing else. 

As N etaji was travelling in a plane, it was the 
easiest thing for them to announce that Netaji's 
death was caused by a plane crash accident and 
which is obviously a readily-believable story and 
which was actually what they had annouuced. 

It has been stated, that Police Officers, Shri H. 
K. Rai and Shri K. P. De, witnesses Nos. 14 and 
15 respectively, were members of two teams, under 
the leadership of Messrs. Davies and Finney, that 
had been despatched by the British Indian 

( 10) 



Government to the Far East, soon after the 
surrender of the Japanese for arresting N etaji, 
against whom a case had been started under the 
Enemy Agents' Ordinance, as they did not believe 
the announcement made by the Japanese that 

• Netaji had died as the resrrlt of a plane crash and 
they considered that it might be a hoax. · 

The facts and circumstances narrated above, 
give a very clear, convincing and readily-believ
able story that, in accordance with Netaji's final 
request to be taken to Manchuria, with the 
ultimate 6bject of going to Russia, the .Japanese 
Government flew him in a brand new bomber 
plane from Bangkok to Saigon and then onward to 
Dairen in Manchuria, Netaji's final destination 
under the auspices of the Japanese. 

WHY TAIHOKU? 

It has been proved satisfactorily and accepted 
by my colleagues that Netaji reached Saigon from 
Bangkok guite safely and that the take-off, landing 
and flight enroute as well as the take-off from 
8_!igon were quite normal and smooth. It may be 
stated that Taihoku was nearest to and only one 
nop from Dairen, without any Indian national 
there and very far from Saigon, which was practi- . 
cally the easternmost end ofNetaji's area of acti-

( 11 ) 



vttles and where a large number of Indians lived. 
As the Japanese could not possibly announce that 
Netaji's plane had met with an accident in Man
churia, so Taihoku would b~_L4e most suitable place 
for a pi~~ --;;c~id~~ -in pur;~~e. ~f ---th~~_plan 
agreed upon by them a~ well as by Net~ji.: __ )t now • 
remains to be considered that after the take-off 
from Saigon, what finding the evidence on record 
justifies. 

THIS PLAN WHY PROVED ? 

The passengers in the plane, as it tot>k off~from 
Saigon were:-

(1) Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, (2) Lt. 
General T. Shidei, (3) Col. Habibur Rahman, 
(4) Lt. Col. T. Sakai, (5) --r:r.-C'oL-S. Nonogaki, 
(6) Major T. Kono, (71 Major I. Takahashi, 
(8) Major Takizawa, (9) Capt. K. Arai, (10) N. 
C. 0. Ayoagi, (11) Mr. Tominaga, Radio operator, 
(12) Sergeant Okshita and (13) An Engineer, 
(name not known). 

Besides ~etaji and his Adjutant,C()l~_ R~hman, 
th~ ~ ~es_t"_ ~11 .I apane~e _Military__ Offlc_ers_and 
Qre~~QLtMt_ !llili~ary plan~:. In view of the plan 
of the Japanese Government to remove Netaji to 

·a safe place and from the clutches of the Anglo-

( 12 ) 



i Amer!cans and at the same time to announce that·, 
he had died as a result of his plane meeting with 
an accident, the only version that could be expec
ted from all the Japanese \Vitnesses, regarding 
NetajPs journey from Saigon onwards, would be 

•the one that would be in keeping with the plan .of 
their Government. My colleagues were of opinion 
that though these witnesses were at that time 
military officers and under the control of their 
Government, now, after a lapse of about eleven 
years, almost all of them, being in different walks 
of life as civilians and as Japan is not a totalitarian 
state, they are no longer under any compulsion or 
obligation to support their Government. I regret, 
I am unable to accept this view of my colleagues. 
These witnesses, apart from their education and · 
respectabilty, are citizens of Japan, and whose 
unbounded patriotism is probably unique in the 
world. They have made statements to different 

_ authorities .at different times, supporting the afore
said plan of their Government. As such, I consi
der it an impossibility for them to go beyond thCir 
previously recorded statements and thereby dis
grace themselves as well as their own Government, 
who, after all, had done a magnanimous act by 
giving succour to their friend and ally, "~1r. 
Chandra Bose". 

( 13) 



EN Q,lJIRlES BY FOREIGNERS 

Another very interesting aspect from quite a 
different angle is as follows :-

Soon after the surrender by the Japanese and 
naturally the I. N. A. also, the Britsh rulers in • 
India sent two teams of British and Indian Officers 
to Netaji's scene of activities to arrest him. Shri 
H. K. Rai and Shri K. P. De, witnesses Nos· 14 
and 15 respectively, who were in those two teams 
and Shri S. Mazumdar.1 witness No. 11, wh'o held 
;-high po-rti~ tl~e Int~llig~n~~e-H~-~-~c-h at" that time, 
and all three of whom are still holding high posts 
in the Police Department, confirm this fact. These 
teams were unsuccessful in their attempts to arrest 
Netaji, though they were very intelligently given 
different areas for simultaneous activities to find out 
Netaji for the purpose of arresting him. There
after, different British and American Intelligence 
parties under the commands of Lord Mountbatten, 
General MacArthur and others scoured that area 
in a vain search for N etaji and the main reason 
for such furious activities was that from the time 

of_ ~he ~no~ncem~_l!t .. .2J:.!i~L~~~t~______ty the 
Japanese, they belicved_it to be a hoax and were 

. u_n?er th~ .. il)lpression thilt _ Netaji was livipg and 
as hiding -so-mewhere._ The final result of their 
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enqmnes was indefinite and it was their .opinion 
that this was probaly a cleverly-conceived master 
deception plan ·on the part of the Japanese and 
and Netaji. In short, they failed to be convinced 
that Netaji was dead, as had been announced ny 
the .Japanese. In my opinion, much reliance and 
weight should be placed on the result of these 
enquiries, held under different auspices with differ
ent personnel and in all the areas covered by 
Rangoon, Bangkok, Saigon and Taihoku, soon after 
N etaji's departure from that area and because of 
their keen ~nd earnest efiorts to find him out for 
purposes of arresting and taking action against him 
under the provisions of the Enemy Agents' Ordi
nance and also because he had been declared an 
International War Criminal. 

The manner in which our enquiry was made, 
viz., "mainly to collect direct evidence on Shri 
Bose's death", as stated by the Chairman, would. in 

+-.- my opinion, be considered to be perfunctory, when 
compared with those enquiries mentioned above 
and our finding should consequently be regarded 
to possess a similar value. 

VOLUNTEER WITNESSES 

point 
r 



expected, would support h1s view, but lor the • 
satisfaction of the public,· he made an announce
ment in the papers both here as well as in Tokyo, 
inviting persons to appear before him and to 
depose, if they knew anything about the subject 
matter of this enquiry. In response to this, I· 
believe, a fair number of applications was received, 
but in view of his biassed attitude and of the 
result of the examination of only three of them, 
which unfortunately proved unfavourable to him, ___., 
he did not dare examine any more of them and • 
also kept me in the dark regarding most of those 
applications. 

Out of these applicants, the Chairman told me 
that he desired to examine one Mr. K. Satoh, 
witness No. 40, who, being a bomber mechanic 
attached to 136 Air Unit at Taihoku Aerodrome at 
that time, was expected to be an important witness 
about the plane crash there, Netaji's injuries, etc. 
He, however, gave a different version of another -+ 
minor plane accident, which took place at 7 A. M. 
and not at about at 2-30 P. l\tf. and that only two 
passengers were in that plane. The first passenger • 
opened the door and jumped out. ·He was a non
Japanese and resembled Netaji. The other was 
pulled out of the plane and was a Japanese. He 
was told by a senior Military Officer there that, that "l 
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l plane was carry1ng ''Mr. Chandra Bose;; and when 
he saw the first person come out, he thought him 
to be ".Mr. Chandra Bose". His version of the 
crash and other details is. different from that of 
the other Japanese witnesses, who were said to· 

·have be.en passengers in another plane, that is 
alleged to have crashed. Mr. Satoh continued that 
neither of these passengers was injured or burnt in 
any way and they started talking to ·each other. 

f- The tim~ of this a:cid~nt hu b~en corrob)rated 
more or le~s by Shri H. K. Rai, witness No. 14, 
which was rather unexpected. The deposition of 
Mr. K. Satoh was, unfortunately, a set-back for the 
Chairman. The second such witness to be 
examined was Shri S. N. Sen, witness No. 49, who 
appeared before us and insisted on bein · examined. 

e as been in .I a pan for the last twenty years and 
was connected with the Indian Independence 
League m the Far East and knew Netaji there. He 

+.- aep·osed that Netaji wa~ not in that plane. Then, 
evidently, with the. expectation of making up for 
lost ground, the Chairman told me that he wanted 
to examine another person, viz., 1\fr. M. Miyoshi, 
witness No. 59, who, being a medical orderly in 
the same hospital at Taihoku at that time, would be 
in· a position to state ·about Netaji's injuries, treat-. 

r ment and subsequent death there and probably 
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a1so about his crem'ltlon, but it was a great disa- ~ 
ppointment, as he only said that he was asked to 
lift a coffin from a room in the Hospital and to place 
it on a truck, that was _waiting there, which he did 
with the help of three others. He had no idea as to 
whose body was in that coffin. Though, admittedly," 
a nursing orderly in that hospital and on active 
duty there, it is exceedingly strange that he had no 
knowledge whatsoever that such a renowned person 
like "l\1r. Chandra Bose", and a non-Japane$e and ·~ 
whose introduction is stated to have been given to 
and known by the hospital staff, had been treated 
in that hospital, had died in that hospital and whose 
body had been kept in that hospital for two or three 
days, as stated by some of the officially produced 
Japanese witnesses. 

The case of:Mr. K. Satoh, witness .. No. 40, is a 
similar one. He was admittedly in the Japanese 
Military Air Force Staff at Taihoku Aerodrome at 
that time and it is exceedingly strange as to why ...+ 

his version is totally different from that of the other 
Japanese witnesses, who were produced before us 
by the Japanese Foreign Office. Neither of these 
three witnesses had been examined by anybody else, 
before they appeared before us and so, obviously, 
they were nut bound down by any statements 
previously made by them. The depositions of these 
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persons are significant and in my opinion carry 
much weight. If my colleagues have discussed 
their depositions, I am almost certain that they 
have done so in a superficial manner~ because it is 
quite apparent that a proper and correct considera-

• tion of the same would go much against their 
findings. In any case, they must have failed to 
explain why these witnesses have made such 
statements, which are contradictory to those made . 
by the witnesses produced by the Japanese 
Government. There is, m::>reover, no suggestion 
anywhere that they have been sponsored by any 
party or by any individual to depose in such fashion 
or they had any ulterior motive in doing so. They 
read the notice published in the papers at the 
instance of the Committee, as stated above, and as 
they found that they were in a position to say some
thing about the subject-matter of this enquiry, they 
came forward and volunteered themselves before 
the Committee in good faith to depose whatever 
they knew about it. The Chairman, as a result of 
this unfavourable experience, evidently, received an 
unexpected shock and so fought shy of the other 
persons, who had so volunteered and did not risk 
examining any more of them, though they were 
about twenty in number. 

Out of such applicants, one, Mr. Bondai 1\tfori, 
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a Japanese mine-owner, tequested the Chal.rmart 
for being examined, but as he was not asked to do 
so, he published the fact of his disappointment m 
the Calcutta newspapers on 13-5-56. 

BIAS 

In this connection, I consider, I will be failing 
in my duty, if I do not place on record certain 
facts, which, _:£ reg:~t~ _!~ s_tate1 am aunt _to serious 
allegations against the Chairman . 
. - -A~!his- ~D.quirils-2J ~--~semi~fu_dicial na_wre, and 

·which has been in a way expressed by the Prime 
Minister in his letter dated 14-4-56, in r:':ply to a 

- reference made by me to him in my letters dated 
2-4-56 and 14-4-56, it is my humble opinion, that 
our position is somewhat akin to that of judicial 
officers. I am aggrieved to state that the Chair
man's attitude and conduct at times, far from main-

- taining a judicial approach, has been similar to that 
of a- zealous partisan and worse than that of the most 
unscrupulous prosecutor. With the intention of ~ 

manipulating the evidence, so as to make it easy to 
lead to the finding that the plane crashed and that 
Netaji died, to which conclusion, Shri S. A. Iyer, 
witness No. 6, has arrived -at in his book ~'Unto 
Him, A Witness", the Chairman; _ considering that 
to be an authoritative book, regarding the subject 
matter of this enquiry, put leading questions to some 

. ' 
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witnesses from relevant portions of that book and at 
times allowed a few of them to peruse the book 
during their examination. Whenever any witness 
made a statement that did not fit in with his opinio'ri~ 
he would make a suggestion to him as to whether 

•he remembered it definitely, as the incident took 
place about eleven years ago or would put other 
questions or suggestions to him to confuse him and 
to make him modify his answer or change his 
definite statement to a vague one. Another unima
ginable ·conduct of his was that when a statement 
made by a witness did not suit his purpose, he would 
modify it, while dictating it to the Stenographer. 
Objections were invariably raised by me and at 
times it was a daily occurrence . 

. The climax was reached on the 1st J une,_l92.6 
in, Tokyo, when Mr .. M .. Miyoshi, named above, 
stated that Netaji's coffin was placed on one stool; 
which the Chairman deliberately dictated to the 
Stenographer as two, because two stools had been · 
stated by other witnesses. When I raised my objections 
and demanded the Chairman to inform me whether: 
the witness had stated one stool or two stools, he· 
evaded a reply and eventually explained that as ail 
eight feet long coffin, in his opinion, could not rest 
on one stool, he dictated two instead of one. As· 
stated above, such conduct cannot be readily 
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imagined. This sort of conduct on the part of the 
Chairman compelled me to make notes at times of 
the statements of the witnesses separately and to 
compare the same with the draft copy of the state
ments submitted by the Stenographer. I fully 
realise the seriousness of these allegations, but I 
assure my readers that there has not , been the 
slightest deviation from truth. 

When I have been compelled to go so far, I 
would like to note for the information of my readers, 
a much less damaging statement, but .probably a 
more interesting one in some other respect. When 
on the 9th June, 1956, during our sittiqg in Calcutta, 
Shri ~~iie~dra Nath_Bose+ wi(fl~S~ _l'{o. ___ ~~- ~t~rted 
stating_about Nct?-ji's _wr~st w~tcht the Chairman 
s-topied ~~01. from proceedi]]g furth-er~ ~1~ __ t_!!~ ~g-ro~nd 
t-hat this witness was not en titled to make any state
ment about Netaji's wrist watch, as Shri S. M. 
Goswami, witness No. 1 6, had already made state
ments regarding that watch. As the witness was 
taken aback at the Chairman's objections and 
insisted on continuing with his deposition, our 
colleague, Shri S. N. ~1aitra, came to the Chair
man's rescue !l.nd explained to him, as one would do 
to a child, by saying, that if a red shirt was hung 
up against a wall, a person could state that it was 
so, another could say it was green and not red, 
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a third could come and say it WitS white and not 
red and so on, and so this witness should not be 
prevented from speaking about that wrist watch. 
This, I am certain, is something unique in the annals 
of all judicial proceedings and exhibits the Chair-

.man's colossal ignorance in the matter of holding 
enqmnes. There has not been the slightest devia
tion from truth in this matter either. This remark 
of mine and the similar one at the end of the last 
paragraph, I have been compelled to make, as these 
facts cannot be readily believed. 

Another· point, that should be considered, is our 
failure in visiting Taihoku. In my first interview 
with the Prime 1v1inister on the 2nd April, I 956, 
along with the Chairman, I pressed this point and 
told him that I would not consider it to b~ a satis
factory enquiry, unless we visited that :glace,__l!!}de 
a local inspection and examined the Ic~~ 1-...,pec;wJe 
t~ The Prime Minister was pleased to· ~;~ply 
that it was not possible or necessary to do so, for 
the· following main reasons, ( 1), because no diplo· 
matic relations existed between the Formosan and 
our Governments, (2), because, in all probability, 
that aerodrome with its runway, buildings etc. no 
longer existed, (3), because, the Hospital, being a 
Japanese Military one, had _probably been demo
lished, (4), because, the Hospital and the Aerodrome 
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staff, being Japanese, were no longer there and, 
they, being at present somewhere in Japa:o, it would 
suffice, ifwe went and examined them there, i. e., 
in Japan. I pressed this point in vain .with our 
Ambassadors at Bangkok and Tokyo. Before 
finishing our work in Tokyo, and on my query, the. 
Chairman told me that our visit to Taihoku could 
not be arranged, but he was, however, trying to 
bring to Tokyo, the Formosan murse, who was said 
to have attended on Netaji. 

On the 13th July, 1956, during our sittings in 
New Delhi, I was taken aback, wh~!_l_t~e ___ gh~irman 
told me that the Japanese Fore~~ffice had 
an::angedTor-our visTtto-Taihoku. On asking him, 
wlictller our Ambassador-- i~J--;_pan stood in the 
way of our going there, he replied that it was not 
so, but that our Prime 11inister did not approve of 
it. This omission on the part of the Committee to 
visit Taihoku in Formosa, was also stated by Shri 
Amiyanath Bcse, when we visited their house on 
9-6-56, for inspecting the rectangular wrist watch 
there, and it was to the effect that the Chairman 
had told him that the Japanese Government had 
-····-~-~--1 -r~- ~ .. - .. :~:;- ;-.,... T.,.a"'"'lr" He enquired of a..ll.Cl,.lll)LU l.VJ. VU.L 'V.lo.J.lt. \,.V ..._ '-4.-.A-.a..-...._,_...,..,.... -- .L - __ 

the Chairman in our presence and hearing, as to 
the reasons why the Committee did not go there 
and avail themselves of the opportunity thus offered 
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to us, and said, that it would be admitted on all 
hands, that a local enquiry would be exceedingly 
beneficial for a correct adjudication of the subject
matter of this enquiry, and an omission thereof 
would, on the other hand, leave a gap and void that 

•could never be replaced. The Chairman gave no 
reply .. It was for this and for the other statements 
of Shri Bose and which appeared in the newspapers 
on the following day, that I requested the Chairman 
to record the statements of Shri Bose as a witness, 
which he declined to do, as I have stated elsewhere. 
I fail to understand why our visit there, to which 
great importance is attached and which 
was evidently secured after great difficulty and 
opposition, was not allowed. If this be correct, it 
may naturally lead one to suspect that such a visit 
vvould probably reveal certain points, which would 
tend to change the whole aspect of the findings of 
my colleagu,es 

ENQUIRY BY THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT ? 

In reply to a question put in the Parliament 
by Shri H. V. Kamath, on the 29th September, 
1955, our Prime :Minister was pleased to state, "In 
a matter of this kind, the only enquiry that is to 
say, satisfactory enquiry that can be made is by 
the Japanese· Government. The matter is in Japan 
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the whole thing is there. We cannot impose our
selves or an Enquiry Committee on the Japanese 
Government. Of course, if they choose to enquire · 
we will gladly co-operate and give such help as 
we can. But we cannot simply enquire into their 
territory and more specially also when all the • 
possible witnesses are probably either Japanese 
Government officials or others connected with 
that Government" - - - "And as I said, the initiative 
must come from the Japanese Government in this 
matter. If it comes naturally we shall give them 
such help as we can". 

These statements are also quite clear and 
definite. Though the incident is alleged to have 
taken place in August, 1945, no enquiry was made 
by the Japanese Government during the last eleven 
years nor has any initiative or sug5estio.:1 come from 
that quarter up to the end of September, 1955. It 
is really puzzling to persons, who have little know
ledge of international affairs, but are possessed with 
the usual amount of common sense, to realise that 
an enquiry as to '.vhethcr N etaji is dead or not, 
should be the duty of the Japanese Government 
and not of the Indian Government, but, in the 
course of the next few months, the common sense 
view was eventually accepted in preference to the 
other and our Government on its own initiative 
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) formed a Committee for making an enquiry, which, 
it had only recently said, was not at all necessary. It 
imposed this Committee on the 'Government of 
Japan, by deputing it to hold its sittings in their 
territory and for examining their nationals there. 

"As stated once before, a pressing necessity must have 
arisen for a sudden change in a long-standing plan 
and conviction. 

NON-OFFICIAL COM~HTTEE VIS-A-VIS 
OFFICIAL CO:MMITTEE 

Another very interesting point in this connection 
is, that the Chairman announced in a meeting of 
the-N etaji Smarak Samiti ( lVIemorial Committee ) 
held in Calcutta on the 6th October, 1955, in which 
he was the President, that our Prime Minister was 
not in favour of setting up an Official Committee 
for purposes of this enquiry. So, it is not under
stood· as to why an Official Committee was 
formed soon after by the self-same authority. 
I have gone into this matter in some details below. 
This ch~nge in decision was evidently als? brought 
about by some pressing necessity. 

One cannot help noticing that these are, after 
a11, very curious and confusing statements and 
ever-changing decisions, viz., 
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I. The question ofNetaji's death, being settled 
beyond doubt and there can be no enquiry about 
that, - was changed to,- the only satisfactory 
enquiry that can be made, is by the Japanese 
Government. Therefore, the decision,--no enquiry,
gives place to a:n enquiry by the Japanese • 
Government. 

2. The decision, viz., no enquiry and enquiry 
by the Japanese Government, vanishes and an en
quiry by the Indian Government takes place instead. 

3. The opinion, viz., not in favour of setting 
up an Official Committee,- disappears,-and soon 
after, an Official Committee is actually formed and 
made to function. 

The sudden change in these long-cherished ideas 
and plans is certainly significant and was evidently 
due to certain unforeseen circumstances, that 
suddenly cropped up immediately after our Prime 
Minister's categorical statements made in the 
Parliament on the 29th September, 1955, and which, 
apparently, resulted from the initiative taken in 
the meeting of the Netaji Memorial Committee, 
stated above, for the formation of a Non-official 
Committee, that would soon go abroad to ascertain 
definitely whether Netaji was dead or not. In the 
Resolution passed in that meeting, there was a 
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request to rrte to associate myself with the 
Committee, as a representative of the family, and 
to guide its activities, and, accordingly, the 
President of that meeting, who happens to be the 
Chairman of this Committee, was authorised to 

• meet me at Karmafar in Bihar, where I was 
living at that time, and to persuade me to join 
it, so that the Committee could go ahead with its 
work. The Chairman duly met me there on the 
11th October, 1955, and, after handing over a copy 
of that Resolution, explained to me the whole 
position and persuaded me to associate myself witli 
it as its leader and ·thereby help h · in haviiigaii 
enquiry made, as a result of whi~h, the Indi~:n 
public would know definitely whether Netaji 
actually existed or not, as it' was high time that 
they did know about it. He also .told me that he 
would. report the matter to Shri Jawaharlal 
Nehru,· who, he said, ·was not in favour of an 
. Official Committee, but of a Non-official one and he 
would request the Prime Minister to use his good 
offices and to issue necessary instructions to the 

· departments concenied, so that this Non-official 
Committee could carry on its work smoothly both 
here and abroad. · He told me further, that' soon 
after contacting Shri Nehru, he would hold a 
bigger and more representative meeting in Calcutta 
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of the admirers, followers and well-wishers of ~ 
N etaji and in that meeting the remaining personnel 
of the Committee would be selected. He opined 
that necessary funds for this Committee would be 
readily forthcoming from private sources. After a 
few hours' stay with me there, he left for Delhi and 
promised to inform me soon about all the develop
ments that would take place there. There was no 
further news from him, not even about the result of 
his interview with the Prime 1\finister, nor did he 
hold his promised meeting in Calcutta. So, up to ~ 

this period, it is clear, according to the Chairman's 
statements, that our Prime Minister had no intention 
of setting up an Official Committee, but, was, 
on the other hand, good enough to promise 
necessary help for the proper functioning of a Non
official one. 

The danger of a Non-official Committee, coming 
into existence and functioning soon and which 
was expected to announce a finding that N etaji 
was not dead, as the sponsors of that Committee ~ 
were generally of that view, set our administrators 
in Delhi a-thinking, This, coupled with the fact that 
the papers, left by the Hritish rulers, as a resuit of 
their and the American's thorough on-the-spot 
enquiries, soon after the alleged incident and which 
are in the possession of our Government, did not 
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I tevea1 the truth of Netaji's death as convindng, 
apparently made our Prime l\1inister change his 1 

original plan and form this Offi:::ial Committee, and 
1 

also because the finding of the Non-official 
Committee, as anticipated, would not only be a 

• challenge to his statements in the Parliament, but 
may also go to the extent of disproving those state
ments. This was evidently, too much for our high 
officials in Delhi to, remain complacent and 

-~nactive any longer. They, therefore, guicklx nirped 
~i.}e formation of a Non-Official Committee in the 

bud and set up this three men Committee, with two 
of their own men as members. 

THE COMMITTEE . 

The Chairman of this· Committee, Shri 
Shahnawaz Khan, was· an Indian Commissioned 
Officer 'in the ·British Indian Army. He saw service 
in Burma during the last·war and eventually became 

~- a Prisoner-of War, when ·his rank was that of a 
Captain. When the I. N: A. was organised, he 
joined its ranks at. a comparatively late stage, as 
he was pro-British, and he has admitted in his book 
viz., "I. N. A. and its Netaji", that innumerable 
persons from their families have been in the service 
of the British Indian Army . for the last three 
generations. When Netaji, as the Head of the 
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Provisional Government oe Azad Hind and as " 
Supreme Commander of the I. N. ·A., ordered that 
army to go into action against the Anglo-American 
forces, he moved forward with his unit and took 
part in military operations. Later on, when the 
I. N. A. was compelled to retreat and finally • 
surrendered, he also surrendered, when his rank 
was that of a Colonel, which is evident from the 
Secret British ·Military Intelligence reports, and not 
that of a l\1ajor-General, which, he was compelled to 
admit before me, was self-imposed after the surrender 
of the I. N. A. He had_p~~ctically. no position in 
the administrative-set-up o_f_Net;tii'_~ :.QQvcr.-me.ntnor 
~IJ.~ 1il.Po.r.taut.Js-siillill.en t ir.!.__ th ~ _ ~~!_i llJ.~Y _Head-
q ~-~rters Staff and, being in the forward li~e~ _and 
'Yi~~()l_lt -~nY. .... c!.~~o_r~~ionf?r .<ll1Y SJ?~cific):>r:.(lvery or 
conduct, he had little opportunity of coming in 
pers_£~;:t;.l ~on tact with N etaji, _t.he.Jast oLw.hich _!'\'as 
in th.e.i.irst·_~eek ~}vlar~1k.l~!5. He is at present 
a rnember or tlie Parliamenton behalf of the 
Congress and is Padiamentary Secretary to the 
Minister of Transport and Railways. Even if he 
does not continue to be a Pakistani, all his relations, 
including his eldest adult son, and his property 
are there, and in the course of a comparatively 
short stay here, he has created a position for. him
self in government circles and is the proprietor of a 
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:mechanised ·.farm with ' an area of a few hundred 
; 

He is . one of those rare fortune-favoured acres. 
persons, who has successfully managed to retain. 
his feet on two territoriesquite profitably .. His tact 
and cleverness in this niatter are really praiseworthy.·. 
tie has been nominated as a representative of 
Netaji's Azad Hind Government. 

Shri S. N. Maitra is a member of the Indian 
Civil Service, which he joined in 1935. He has 
served the Government in various capacities, mostly 
executive and administrative. Lastly. he was Chief 
Commissioner of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 
before joining this Committee. He is a nominee. 
of the Government. 

As for myself, I joined the Bihar and Orissa 
Executive Service in 1915 and served the Govern
ment, till I resigned on political grounds in 1~24. 
During this period, however, I underwent industrial 
training in Germany. After a lapse of about fifteen 

~ years and during which period, I had my own 
business, I was re-appointed in the Bihar Excutive 
Service, which I again resigned on political grounds 
in 1944. I have been selected as a representative 
from the family. 

In an enquiry of this nature, it is my humble 
opinion that the services of a military officer were 
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not necessary._ As it was considered e$sential to 
4ave a representative from Netaji's Government, I 
may be permitted to. suggest that it would have 
been better. to choose one from his . civil adminis
tration rather than one from the military.· As such, 
Shri A. M. ~ahay, witness_ No. 30, who is at present• 
our Consul General at Hanoi, __ should_ have been, 
in my opinio_n, the first choice. He started his 
political career in 1920, when he was a medical 
~tudent at Patna_ and was Private Secretary to Dr. 
~ajendni Prosad,~e present President of India. 
In 1922, he met Netaji, who told _him that propa
ganda and work for India's independence should 
also be carried on in Japan and in other parts of 
the world. In 1923, he left India for Japan__} where 
~~-~ook ~journalism and p~l~tj~~- _He joined~ Shri 
Rash Behari Bose a:t?-d R~ia l.Vfahendra Pratap, 
the renowned revolutionaries, in their movement for 
the liberation of India. When the last war broke 
out, he came to Burma side and after the Anglo
Americans surrender~d to the Japanese in March or ~ 

April, 1942, they formed a Committee of. Action 
and organised the Indian Independence League 
with Shri Rash Behari Bose as the President and 
along with it, the Indian National Arniy. Th~y 

then arranged with the German Embassies in Tokyo 

and Shanghai and with others for .. bringing Netaji 
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) from Germany to the Far East, which he actually 
did, first in a German and then in a }m;2anese sub:
marine. On 3. 7. 43., at Sin~a~ore. he met Netaji, 
who had reached there on 1hf; preyious daY.. In 
the course of their conversation, Netaji told him 

"that Mahatma Gandhi was just like his father and 
he could never think of going against him and 
whom, he subsequently designated in his radio 
broadcasts from the Far East as "Father of the 

~ Nation". Shri Sahay was then appointed Secretary 
General to the Provisional Government ofA zad 
Hind with the rank of a Minister. On the 28th 
October, 1943, he, along with Major-General 
Bhonsle, Major Abid Hasan and Col. Raju, accom
panied Neta) to Tokyo, where he went to attend 
the Grea.ter East Asia Conference. At the end of 
December, 1943, he went with Netaji to the 
Andamans, which the Japanese Government had 
handed over to the Provisional Government of Azad 
Hind. He was a member of the Azad Hind Dal, 

~-
founded by Netaji and which took over charge of 
the Civil administration of the areas round about 
Imphal, that had been liberated by the I. N. A. 
Later on, when Netaji was not hopeful about 
Japan's success in the war, he was sent in January 
or February, 1945 to Japan for sounding the high 
offi.ci<~.ls for getting \nto touc}l with the Rus~ian 
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Ambassador there, as Netaji expected to secure the \ 
help of the Russians in his future activitie3 for the 
liberation of India, because he was of opinion that~ 
though Russia was an ally of the Anglo-Americans, 
they would fall out in the course of the next ten 
years, when he expected another world conflagration.· 

~hile in 'fokyol- Shri Sahay met lVfr. M. Shigemitsu, 
tli-e Foreign Minister, who happens to hold thesame 
position today, and who may be considered to be 
dil.~ of the topmost Japanese diplomats. On the -.~. 
31st July, 1945, according to N etaji 's instructions) 
he reached Hanoi in North Viet-Nam, the head~ 
quarters of Dr. Ho Chi Minh's party, that could 
probably help Netaji in contacting the Russians or 
the Chinese Communists. He also knew that at 
the tim~ of the surrender . by the Japanese, it was 
Netaji's ultimate aim to remove his headquarters 
to Manchuria, and, so, on or about the 18th August! 
1945, when he learnt that Netaji was going to 
Tokyo, ll.e was .confident that Netaji's destination 
t'.as Manchuria. He~ __ accordingly~ ~- r~quested the ~ 
p apanest:: to take him by plane to Manchuria, 
rhere he expected to meet Netaji and whom he 
rould help materially, as he had travelled widely. 
it1 that area in 1938. On the 20th August, Shri 
bebnath Das, Col. Gulzara -'Singh, ·eot ·Pritam 
Singh, witnesses nos, 2, 3 and 5 respectively, 
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along with Major Abid Hasan -and others reached 
Hanoi by air and informed him that N etaji with 
Col. · Habibur Rahman had left Saigon for· Tokyo. 
As they also knew that Netaji's destination was 

.Manchuria, they desired to accompany him there,. 
in case a plane was secured. At 6 or 7 p. m. on 
the date of their arrival at Hanoi, news came 
over the Japanese controlled radio that Netaji's 
plane had crashed at Taihoku and that 

~-- Netaji was dead. This came as a great shock to 
them, but they could not accept it as true, as 
they knew about Netaji's plan of going to Manchu
ria and thought that it was a camouflage for 
preventing his enemies from following him. In 
my opm10::1, aU these activities of Shri A. M. 
Sahay qualify him as the · best selection from 
N'etaii's Government. 

The question of Shri Debnath Das, witness No. 
k 2, whom Netaji made the General Secretary of the 

Indian lndq~endence Headquarters of East Asia 
and who was one of the Advisers and a member of 
the Council of Ministers and who was the only 

~igh-ranking person, whom Netaji had instructed 
aTthe time of his final departure from Bangkok, to 
carry on underground work and for which he was 

, given money and arms, should, in ·my opinion, be 
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considered next. He is now in the service of the 
West ~engal Governmen !:. 

Shri S. A. Iyer, witness No. 6, is, in my opinion, 
the next best candidate. He was a Minister in 
Netaji's Cabinet and was in charge of Information. 
and Broadcasting from the beginning to the end and 
always had personal contact with him. He is now 
attached to the Government of Bombay. 

Shri Das and Shri I yer were two of those six 
trusted-lieutenants, a~d"the-onfy two civilians, whom 
Netaji had selected and taken with him on his last 

pourney from Ba~ kok and whom he left at Sajgon, 
;, w en e took the plane from there on the 17th 

\A~us~2 1945 for an "unknown destination." 

I would also mention here the name of Shri N. 

\, 

G. Swamy, whom Netaji gave training in Germany 
in secret service, submarine, parachute, etc. and 
brought him from there also in a submarine to the 
Far East, where he was the head of the secret 

~ service and was always in close touch with Netaji. 

If, however, one from the military side be 
considered necessary, I would humbly suggest 
that the first choice should go to Major-General 
J. K. Bhonsle, witness No. 7, who, as Chief of the 
~tat~l~, 1'1aa' i-n' .. '"11 0-:S-'"'":s~t a11.u...] .. 1-..,. .-v-oAcoi- r>'~'>I'111Pnt rnnt~rt 
U \. '-' '-' .._.. \..1.1'-' .I..I..LVIo.J"' .L.&. '-''1 ...., ............. "' '-"-.......... -....,., 

with Netaji, the Supreme Commander, and who 
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was a se~ior ~arid hetter qualified miiitary .o:ffi.ca, 
having passed: out from Sandhurst. He is at present 
Deputy ~finister, Relief and Rehabilitation, Govern-

. ment of India. 

The riext best selection would be Col. Gulzara 
Singh, witness No. 3, who, like the Chairman, was 

. alSo taken in Netaji's Cabinet, as a member 
representing the Army and wlio was with his regi
ment in the fighting line. Later on, Netaji 
appointed him Assistant Chief of the Staff, Supreme 
Headquarters, ~.w.hich p:>sition he held till the last. 
'He w.B in N~taj.i~s .. p..1rt.y .durin5 his hst withdrawal 
fro::n · R.Hma and _}le_ . was one of those six trusted 
followers, whom. Ne.taji intended taking with him 
:to Russia via Manchuria. He is at present a 
Captain in the Indian Army, as he ·was compelled 
to start his military carrer afresh from the lowdt . 
. rank. 

He should be follo":'·ed by Col. Pritam Singh, 
·witness No. 5, who, like the Chairman, was 'a 
·Captain in the British Indian Army at the time of 
surrender, but who joined the I. N, A. in its earliest 
stage. He was present at the Singapore Aerodrome, 
when Netaji first arrived there: He took part in 
the Imphal operations an l advanced about fifty 
miles behind the enemy lines and for his bravery, he 
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was decorated Sardar-e-Jung by Netaji. He was 
also one of those six loyal persom, stated above, 
whom Netaji wanted to take with him to an 
"unknown destination" to help 'him in his acti
vities for the liberation of India. He is at present 
carrying on somehow with a small farm of his. • 

I have intentionally omitted the names of Col. 
Habibur Rahman, who was Deputy Chief of 
·Staff and Major-General 'l\1. Z. Kiani, a high 
ranking oflicer, who held important assignments, 

.. whom it would have been difficult to get from 
Pakistan and Major Abid Hasan, who had dis
tinguished himself in the I. N. A. operations a_nd 
whom Net~ ji brought with him in a submarine 
from Germany, because he is abroad on Indian 
Diplomatic Service and could not easily be at 
hand. 

The qualification of a person selected from 
Netaji's Government should be judged from the 
nature of his connection therein and also personal 
contacts with Netaji. In my humble opinion, the 
·chairman's selection on this Committee, as a 
representative of Netaji's Government, has been 
an improper one and injustice has been done· not 
:Only to those named above, but to many others, 
who possessed better qualifications. 
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It is my opmton, that, ·this Committee, as 
constituted, js not competent or weighty enough 
to do justice to the onerous responsibility entrusted 
to it, and as this matter could be considered to be 
of international interest. Realising this, I men
tioned in my letter dated the 2nd April, 1956, (copy 
attached, App. A) and spoke to the Prime 
Minister that the nomination of Shri Shahnawaz 
,Khan, as Chairman of this Committee, was not 
appropriate and I requested him to request Dr; 
Radha Binode Pal, the jurist of international fame, 
to form a Committee and to lead it, as I felt that 
this enquiry would be of great interest to millions of 

,persons, throughout the world and whose.confidence 
in the Committee could not be secured, unless such 
eminent persons constituted it. The Prime Minister, 
however, did not accede to my request for reasons 
best known to him, but Shri Shahnawaz Khan later 
on clarified this point. 

In reply to a question by Shri U. M. Thevar, 
M. L. A., Madras, who was the first gentleman to 
appear before the Committee on the 4th April, 1956, 
as to whether there was any possibility of the inclu:
sion. in this Committee of Dr. Radha Binode Pal, 
·he Chairman stated,-''1 had talked to the Prime 
~inister. There is no possibility. , - he was there 
llJ.ng the war time and the Prime Minister doe.s 
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not think that he could be· associated with thi$ 
Committee, because. he has already formed his. 
opinion that the plane crash did not take place". -· ·· 

There rna y be some meaning in this, but . a 
gentlem::m of Dr. Pal's position and an eminent. 
jurist and one who had earned international reputa
tion for his learned exposition of law and independ
ent spirit in the historic Tokyo War Crimes' 
Tribunal, could never be imagined to possess a 
prejudiced mind, when sitting in judgement over 
any matter and especially that, concerning a great 
Indian Leader. 

It is, therefore, apparent, that one of the main 
qualifications fJr being entitled to be a member of1 
this Committee is that instead of being :r1eutral, one~ 
must preferably be expected to be of the opinion 
that the plane crash took place and that Netaji died 
as a result of the same, as has been expressed by the 
Prime Minister in the Parliament oo the 29th 
September, 1955 and also by the Chaimtan later on 
in Tokyo on the 4th May, 1956,. when he said his 
mission there was mainly to collect direct evidence 
n_:garding Netaji's death. ! am constrained to state 
that this has also explained why not a single piece 
ofimportant and relevant paper or exhibit from:ih 
record was given to me after I had disagreed fr 
the findings ·of my colleagJ.I.e.s.,Jhough.l was 
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inately entitled to all such papers for .writing niy 
dissenti'ent report and had repeatedly requested the 
the Chairman and the authorities concerned in Delhi 
for the same and though the Chief Minister, West 

• Bengal, was also pleased to recommend my request. 

THE COMMITTEE'S ITINERARY 
AND WORK 

After :t-he personnel of the Committee had been 
finalised, the Chairman and the Under Secretary in 
the Ministry of External Affairs informed me in 
Calcutta that the first sitting of the Committee would 
be held in New Delhi on the 29th March, 1956, 
Both· the Chairman and I dul~ttended, but Shri 
Maitra did not do so. He joined us on the 4th 
April, when the .examination of witnesses, who had 
already been waiting, was commenced. During its 
sittings there up to the 14th April, ten witnesses were 
examined. Due to some private work of. the 
Chairman, the Committee assembled in Calcutta on 
the 20th April and where, up to the 26th idem,. 
tliirteen gentlemen and one lady were examined,. but 
three of them not completely. 

The Committee left Calcutta the same. night by 
air and reached Bangkok after about four hours' 
fllght, where up to the 29th idem, four gentlemen 
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were examined and the house, where Netaji stayed 
at times, was also visited. 

!1;..<ud og . Ba ngkak by a.ir at .a.hu.uiJ 1.9~<;jpck the 
following morning, the :garty reached Saigon the 
same afternoon, whe~re up to the SL4 · May,two. 
gentlemen were examined and during that period, 
Tourane, a small town in French Indo-China, 
was visited, as Netaji i~ alleged to have spent a 
night there on his flight from SaigJn to Taih<;>ku. 
There one gentleman was examined. At Saigon} 
the Committee went to see the house where Netaji 
stayed during his visits there, but they were bJorm~d 
that the house had been destroye;:l outright soon 
after Netaji had left that phce on the 17th Au:sust, 
1945 and that other houses had been built on that 
site and which were inspected. 
T~arty then left S_aig__on by plane--!!::e next 

morning and reached Tokyo the same night, wliere 
up to the 5thJune, thirty-one gentlemen and one 

d !._ady were examined. On the 30th :rvfay, the 
• f1'~k6ji :;r:~~ple, where_ ~~e ~!!ez~~es,~ofNctaji 
/ ~~:.~,"~~£!t .. ~~~_yi_s_!ted. 

On the morning of the 6th .June, the party left 
Tokyo by air, reaching Calcutta the same ni~,,,t.· _ On 
the 8th and 9th idem, the unfinished examination 
of three gentlemen was concluded and one other 
gentleman was examined. 
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On the latter date, the party visited the house of 
the late Sarat· Chandra Bose, where his son, Shri 
Amiyanath Bose produced two wrist watches, one 
rectangular and the other round, which he said had 
been made over to his deceased father by Shri 
Jawaharlal Nehru and Major Swamy of the I. 
N. A. respectively. According to Shri Bose, the· 
rectangular one had been made over to Shri 
Nehru by Shri Bhullabhai Desai, who had 

~ received it from Col. Habibur Rahman, witness No. 
4, through· the Chairman of this Committee, with 
the report that it was worn by Netaji and recovered 
from him, before he expired at the hospital- at 
Taihoku. Shri Dwijendra Nath Bose, witness No. 
22, who .was deposing about the wrist watch worn 
by Netaji, was allowed to be present there. Shri 
Amiyanath .Bose produced two photographs of 
Netaji, wearing a round· wrist watch. All the 
gentlemen present there, including the three 
memb:;>rs of the Co!llmittee, agreed that the round 

- watches . shown in both the photographs were one 
and the . same watch and all of them, except the 
Chairman, also agreed that that round watch was not 
the same as the round one produced by Shri 
Amiyanath Bose. 

I then requested the Chairman to have a note 
of inspection recorded, as a result of the inspection 
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J?ade by us there and, if necessary, with his sole \ 
dissenting. opinion incorporated in it and also to 
have the statements of Shri Amiyanath Bose 
:t:"corded, as our stenographer was also with us, but 
he declined to do so and when questioned, . also 
declined to give his reasons for not doing so. Shri· 
Amiyanath Bose, it appears, released a statement 
~o the press, which appeared in the papers on the 
following day, expressing his surprise at the 
arbitrary conduct of the Chairman in deliberately 
declining to record facts, that should legitimately 
have been recorded. 

Before leaving Calcutta on the night of the 9th 
June, the Chairman requested us to assemble at 
New Delhi on the 18th idem, as he had to go to his 
faiTlJ. at Aithal. Both the Chairman ·and I duly met 
there on the 18th, but Shri Maitra joined us on the 
following day. Up to the 27th June, three gentle
men were examined by us. 

On the 30th June, along with Shri Kundan 
Singh, witness No. 65, we inspected in the National 
Museum, at Rashtrapati Bhawan, the damaged 
materials said to have been recovered from the 
alleged plane crash sit~, as he was a personal orderly 
·of Netaji and was expected to know about them 
An Inspection Note (App. B; in this connection 
W<l.S subsequently written and signed by us. 
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The last gentleman to be exa!llined was Shri A. 
~f. N. Sastri, witness No. 67, an Aircraft Inspector, 
Accidents Investigation Branch, Civif ·Aviation 
Department, New Delhi on 27-6-56. It appears 
from his deposition, that excerpts of the statements 
<>fa few of the witnesses already examined, sketches 
drawn by them and photographs, totalling seventeen 
items, were sent to him on 22-6-56. All this was 
done without my knowledge and is again one of 
the several instances of hush-hush policy and other 
tactics for kee in me in the dark, ado )ted by my 
co eagucs during the course of this enquiry. 

The total number of persons, including two 
ladies, examined by the Committee is sixty-seven. 
A list of same (App. C1 with details, showing dates 
and places· of thelr · examination, is attached 
herewith. 

A written statement. said to have been obtained 
from one Lt. Col. T. Sakai, who is alleged to have 
fieen a passenger with Netai~at plane and who 

'--- is reported· to be in Formosa now and who could 
not be made to appear before the Committee, was 
obtained arid a copy ofwhich was made over to me 
on 27..:6-56 . 

. This· concluded the oral and written statements 
adduced: before the Committee in the course of this 
enquiry~ : - · 
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PREPARATION FOR THE REPORT 

On 23-6-56, I was taken by surprise, when ·the 
Chairman suddenly . asked me to let him know what 
my findings were regarding the subject-matter of 
t'@senquir>;:.:_ I replied that I had not formed any· 
such opinion at that stage and it was too early for 
me to do so, and it would be possible for me to come 
to a decision, only after I had studied the evidence 
recorded, after I had tabulated the statements of 
witnesses regarding the different main issues and 
after I had carefully weighed the pros and cons of 
the same. He told me again that it was indispen
sably necessary for him to know what my findings 
were, otherwise it would not be possible for him to 
start writing the draft report. ·I failed to understand 
his view-point and after explaining myself, I told 
him that, in my opinion, ·what he meant would 
amount to putting the cart before the horse. When 
we met again on 25-6-56, the Chairman put me the 
same question and insisted on a definite reply from 
me. I again regretted my inability to do so, but 
told him that I could agree with him in toto or, 
partly or I could hold a wholly different opinion. 

After examination of the last witness, Shri A. M. 
N. Sa<>tri on 27-6-56_, we assembled on 30-6-56 and 
started discussion as to how the draft report should 
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be written. The Cha!rm:m started by pying that 
the three issti"es were, Netaji's death, his cremation 
and his ashes and that the last two would go a long 
way in proving the first o:1e. 0_1 this, I sugg-:!stej 
that, as . the ashes are not identifiable articles, ex:e-

• edingly stringent and unfa.iling proof is necessary 
from the time of formation of the same up to its 
present existence by way of containers, seals, guards, 
continuity of possession etc., otherwise it could not 

~. be held to be those of the individual, they are 
meant to be. I suggested that it would be 
essential to record the· suggestions for the draft 
report, which . should be started with Netaji's 
plan of going to Manchuria for continuing his 
actiVIties for the independence of India in 
Russian territory and that the Japanese Govern
ment, agreeing to this plan, were taking him 
in a plane to Manchuria and had deputed Lt. 
Gen. Shidei, who knew that area well, to help 

-L him in crossing over into the adjoining Russian 
· territory and that after Netaji had succeeded in 

doing so, the Japanese Government would ann
ounce that Netaji had died. Shri }\;faitra then 
added that Netaji had discussed this plan with 
his Cabinet Ministers also. I, accordingly, made 
a note of this point also. The next point sugg
ested by me was to decide whether the plane 

( 
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actually crashed or not and I told them that if 
it was held that it did not crash, the recorded 
evidence on the subsequent events would be of 
not much importance. My colleagues did 
not agree with me and they said that it would not 
be proper to drop the matter so lightly at that 
stage, but to consider in details the whole of 
the evidence that was on record on all the remain
ing points. The discussion continued and I 
kept notes in my own way and which were exclu
sively for my personal requirements. The Chair
man kept notes also, but Shri l\l[aitra did not do so. 
In my notes, I recorded the suggestions of all the 
members, but did not consider it necessary to 
specify what the suggestions of each member 
were, as I knew what my suggestions were and so the 
remaining ones would be those of my coll~agues. 
Our discussions continued and we finished all the 
main points, a complete record of which I made, 
containing the suggestions made by all three of us. 

Up till then, I was under the impression that 
the Chairman would write the report and that we 
would help him in doing so and so I recorded the 
suggestions of all of us, so that I could arrange the 
eviden~e,. f9r the report in the light of all these 
suggestionS: which I had inane a.·-note- of.- The 
Chairman then suggested ·tnaeShii- Maiti<t sho\Jd 
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) write the report. 1 was a bit astonished, but 

a.s:reed to· it. The Chairman then enquired of 
Shri l\;faitra as to the date by which he would be 
able to submit his draft report, observing at the 
same time, that the report must be submitted to 
Government by 16-7-56. Shri Maitra said he could 
do so by 10-7-56, on which date, the Chairman 
said that we should assemble for considering the 
~raft report and that we must fiuish the discussion, 

~ correction and finalisation by 13-7-56, so as to 
enable submission by 16-7-56, as the Parliament 
was coming into session and that the Prime l\;finister 
was returning home from abroad soon. After I had 
noted all these points, Shri Maitra asked me whether 
he could peruse my note, as he had not kept any. 
I agreed and handed it over to him. He then had 
typed copies made of the same and requested me 
to sign on them and both of them signed on my 
manuscript note. I did not object to any of these 

1
Rquests. I am constrained to say that my collea

,__ gues and some of the high officials, both in Delhi 
as well as in Calcutta, tried their utmost to obstruct, 
influence and coax.me in signing the report of my 
colleagues and thereby make it a unanimous one, 
after it was decided by all three of us that I would 
have to write and submit a dissentient regort. It is 
exceedingly strange and cannot easily be fuagined 

< I 
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A t~at such high 9.flbials would sj:_QOR to such tactics \ 
"for preventing the expression of an honest opinion 

and conv!ction by a member of a Committee. 

THE DRAFT REPORT 

Oa 10. 7. 56, Shri Maitra submitted a dratt 
report, covering 42 typed sheets on goLnts 2,3 and 
4 of my note and on 11. 7. 56 and on 12. 7. 56, he 
produced pages 43 to 56 and pages 58 to 71 respec
tively. On 13. 7. 56, we started considering the--... 
draft report and we did so up to page 28, where 
all of us put our initials, showing that we had 
proceeded so far. While discussing this report, 
I told my colleagues that it contained only a few 
discrepancies in the statements made by witnesses, 
which 'Shri Maitra explained was due to .l~pse of 
time and because the witnesses were not tutored, 
which I said is the usual explanation given while 
writing judgments, but this could not be a satis
factory explanation for the innumerable discre- . 
pancies that existed in the evidence on almost all~ 
the major points, some of which, however, Shri 
Maitra had failed to mention in his report. I 
requested him to give due consideration to such 
defective nature of evidence ;md to reconsider 
whether such evidence would justify the findings 
he had arrived at. 
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) On the following day, viz., on 14. 7. 56, we 
continued discussing the draft report, which, how
ever, contained a larger number of discrepancies 
and contradictions on almost all the major points, 
to quote a few of which would be, the nature of 
injuries alleged to have been received by Netaji, 
the manner and the vehicle, in which he was said 
to have been taken to the hospital, the place and 
nature of his alleged treatment there, the time of 

~ his alleged death, a telegram dated 28. 8. 45 from 
the Chief of the Staff, Japanese Southern Army 
to the effect that Netaji's body had been flown to 
Tokyo and lastly, the complete failure at the 
attempt to prove that, at about the time Netaji 
is alleged to have died in the hospital, Col. 
Habibur Rahman, witness No. 4, deposed that 
tfie attending ~edical Officer, Dr. T. Yoshimi, 
witness No. 48, handed over to him a rectangular 
wrist watch, said to have been worn by N etaji at 

~-the time of his alleged death and which finally 
came into the possession of the late Sa rat Chandra 
Bose, one of Netaji's elder brothers. This Medical 
Officer has denied all knowledge of this alleged 
conduct of his, viz., that he had handed over the 
rectangular wrist watch to Col. Rahman. There 
has, moreover, been a complete failure in adducing 
even an iota of evidence that Netaji ever wore any 
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rectangular wrist watch, nor has a single such 
pho~ograph of Netaji been produced. Even though 
Shri Maifra apparently omitted in his draft report 
several discrepancies and contradictions and tried 
to explain and minimise only those referred to bY. 
him, he was completely non-plussed with the 
evidence adduced with regard to the watch and 
had no other alternative, but to observe pithily, 
"The point about the watch remains inconclusive." 
Another interesting point worthy of notice here 
is that Col. Rahm.m stated definitely that Netaji 
had a cut on his head, four inches long, which 
was bleeding. A straight denial regarding this injury 
comes from the Medica] Officer, who is alleged to 
have attended on Netaji, but, who, however, makes 
det,.tiled statemf.'nts regarding the alleged injuries 
on Netaji, his treatment etc. Regarding this point, 
Shri Maitra has again made a very terse statement, 
viz., '·This is a discrepancy". His resources, 
evidently, failed him to come forward with any .1 

explanation whatsoever. In another portion of 
his draft report, he has stated, "There is some 
discrepancy between the witnesses as to who travelled 
in which vehicle and who arrived first, but 
these are minor points and may be overlooked." I 
am constrained to say th!lt ''overlooking" is the 
third mode of reasoning adopted by my learned 
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) colleagues for not considering and judging the 
discrepancies in their legitimate aspect. At another 
place it is recorded, "There is some discrepancy 
between the witnesses as to who were in the same 
ward with Netaji." Our wise colleague, after 

·discussing some of the evidence regarding this point, 
concluded, 'After a lapse of years, it would be 
perhaps unwise to lay too much stress on such minor 
discrepancies." Regarding the blood transfusion, 
alleged to have been given to Netaji, his conclu
sion is, "There is no way of reconciling these 
different statements and they mmt remain as they 
are." This is a very clear and frank confession of 
sheer helplessness on his part. 

These are only a few of the many instances in 
which my learned colleagues have, in my humble 
opinion, failed to explain the glaring discrepancies 
and contradictions and to give due weight and 
consideration with a just, impartial and unprejudi
ced mind for coming to a correct conclusion or 
finding, which such evidence would legitimately 
demand. I cannot but record a queer incident 
that took place, when I was a student in College 
about 42 years ago. A British Professor of ours, 
failing on our repeated requests to explain a 
m:Hhematical problem, ev<:ntually said, "Anyhow 
it comes to this/' and then wrote the final result. 
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I am constrained to say that I have now had the 
opportunity of obtaining its parallel from my 

~learned colleagues, viz., "anyhow" it comes to this, 
'~at the plane carrying Netaii crashed, he died, he 

was cremated and his ashes are now in Renkoji 
!emple in Tokyo. 

I cannot but bring it to the notice of my 
countrymen that though the draft report of my 
learned colleagues contains only a few discrepancies, 
they, in my opinion, have thought it wise not to 
make a correct estimation of the whole of the 
evidence, which contains a "multitude of discre
pancies" and to come to a legitimate conclusion for 
the following reasons so wisely suggested by them, 
viz., because, ( 1) the incident took place about 
eleven ·years ago, (2) the witnesses were not 
tutored, ( 3) the point about the watch remained 
inconclusive, (4) there was no way of reconciling 
the different statements regarding blood tramfusion, 
alleged to have been given to Netaji, (5) the 
inability to explain the contradictory statements 
ab~nt a four inches long bleeding injury on 
Netaji's head and, lastly, as a trump card, they 
appealed to their magnanimous readers to use their 
good sense not to lay too much stress on such dis
crepancies and finally to '"overlook" the same and 
to agree with their findings 
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) Under such circumstances, I believe, my readers 
will agree with me that I have some amount of 
justification in observing, as I have done above, 
that my colleagues have come to their fiudings on 
the sole basis and reasoning of "anyhow", that has 
!\uggested itself to me and that, evidence or no 
evidence, my Joyal colleagues were determined to 
put down on paper such findings of theirs. After 
I take up the evidence on record and discuss and 

, consider the same, I am almost certain that our 
~Government and our countrymen will be pleased to 

agree with me that the findings and conclmions 

arrived at by my learned colleagues cannot at all 
be a correct and proper assessment of the evidence 
recorded and as such, they will also be pleased to 
agree with me, that with my colleagues, "anyhow" 
was the ollly weapon in their armoury, which they 
had to wield for arriving at their findings. 

Though out of regard and pity, we did not 
pursue the matter furthet ~!th our helpless 

t- Professor, I do hope and pray that our just and 
benign Government and our inquisitive country
men, on whose initiative this enquiry has been 
made, will in due course be pleased to pursue the 
matter and to consider the evidence very carefully 
in an impartial and unprejudiced mind and draw 
their own conclusions therefrom. 
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From all that has been stated above, from the 
reports that have appeared in the newspapers from 
time to time, from the correspondence that has been 
exclnnged between me and some of the high officials 
m Delhi, from my interviews and conversa
tion over the telephone with the Chief Minister of 
West Bengal, who has also taken the trouble of 
speaking to a few of my nearest relations,.J.!.. 

ji::,_is evident that it is the intention of :m ener etic 
o eagues to have those ashes . brought very 

soon, for reasons best known to them _and also to 
our-~;nment, from the Renkoji Temple in 
Tokyo -~o India, as they say that the Japanese 
nation is belittling the Indian nation for not hon
ouring the ashes of such a renowned Indian leader, 
who, however, they believe, was mostly instrumental 
in expediting the departure of the British rulers 
from India. 

THE DISSENT DISCUSSED 

Returning to our consideration of the draft 
report, when we came to the portion at Page 42, 
viz., "Thev all point to the fact that Netaji Subhas 

Z Chandra Bose di~sL.~~ Tai~19k~ __ Milit~r.r__~osp_ital 
")n the night of the 18th August, 1945. The Co

mmittee accepts this -conclusion,"_ I immediately 
and firmly told my colleagues that I regretted 
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my inability to subscribe to this opinion of 
theirs. It is rather strange th;jt the statments 
i m ·nediatel v preceding these are in a different 
and contradictory tone, though, however, with 
some sort' of an explanation. They are "In fact, 
as will be seen, different witnesses, have given 
different stories, which would disprove any sugge
stion of 'Prompting'. So, notwithstanding discre
pancies and variations, which are too likely after 
this lapse of many years,. the statements of wit-
11 esses must be taken as worthy of credit". There
upon, I suggested to my colleagues, that in view 
of such innumerable glaring discrepancies and 
contradictions and which, in some instances,· Shri 
Maitra had admittedly failed to explain, whether 
they would not make up their minds to change their 
findings and to agree with me that such evidence 
would reasonably justify coming to the only con
clusion that the plane crash did r:ot take place and 
that Netaji did not die. It is left to my readers 
to form their own opinion as to how much justifi
cation there could possibly be for drawing such 
conclusions from such admittedly defective and 
flimsy evidence. 
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CHAIRMAN'S ADVICE FOR DISSENTING 

REPORT. 

There was silence. I then requested the Chair· 
man to let me know what my next move should 
be. He replied that I would have to write a separa· • 
te dissenting report. I.. accordingly, requested him 
to give me the remaining portion of their draft re· 
port and copies of all relevant papers, including 
exhibits, photographs etc., which Shri Maitra pro· 
mised to do. As the day's work was over, we all 
left together with the understanding that we would 
meet on the morning of Monday next, the 16th 
instant as usual, which we did, as arranged, when 
the Chairman told me that I could no longer sit 
with them, when they continued further considera
tion of their draft report. 

HARASSMENT & DEPARTURE FROM DELHI 

I, therefore, requested him to put me in 
touch with the officer, whom he had on my request, 
referred to on the 13th instant for arranging acco· 
mmodation for my stay in Delhi. I duly took leave 
of my colleagues and met Shri S. K. Roy, Deputy 
Secretary, External Affdirs, accordingly. I may 

"mention_ here that when Shri R. S. Chavan, Under 
Secretary, External Affairs, informed me in his 
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letter dated 16. 3. 56, that the first sitting of our 
Committee would be held in Delhi on 29. 3. 56, 
he enquired of me at the same time about arranging 
accommodation for me in Delhi. As during the 
whole ofmy 48 days' stay in Delhi, I stayed with my 

• daughter in her quarters, arrangement and conse
quent expenditure by the Government on that score 
was not necessary, but as on 12. 7. 56, she had to 
vacate her quarters suddenly, I had to shift from 
there at about 10. 10 o'clock that night and a 
friend of mine was kind enough to come to my 
rescue and to give me shelter. On the morning 
of the following day, I reguested the Chairman to 
have accommodation arranged for me and regarding 
;hich, he was good enough to take action. W..e 
were informed the next day, that rooms in Kotah 
House had been secured and all three of us went to 
inspect the same. We were,~ however, disappointed, 
as rooms in th~ hutment and not in the main build
ing had been arranged. I objected to staying in 
the hutment and told the Chairman that I took 
this as an insult. I then requested him to arrang,t_for 
rooms for me in the Imperial Hotel, to which I could 
legitimately lay claim, as apart from other considera
tions, I had lived at the Maidens Hotel on my own, 
only a few years ago, after having failed to get rooms 
in the Imperial. The Chairman said that nothing 
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could be done that day, as it was about 1. 45 PM. and 
as it was a Saturday. I told him that the matter 
was a very urgent one, as I was inconveniencing both 
my generous friend as well as myself and as Gover
nment had maintained telephones in the residences 
of officers, it is expected that urgent work should be. 
managed therefrom beyond office hours. 

When we lllet. on. the . moming of the 16th 
instant, I lear~"t from the . Chairman that nothin_g 
had bet;n done. I told him that this was the fou_rth 
day that we were experiencing inconvenience and 
so, more interest and quick actiou should be taken 
in this matter. After that, I met Shri S. K. Roy, 
stated above, and explained the whole situation to 
him. He was pleased to reserve rooms provi
sionally for me i? the Imperial Hotel and said he 
would confirm the same before I PM. and inform 
me accordingly. On my way back to my friend's 
room, I dropped in at the Imperial HoteL where I 
received confirmation of the above fact. As there 
was no news from Shri Roy, I phoned him at about -" 
2-45 PM. He met me soon after and told me 
that he would meet me definitely before 4 PM. and 
inform me that he had fixed up rooms for me. I 
told him distinctly that if he failed to do so by that 
timP T 'U.71'"'\1"ltrl l"~ ""r..~-~1JL'11orl ..... ,..., l~a-·v-~ nr:-lllLJl! ~:.:· .LT ,.. .......... ......,, .a. ,..,. vu.a.'-4 JJ'-' VV.I..I..&.p\...J.l'-"'U L.U .a.""' """ .._, '-' ~oJ 

could no longer inconvenience my friend-as·-"' ell 
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draft report, five interrogations requisitioned by me 
and all connected papers." On the 2 I st idem, I 
received his telegraphic reply, viz., "Your telegram 
eighteenth stop surprised you left Delhi without 
informing me stop submission on report to Govern
ment overdue stop please intimate immediately whe1; 
you will return Delhi to enable finalise report and sub
mit to Government" I immediately sent my reply, 
viz., "Your telegram informed you both fourteenth 
my disagreement with your finding Netaji died -~ 

plane crash whereupon you both decided submitt
ing joint report and undertook sending me remain
ing portion your draft report after perusing which 
I should start wntmg dissentient report stop 
reiterate legitimate demands conveyed lily telegram 
eighteenth please note non-compliance whereof 
holds you not me responsible for delay submission 
my report _.1Q~.:' __ There was no news from the 
Chairman ft>r t_be n7~t.~ve_q_o:r ~.igh_t gay~_ Jn the 
meantime and since the date of rny arrival in _;,. 
Calcutta, I had started writing my report from the 
scanty materials with m~ viz., copies of depositions 
of all the witnesses, exduding two, and tracings of 
some sketches filed by some of the witnesses. On 
29-7-56 at 7-5 P. M., I received the following tele-

i am from the Chairman :-"Your telegram of 
entyfourth stop as decided all reports were to be 
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written and finalised in D~lhi stop you were not 
authorised to go anywhere else for writing any 
report stop no question of sendin ou 
anse un ess xgu return Delhi stop as you are aware 
Committees life extends to thirt first ul and 
"report or reports must be su mitted to Government 
by then stop unless you send whatever report. yo~ 
wish to reach me by thirteen.July will assume you 
have no submission to make.'' .. ·,, 

I may state here that twentyfourth is a mistake 
for twentyfirst. I was aston~shed to peruse the ·con
tents of this telegram and wit:h the tone in. which it 
was written. I at once suspected that s~me ins"E!Ea
tion from higher circles was behind it. The demand 
made in it was doubly impossible, firstly, to ~omp
lete a report without being it1 possession of relevant 
papers and, secondly, to send a report so as to re(l~h 
him within a few hours. Anvway,. I continued w:fi
ting my report, inspite oTSuch .handicaps.· .The 
progress was naturally slow, though the effort .W(lS 

more taxing. I was at a loss to make out the reason 
for such sort of behaviour on the part of the Chair
man of a Committee to one of its members and to 
depri~e him of papers and facilities,· which. he , is 
legitimately entitled to. TV.e only explanation . I 
could. think of was, that, as I had disagreed with 
them and had prevented tl1em from submittipg a 
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unanimous report, such ob)tructions were pur
posely put in my way and such impossible demands 
made, so that I would be unable to submit a 
dissenting report and they would then state before 
the people that I neglected in submiting my report 
'and · that their report was the only report of the 
Committee. I leave it to my countrymen, for whose 
knowledge and consideration, this enquiry was held~ 

· to judge this matter. 

. ~n 9-8-?_~2_"~-~e~sation~l piece __ of __news 
(App. D) appeared i11 .. the _papers . with big and 

. bola headlines,--vi~~2_ NET~ -.- DIED IN A 
'FORMOSA HOSPITAL.D_l.IBING LAST WAR
~y FINDINGS : ;R~f_QR1:._~ -TQ·--BE 
SUBMITTED TOMO.RR-QW," As this_contained r-- . - -~ - ~ - -··- .. - -

a few incorrect and distort€d news and as 
there were some allegations against me and as the 
Chairman's name was mentioned therein, I wrote 
areply, (App. E) to the Chairman regarding that 
newspaper report and forwarded copies of the same 
to the Prime Minister of India and to the Secretary, 
Ministry of External Affairs, New Delhi. The 
Prime Minister was pleased to send me a reply on 
l3-8-56,jAp~ F), which I received on the follow
ingday. I s~J:l!lY.L~jy.,fLip.£.:. QJto him .~ll t~e 15th 
August, 1956_~nd on which date in !_!l~r,~ing, the 
Chief Minist~£_9f \Y gt Beng~ ~~ J~lea~e.il.,J9. phone~ 
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me and to request me to meet him in his o.ffice at 
4 P. M. the same day, which I did. He started by 
coaxing me in several ways to ·make me agree wit~ 
'the findings of my colleagues and to sign their report, 
so as to make it a unanimous one. I regretted 
my inability to do so and gave him a few r~asons for 
the same. Having failed in his intention, he then 
enquired of me as to why I was not submitting my 

heport. I explained to him that it was not possible 
for me to do so, as the Chairman was not sending 
me the papers necessary for writing the report an~ 
to which I was legitimately entitled and which they 
:promised .to send me. He then asked me that if he 
helped me in getting those papers, how many days 
it would take me to complete my report. 1- told him 
that I had already written s::>me portion' and that. I 
expected to do so within another ten days from the 
date of receipt of those papers. He appeared to be 
~ther satisfied with this reply of mine and was 
pleased to dictate a reply to the Prime .Ministe(s 
letter, he had received in this connection, ,and it}. 
which, he requested the latter to arrange t~ -~enq 
me those papers soon, so that I would be in a po.si7 

tion 'to submit my report by 30-8~56. In tne mean~ 
time, our Chief Minister and also another Minister 
took the' trouble of influencing and persuading;'me 
tfo agree to.J,!gn the report of my colleagues through 
a few of ll!X. nearest relations~ 
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I cannot but repeat that for want of the requisite'
papers, it has been exceedingly difficult for me to 
make headway with my report and its completion· 
will naturally take much more time than what it 
would ordinarily have taken. I am still at a loss 
to make out what could really be the cause for s~ch 
attitude on the part of the Chairman and how 
could the Government face the public with a report 
signed by only two members of the Committee, 
when there was a third member on it, and on~ 
matter, which would be considered to have more 
than an All-India interest, and in which there 
. exists great inquisitiveness. 

As certain reports were publhhed in the papers 
relating to this enquiry and some conflicting reports 
regarding me, I considered it necessary to send a 
statement (Ap . H to the Press on 17th u f9c6. 

NETAJI'S EARLIER ACTIVITIES. 

Before _I take up for consideration the evidenc~ _, 
on record, I consider it necessary to give an intro· 
d~ction to my countrymen of the hero of this 
dram~,.to facilitate a better and easier understan~ 
~~~~(of his outlo~ok, ideas, capabilities and work.- · . ~ 
,•· I '• _. • 

•·,' ·. His religious tendency and service to the poor 
~d down-trodden .were apparent, when-J:re'"·-was: 



'~-·-'bo:>ut twelve ye1.r-s of age. They h1.d a , smaU 
A sltrnru for this pnrposc and held schools fvr ''harij an'' 

1 

boys. T,.!:tey hdt;ed the :eoor and i'leed_x al!;i~ nur~c:_q 
and gave med~cal aid to ti--e sick and diseased. He 

SVlntAS _,a a ,,ch{1ol~bo;1 , 

had the opportunity of Jiving in the same house at 
Puri~ Orissa, with Swami Brahmananda, President~ 
Ramkrishna Mission and his brother Swamijis on 
A' few occasions and in some resj:>ects Swami 
Vivekananda was flis iaeaL Se~ started ·n~rgah 
J?uja.h in a mess, in which some of his schoolmates 

f 
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lived at Cuttack, Orissa, and he was instrumental 
in introducing the same in almost all the jails in'\..__ 
India and Burma, where he was incarcerated, at 
times against the vehement opposition of the British 
administrators. When cholera was raging fiercely 
in a remote part of the district of Cuttack, he took 
training in its treatment under Dr. Debendra Na:th 
Mukherji, who was similarly inclined. As his 
parents were away from Cuttack and as his 
guardian did not permit him to go to the cholera
affected area, he w3:s not found in the house the__. 
next morning. As both he and his ashramites were 
of a secretive nature, two strong young men were 
despatched to bring n back forcibly and who, 
after wandering abor lot, managed to trace him 
in an out-of-the-pla( ,holera-inf ected village, but 
they were unable to bring him back. He returned 
later on of his own accord, after he had finished 
his work there. 

During the latter part of 192.2,. he went tQ_the 
flood-stricken areas of ":(;rth B~ngal and did relie~ 

work there under 1h~_g.,t~ida.tl&.~ .... oL.1h~ .... J.tll9..Wn~d 
Professor and Philanthropist, Dr. P. C. Ray. W_hen. 
lie was a student of the Presidency College, Calcutta, 
he left his Calcutta residence, without informing _ 
anybody, not even his mother and there was . 
no news from him for about q month. He 
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returned home suddenly in a bad state of health and 
it transpired that he was in search of· a ·Guru,.· 
(religious preceptor) and had trekked widely and in . 
some portions of the Himalayan regions. Whatever 
he did was without any fuss or publicity and 
some of his activities were of a secretive nature. 

As he grew up, politics, mainly, liberation of India·· 
from Bntish yoke, was added to his existing mental 
outlook and this was practically the only goal of hrs ; 
life thereafter. To this end, he resigned from the 

;i- lndian Civil Service and on his return to India, his . 
first duty was to meet Shri M. K. Gandhi and to • 
place himself under his command. On reaching 
Calcutta, he became the right~hand man of Shri. 
C. R. Das, who had sacrificed his extensive lucrative 
practice as a Barrister~at~Law in the High Court and 
had started working for the indq~endence of India. 
During the course of such activities, Netaji suffered 
humiliation at the hands of the British rulers and· 

. their stooges and was imprisoned several times for 
._._prolonged periods, generally under Regulation III 

of 1818. Though it was said, that he had connection 
with revolutionary activities, he was not hauled up, 
under any such specific charge, probably due to his 
intense secretive nature of work.· For gaining: 
experience in this line, he underwent military train
ing in the Calcutta University Corps and carrying 
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this into practice, he gave similar training to the 
Indian National Congress volunteers. l..!_w_as unig~e 
in the annals of the Congress, when in 1928, he 

(

arranged a mii~]?rocession for thCI'residCnt, 
Pandit MotiJ~I Nehrll.a....Qn_hiux.riY.al_i,u._~utta and 
l<;:d his v_~unt_~er~ .on hoJ:s.~J2~c!s._~s___Q_~neral Qg}cer" 
Commanding, in military furmation through the 
streets of Calcutta. 

He was intensely p:1triotic and could never b:-o:)k 
any dishonour to his country or to his countrymen. 
In this connection, he was saiJ to have been impli
cated in an affair against a British Profcss:)r, f_)r 

. - -- ,........,..,, . ....:.·_...,.,.,,r,or-

which he was rusticated~ by_t_h~_-JJ!li'l~£~ity. Two 
Oilier -~standing ~chi--;;vements of his, among others, 
were the complete boycott of the Prince of vVales' 
visit to Calcutta and in getting rid of the Britishers 
from the administration and f,·om the contrasts in 
the Calcutta Municipal Corporation and in running 
the same on purely nationalistic lines. 

J<.... It is also well known how in January, 1941, _he 
gave the slip to the British rulers,_ whose abmt 2:10 
Police staff kept a day and ni ht watch over him, 
and, a (er travelling through the whole of northern 
India, entered Af rhanistan with German as his 

estination. This was planned and executed in an 
exceediugly secret manner and his only confidants 
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were, probably, only one of his brothers, three 
nephews and a niece, who were under strict oaths of 
secrecy to him. His aged m::>ther, who was occupy
ing an adjoining room, ·and all. others, including 
members of his ftmil and hi3 olitical associates, 
"had no know] edge of this. As · pre-ar~ange , · t e 
public as well as the other members of his family, 
came to know that he had left home, only when· his 
confidants broke the news after about ten days 
of his actual dep1.rture and after he was reported to 
have crossed the Indianfrontier. and had entered 
Afghanistan safely_,__ 

His secret and hazardous mission and dam-devil 
enterprise in coming all the way to the Far East from 
German in .1943 to hasten his work for the inde en

ence of India, first in a German and subseguently 
in a .I apanese su bm 1rine, risking the Allied naval 
blockade and mines. is too well known, as also the 
fact_ that during hi> military operations against them 

>-- in Burma, he was quite oblivious to aerial bom~~g 
by them and took shelter on rare occasions aid 
only, when compelled to do so by his followers~nd 
that, afcer he had seen that all others had beeu safely 
lodged. 

He wa• an arch secret service man, \vith a dogged 
determination in carrying out his plans, always 
unmindful of the difficulties and C0-1Seq ueuces that 
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they would entail. In such matters, he confided in 
the minimum few, devised his plans and movements.· 
secretly and in the furtherance of or in the execution 
of the same, there was nothing in the world, inclu
ding his own self, that he could not risk or 
sacrifice. 

All these .characteristics of his were revealed to 
the world in greater prominence in his activities in 
the Far East during~ the years 1943 to 1945 anci for 

- .. ~'"""' ... - --;-:-<;" 

which, the peoP-k tbere of all n..<!tionalities. had the· 
highest admiration and regard for him. For this, 
credit is due to his countrymen there for their 
intense and all-out sacrifice, to the Japanese· 
Government and that great nation for their unstinted 
help to and co-operation with him in his struggle . 
for the liberation of India from foreign yoke and to 
the Heads of all the States there and their citizens 
for the facilities and help rendered by them. It is 
my humble opinion, that it is mainly due to them 
that hjs achievement there could be"so br:Iliant. 

This is the person, who inspired his countrymen, . 
living in foreign lands in East Asia, into 
volunteering their lives for fighting with arms against 
the British rulers for the independ.enc~ _ of their 
country, whu, with such support and sacrifice, ~u
gurated the Provisional Government of Azad Hin~ 
with all the usual reguisities and paraphernalia of 
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a Government, that was recognised by no less than 
ii:'ine free nations of the world who or anised the 

zad Hind Fauj llndian National Army), manned, 
tramed and officered by his countrymen and who 
led that army as a separate entity again!l.t the British 
rulers with the great and mighty Japanese Army by 
his side. Though physically unsuccessful in the 

:?end against them, final victory was his, as his 
''G,emand for the independence of India by force 

against force, permeated the ranks of the British 
Inaian Arm , Nav and Air Force Services and. 
w IC expedited the departure of the British rulers. 
from India. 

COLLEAGUES ACCEPT NETAJI'S PLAN 
PARTLY . 

. Undaunted by superior enemy force.s, he. was: 
determined to ca:rry on his struggle for the liberation 
of India and ~ot depressed by failure in. his 12ilgri- · 

age to Delhi via. Im hal and Kohima he closed 
that chapter there, and secretly. planned his next 
move, viz. that the "Next road to Delhi would be·. 
via. Moscow." . . . . . . 

In furtherance of this new plan, hr; x,vas fortunate·: 
enough in se~uring the whole hearted sugp~rt of the 
Japanese Government, who inspite of utter depres
sion and confusion in their ran~s, due to their 
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surrender to the Anglo-Americans, were magnanim
ous enough in taking him away from the clutches of 
their common enemy. 

Regarding this new phn, some details of w:1ich I 
have given earlier, the Japanese Government were 
giving protection to their friend and ally and were 
removing him to a safe zone, as the Anglo-Americans 
were naturally expected to wreak their vengeance on 

t{lim. Whil~_r~.s>_v!:g.,g.himin a b~~nd-new bomber 
p1ane from his centre of activities, with only on~ of 
hTs trus~ed-fon~~~ 'vi~= c~[-Habibur Rahrpan, 
and whom probably they were reluctant to allow 
and who, therefo~was probably allowed to travel 
only up to a portion of the journey his plane is 
alregedto-ha;e met with al1 acciden1 resulting in 
his&a'lh:~~-----,--~-- · · - - -

I have stated above, that not only in my opinion, 
but also in that of my colleagues, this plan, agreed 
upon both by the Japanese as well as by Netaji, was 
prearranged and the· last and the most significant 
portion of it was, t~at ![ter ~etaji ha~ found ~imself 
i!l a safe pl<l:_Se, t.~. JaEanese Governm~nt wo:.tld 
announce that he had died and that is actually wh1.t 
thev subsequently, did. T.Jljs w~s just in keeping with 
what he had previously piannt:d in Calcutta in 
January, l941, and that is what his collaborating 
nephews actually ·did, viz., that they announced, 
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after reports had been received that he had safely · 
crossed the Indian frontier and had entered Afghanis
tan, that Netaji had left the house and which 
consequently was about ten days after his actual 
departure from Calcutta. I fully realise that this, 
however, does not take away the possibility of a 
plane crash, as after all an accident is an accident 
and is in most cases beyond human control. 

Therefore. up to the time of NetaWs arrival at 
Saigon and his subsequent boarding the plane there 
for an "unknown destination," which has been 
stated by many eminent persons, there has been 
more or less unanimity of opinion among all the 
three members of the Committee. Events imme
diately following this, are of vital importance and 
the evidence on record has, therefore, got to be con
sidered very carefully and the conclusions should b.e 
arrived at after mature deliberation and irrespective 
of any consideration whatsoever, especially when 
these conclusions are not only eagerly awaited. by 
our countrymen, but are of exceptional interest to 
millions of persons of different nationalities through-
Ol,lt the world. · 

It may be considered by the most et;iticaL· and 
sceptic reader that the foregoing pages may have 
been written with some bias or prejudice on my part 
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and which, unfortunately for me, may have suggest
ed itself to him from the fact that I happen to be a 
very close relation ofNetaji Subhas Chandra Bose, 
but I assure him with all sincerity, that it is not so. 
On the other hand, I take this as an opportunity to 
place before him for his most careful consideration 
that the facts, circumstances and manipulations, 
some of which have lately gained so much in 
volume, as to have overflown the normal bounds 
and found expression in newspaper reports, corres
pondence and interviews with some of the highest 
officials of the land, would go to show that the find
ings arrived at by my learned colleagues were 
preconceived and prearranged and for being in 
accordance with the confirmed opinion of the Prime 
Minister and of his Government. Instead of pre
:udicing him by telling him what the corrrect 
.finding of the evidence on record should be, I would 
.in all earnestness, request him, my Government and 
my countrymen to peruse, not only the conflicting 
reports submitted by the members of the Committee, 
but also the evidence on which, reports submitted 
by the Committee have been based and thereby 
t- ' . . . r1' • ·' I . . d' · orm tneu rcspectrv-c m ... 1v1aua_ opmton regar mg 
'the subject-matter of this enquiry. 
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4~s OF REFERENCE. 

Now to come to the subject-matter of this 
·,enquiry, it would be necessary, in the first instance, 

• to consider the TERl\1S of REFERENCE, which are 
.as folle>ws .: --z "''Le> ·enquire into and to report to the Govern

r ~ent-of India on the circumstances concerning the 
{he departur.e of Netaji Su bhas Chandra Bose from 

f-., Bangkok about the 16th August, 1945, his alleged 

·-

· .aeath as result .of an aircraft accident and subsquent 
.dev:elopments connected therewith." 

The points necessary to be considered . may, 
ther.efore, be classified as follo':Vs :-

I. CIRCUMSTANCES CONCERNING THE 
~DEPARTURE,· which may be subdivided into, 

(a) CIRCUMSTANCES and (b)DEPARTURE. 
II. ALLEGED DEATH AS A RESULT OF 

AN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT. 

In this connection, it may be said that the word
ing of the' "Terms of Reference" is such as to give 
the . impression that the aircraft accident has been 
accepted as a'settled fact. · In my humble opinion, 
it should not be so, as the truth or otherwise of this 

·point is .an important · subject-mattet for decision in 
:this enq.ui_ry. The points that may arise shbsquent 

• to this alleged acciden~, _:hinge to a great extent on 
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the fi:1dins 0:1 tJ.h 1_:ni.nt. SJ, b-:!fJre m1.1dn~ a deci· 
sion on this crucial point, it w::mld be indispensably 
necessary to consider carefully, the whole of the 
evidence on all the other connected points. If after 
such careful consideration, the finding be that the 
aircraft accident did not take place, then only would. 
that finding be a very definite, conclusive and irre· 
vocable one. With such a finding the remaining 
subject-matter of this enquiry would automatically 
simplify be itself considerably. Therefore, it has got to -i 

be decided first, (a) as to whether the aircraft 
accident took place or not, and then, (b) if it be held, 
that such accident did not take place, whether the 
remaining evidence on record would justify and 
confirm that finding, and (c) that if it be held, 
on the contrary, that such accident did take place, 
then it has got to be decided further, whether, 
(d) death took place, or, (e) death did not take 
place. 

III. SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS 1 
CONNECTED THEREWITH. 

The points to be considered here, depend, 
mainly, on the findings on points II(a), (b), (c), (d) 
& (e) above. 

Ifaccording to point II(b), the definite finding 
be tha.t the aircraft accident did not tak~ place, then. ' 
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1 it would automatically follow that Netaji did not 
die. The subsequent developments arising there
from would therefore, be as to w~ere Netaji went 
after leaving Saigon. As no steps' were taken for 
making enquiries on these lines, it would suffice· to 
.say here that, as it has been held that the aircraft 
accident did not take place, so Netaji did not die 

. and there is no knowledge of · his subsequent 
whereabouts. 

If, however, according to II(c), it be held that 
aircraft accident took place, then such accident may 
or may not have caused death to Netaji, and so the 
next finding would be in accordance with either 
II(d) or II(e). If the finding be in accordance with 
II(e), viz., that Netaji did not die, then the subse
quent developments arising there-from, would more 
or less, be similar to those of II(b) stated 
above. 

If, however, the finding be in accordance with 
II(d), viz., that Netaji died as a result of that air
craft accident, then the subsequent developments 
would not only be as to how his body was disposed 
of, but it would also be very important and necessary 
to account for the baggage, including treasure, he 
was carrying, the dress he was wearing, the 
articles he was wearing or carrying on his person, 
e. g., his wrist watch, his spectacles, his rings, 
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fountain pen, cigare.!_te case, cigarelte lighter, 
religious books, Gita & Chandi, purse, magnifying 
glass, insignia as Supreme Commander, I. N. A. & 
I. I. L. badges, etc. and, as stated by Shri Das, 
witness No. 2, his revolver also. 

As regards treasure, it is my humble opinion, that 
so much of the evidence on record regarding it, as is 
necessary for the correct decision of the subject
matter of this enquiry, as embodied in the TERMS 
of REFERENCE and its clarification noted above, 
may only be taken into consideration for the 
purposes of this enquiry and as, by itself, it is a very 
important and complicated matter, it should, if 
considered necessary, form the subject matter of a 
separate enquiry, which should go into full details, 
commencing from the various sources from and the 
different descriptions in which they were obtained 
and ending with the small fractioa of the same now 
in deposit in the National Museum, Rashtrapati 
Bhawan, New Delhi and after considering carefully 
all the intermediate stages. 

I. (a) CIRCU:\ISTANCES .. 

It has been discussed, considered and held under 
the heading, "NETAJI'S PLAN," recorded above, 
that due to the surrender of <.hejap.l:J..ese nation and 
consequently that of the Indian National Army, 
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formed and organised by Netaji in the Far East, 
that a plan was agreed UJ20ll both by the .I apanese 
ii well as by Netaji, that the Japanese would move 
Netaji to a safe zone, viz., Manchuria, where the 
Anglo-Americans would no longer be able to arrest 

"him, with the ultimate object of entering Rmsian 
territory, where he would continue his struggle for 
fhe liberation of India and in pursuance of that plan, 

i\Neta'i left Ban kok on the mornin of 17-8-45 and 
aigon the same afternoon with Manchuria, as his 

destination under the auspices af the Japanese. With 
regard to this plan and up to Netaji's departure by a 
Japanese plane from Saigon on 17-8-45, 1 believe, 
there has been more or less unanimity of opinion 
among all the three members of the Committee. 
It is, unfortunately, not possible for me to make a 
definite statement on this matter, as inspite of
repeated requests, I was not furnished with the 
complete draft report of my colleagues and all other 
important and relevant papers, exhibits, photographs 
etc., that are on the record and which I am legiti
mately entitled to be in possession of, for purposes of 
writing this dissentient report. 

All of Netaji's associates in the Far East, who 
have been examined before us, have stated ab::mt 
Netaji's plan of going to Manchuria, when he parted 
company from them in a plane from Saigon on -
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t:Q?-8_-i:'L~[or an "unk_1~ destii!ation." Though 
Col. Ha~ib_ur ]l_ahm~n _had ~~mittedly more secret 
<:?:r:suitations with N~tili th,,ag_tbe~resLoJ his Indian 
brethren there and th9_u_g_h he was the only Indian to 
p;-~~eedwith him beyond Saigon, there can be no 
d_ol!~t-~_h_<:t:tsoe~~-th;tCol_._-_~ahm-;~defi-;itely knew • 
that Netaji's destination was Dairen in Manchuria 
an"d he al~o- knew more of .Netaji's secrets than any 
of the others. The fact that Col. Rahman states 
that Netaji's destination was Tokyo with intention to 
return to Singapore soon and that he does not state 
Dairen or 1v1anchuria or Russia, is enough to suggest, 

as stated by ~hri _Q~li_e_!?._~r-~~~t~- Bose an~h:i 
Arabindu Bose, witne~_Nos.1_~_ ~ 24 respectively, 
thathe- did so ~intentionally, on the lines he was 
tutored by N etaji, and not to mention the names of 
these places, but Tokyo instead, so as to give a 
wrong scent about Netaji's whereabouts and also to 
save theJapanese Government from embarrassment 
and also to narrate the story of the plane crash etc., 
as was announced by the Japanese in consultation 
with Netaji and which he did to the best of his 
abilities. Both of them state that Col. Rahman 
must have been under strict oath of secrecy to Netaji 
not to divulge his plans or secrets. . TJ:~ are those 
nephews of N etaji and two out of his only five confi
cGnts, who helped him to get out of Calcutta 
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secretlY 1n January_, 1941 and who were also instrqct
ed by him to make such statements, which he had 
tutored them to say'and who were also under similar 
oaths of secrecy to him, regarding his escape from 
Calcutta. 

Netaji started contacting the Russian Ambassador 
in Tokyo as early as 1944, because he was under the 
impression at that time that the .I apanese would lose 
the war and he along with them and because he 
considered Russia to be a suitable country for carry
ing on his future struggle for the independence of 
India. With the gradual lapse of time, this too~ 
more definite shape. Shri A. M. Sahay. witness No. 

_R'so, and some others have stated that Netqji made 
, 'sttempts at contacting the Chinese Communists 

through Mr. Ho Chi Minh's party and also the 
Russians through Mr. M. Shigemitsu, the Foreign 
Minister of Japan and others. Shri Debnath Das, 
witness No. 2,; also stated that one of Netaji's_ plans 
'vas to go to Yenan, the headquarters of Mr. Mao 
Tse Tung and thatNetajihadasked.Shri Iyer, witness 
No.6, his Minister for Information & Broadcasting, in 
May, 1945 to write to Mr. Shigemitsu and enquire 
whether the Japanese Government would contact ~he 
Russians on his behalf and provide other. facilities to 
him · and to a few members of his staff for going to 
Russia. · A reply to· this was received from th.e 
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Japanese Govornment In June, 1945. Shri bas 
further stated that on more than one occasiOn, 
1'\etaji requested General Isoda, witness No. 35, to 
continue letting him know the position of the 
Japanese in Manchuria and North China. Witness 
No. 5, Col. Pritam Singh, deposed that Netaji had • 
told him that he (Netaji) had contacted the Russians 
through ~Ir. Shigemitsu and he wished that he and 
some of his party should move to Russian territory 
and operate from there and he also said that the 
ideology of the Russians was so different from that 
of the Anglo-Americans, that sooner or later and in 
about ten years' time, they would come to a clash, 
when it would be an opportune moment for them to 
go into action again for the independence of 
India. 

/:;.' All these would g_o a long way to show and 
i1'rove that Netaji's plan of going to Russia via 
~f~huria, after his failure in_ his ariE~dstruggle 

i
gainstthe A_nglo:AI!leri~ans in South East- Asia, 

\ 

-asnot-~£ursory suggestion, but. was aw _:~r~~ul~y
hought-of well-matured lan, winch, as a matter of 

;_<l:<:~tJ was the only alternat,iye left to £lim,J,,.~s he aid 
not want to surrender'himselfto the Anl!1o-Americans 
and thereby be instrumental in not only finishing 
himself, but also bringing to an end, his only 
cherished goal in life, viz., the independence of his 
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mother country. He was naturaily very sincere in 
having his plan executed. It is also proved that 
though the Japanese Government, were in . utter 
distress and confusio:J., due to their surrender to the 
Anglo-Americans, they were magnanimous enough 

• "in respecting Mr. Chandra Bose's last wishes" and 
were also, with all sincerity, giving effect to the same 
plan, by taking him in a plane to Manchuria and had 
deputed one of their topmost an I renowned generals, 
who knew that territory well and who, according to 
Mr. T. Negishi, witness No. 20, was considered to be 
a key man. for negotiations with Russia, with instruc
tions to remain with him there and to help him in 
crossing over into the adjoining Russian territory. 
The Japanese Government were keen for the quick 
execution of their plan and their instructions were, 
that the plane should make a detour to Dairen 
in Manchuria, and after dropping only Netaji and 
General Shidei there, the plane would then come 
back to Japan and alight the remaining passengers 

~ there. The keeness and sincerity on the part of both 
the Japanese as well as N etaji for the proper and 

. prompt execution of the plan, naturally ·gives 
additional importance to it and as the main-: idea 
underlying it, was to remove Netaji to a safe place, 
so that the Anglo-Americans would not be in a 
position to get hold of him, it would be a natural 
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sequence tor the Japanese to announce that Netaji 
had died, after they were sure that Netaji was safely 
lodged in a place that was not under the control of 
the Anglo-Americans. It will be of interest to men
tion here, that, according to the statements of Shri 
Dwijendra Nath Bose and Shri Arabindu Bose·; 
witnesses Nos. 22 and 24 respectively, a similar 
announcement was made by them, when N etaji 
secretly left Calcutta in January, 1941 and it was 
made ten days after his actual departure from 
Calcutta and after information had been received 
that he had crossed the Indian frontier ahd was safe 
in Afghanistan and beyond the clutches of the Br.itish 
rulers of India. 

From the evidence on record on this point and 
which is practically free from discrepancies, though 
the statements have been made by persons of 
different nationalities, it can, therefore, definitely be 
said that the aforesaid plan has been proved very 
convincingly and without the shadow of a 
doubt. 

It has been stated earlier that both the British 
as well as the Americans had made thorough and on
the-spot enquiries under different auspices soon after 
the surrender of the Japanese and had also tried to 
arrest Netaji··under the Enemy Agents' Ordinance 
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and a1so as he· was considered to be an ''Interna
tional War Criminal" and because they doubted the 
truth of the announcement made by the Japanese 
that Netaji had died in a plane crash accident and 
as they considered it to be a hoax and believed that 

·he was alive and was hiding somewhere. Being the 
victorious party, they had ·all the facilities and 
opportunities of making thorough enquiries in all the 
areas, where they thought Netaji could possibly 

- have been living or hiding. 

ln one of their reports, it transpires that Netaji 
wanted to shift a nucleus of his Government to 
Yunan Province in China and through the Commu
nists there, to get into touch with Soviet Russia. 
Another report states that in July, 1945, Netaji 
sought perm1snon to enter U. S. S. R. via 
Manchuria, with' a _ few selectep_ members of his 
movement, but the same source contends that there 
was no need for the Japanese to_ ask the Russians 
for N etaji's entry, b~cause he wanted 'to go to 
Manchuria, from where he thought he would be 
able to get into touch with the Russian forces. The 
same report also states that it is beyond doubt that 
Netaji had plans to go underground together with 
a number of his selected friends. This report 
contains the final conclusion arrived at as a result of 
the enquiry, and it IS to the effect that in the 
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absence of substantial proof~ it is still difficult to \ 
state conclusively the fate of Bose. This finding, to 
say the least, carries great weight and, having been 
c::mtrary to the expectations of the Anglo-Americans, 
maximum efforts must have been made by them to 
find out Netaji's whereabouts and also to arrest hirrt 
for purposes of taking action against him, as he was 
not only an arch enemy of theirs, because, being a 
British Indian subject, he waged war against his 
King and Emperor, but was also a top-ranking _ 
"International War Criminal", against which 
persons, after the last war, the maximum penalty 
was generally inflicted. It must have been with 
great reluctance and sorrow that the British and 
American enquiring officers were compelled to come 
to the fmding that it was difficult to state conclusi
vely the fate of Netaji Bose, which finding, however, 
should be considered to carry great weight. As 
stated by me above, our enquiry should be consi
dered to be a very perfunctory one, when compared 
'Yith the numerous all-roundcareful enquiries made ~ 

by them and whereas, the intention ofmy collea~es 
appears to have been to come to the conclusion 
''anyhow" that Netaji had died and the places in 
the Far East visited by the. Committee ~ere the bare 
minimum and had been arranged accordingly, the 
main intention of the Britishers and the Americans 
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) must have be~n to find him out by al1 possible · 
means and after getting hold of him, to wreak their 
vengeance on hiin. 

I (b) DEPARTURE. 

In the TERMS OF REFERENCE, the departure 
from Bangkok has been stated to b~ about 16. 8. 45 .. 
To be definite, it should be on ·the fullowing day, 
viz., 17. 8. 45 and which has been stated without 

J- any ambiguity_!y a large number of witnesses, viz., 
Shri Debnath Das, Capt. Gulzara Singh, Col. 
Habibur Rahman .. _l;l,Q.l_._ Pritam Singh, Shri S. ~· 
Iyer, Mr. M. Kunizuka, Mr. T. Negishi, MI> 
T.Hachiya, General S. Isoda and others. 

'*'. 

Netaji arrived at Bangkok on 16. 8. 45 from 
Singapore in a bomber plane, specially chartered 
for him, with Nlr. Negishi, Col. Rahman, Shri Iyer 
and Col. Pritam Singh and, after having had 
repeated consultations with his associates and some 
of the highranking Japanese Officers and after 
working the whole of the night, left Bangkok the 

A'.r next morning, viz., 17. 8. 45 for Saigon with another 
· 't'firee of his followers, viz., Shri Debnath Das, Col. 

<!,ulzara Singh and 1-fajor ALid Hasan, all six of 
whom, he intended taking with him to Russia via. 
Manchuria for continuing his activities for the 
liberation of India. 
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A'T SA1GON 

The party reached Saigon in the forenoon and 
here difficulty was experienced by Netaji in securing 
accommodation for all of his six associates for their 
forward flight to Manchuria, where the Japanes"e 
ha_d agreed to take him. 

The conduct of the Japanese authorities, who 
had decided to "respect Netaji's last wishes" in 
offering only one seat for Netaji alone, though his --1. 

request for only six more for his trusted and loyal 
followers was decidedly a very meagre one, has been 
construed by some of the witnesses to have some 
serious significance and weight. It is well known 
and it is on record that the Japanese nation had 
not only a very high regard and admiration for 
Netaji, but their Government had recognised the 
Government he had formed there and had all along 
given him due honour and respect as the Head of 
a State, had presented him with an aeroplane, in). 
which he always went about, flying the flag and 
insignia of his State, had handed over the Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands to his Government, had 
supplieU lili11 w~ith vvar materials and a!! other 
equipment to the best of their resources and had 
rendered him help and facilities in all possible ways. 
It is Oil record that though the Japanese had· surren-
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/ dered, they were ordered by their victors to ground 
their planes at about the end of that month or the 
early part of the next month, viz., September and 
that their planes were flying in the meantime. On 
20-8-45, four of Netaji's associates, whom he was 
compelled for want of accommodation with him,_ to 
leave behind at Saigon, were flown to Hanoi and 
the fifth one, Shri Iyer, was flown to Toky,o along 
with other Japanese. A few days later, Dr. Ba Maw, 

1 the Prime Minister of Burma and a few others were 
also flown to Tokyo. 

Shri Iyer has deposed that when he was informed 
by Staff Officer, Col. Tada, that Netaji's plane had 
c~ashed at Taihoku and that Netaji had died there, 
he told the Colonel bluntly that neither the 
Indians in East Asia nor those in India would be 
prepared to believe that story, unless positive proof 
was forthcoming and he, therefore, pressed the 
Colonel to see that the plane, in which he- was 

;.,, offered a seat for going to Tokyo, took him to 
Taihoku, so that he could get a chance of seeing 
Netaji's body with his own eyes and be of some 
service to Col. Rahman in his precadous and help
Jess condition there. Though Col. Tada promised 
him that he would be taken to Taihoku, the plane 
did not land there, but did so at a nearby 
aerodrome at Taichu, for reasons best known to 
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them. it has been proved by quite .a number of ' 
witnesses that the usual route for planes from Saigon 
to Tokyo is via Taihoku and not Taichu. An addi
tional suspicion arises here, because the usual route 
was not followed in this case and no explanation 

was given as to why it was not followed. 

Col. Pritam Singh, witness No. 5, has clarified 
this well-founded suspicion into a believable story, 
when he deposed that, "At the Saigon aerodrome, 
I learnt that the Japanese were of the opinion that ' 
it would be difficult to conceal such a big party. 
The inference I drew from this was that the Japanese 
wished to take Netaji alone to some 'unknown 
destination.' But Netaji was of opinion that it was 
not for the purpose of going into hiding that he was 
going to some 'unknown destination.' His primary 
object in doing so was to continue the struggle for 
India's freedom, for which it was essential that he 
should be accompanied by a number of his officers. 
N etaji discussed all these points with the two J 
J~anese Officers, General Isoda and l\1r. Hachiya, 
who had accompanied us from Bangkok. _After 
C"onsultations with N etaji at the aerodrome, the two 
Japanese officeTS left by plane for i.he Headquarters 
of Field Marshal Count Terauchi at Dalat"-' ·to 
have consultations with the Field Marshal, who was 
the Supreme Commander of the Japanese Forces 
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/ in South-East Asia." Later on, he states, nOn arrl.val 
at Netaji's bungalow, I saw General !soda and 
Mr. Hachiya seated in one corner."- "Netaji told 
us that the Japanese had informed him that they 
would like to take him away alone." As these 
statements have not been challenged in. any way, 
they must be accepted as correct and as such, it 
explains, why, instead of a separate plane for N etaji 
and his six followers, which would ordinarily have 
been expected from the Japanese, who expressed, 
as an only solace "to respect Netaji's last wishe~," 

five of them were not accommodated in the plane, 
in which Netaji and Col. Rahman were taken. 

It is, therefore, evident that though N etaji 
explained to those two high~ranking Japanese 
officers, his reasons for taking six of his associates 
Nith him to Manchuria, the Japanese authorities 
there, on the other hand, whose intention was to · 
remove Netaji secretly, would, from their own 

)..,. standpoint, carry out the plan as secretly as possible 
and thereby not expose themselves unnecessarily to 
the wrath of the victorious Anglo-Americans. This 
would, therefore, readily explain why only one, seat 
was offered by the Japanese and that out of regard 
for Netaji, only one more seat was subsequently 
made available on his· further request and that 
probably with great reluctance. Netaji asked two 

~· 
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more of his associates to carry their ~it with them, 
so that they could also accompany him, in case he 
could persuade the Japanese at the aerodrome to 
provide him with two more seats. In view of the 
intention of the Japanese and the risk they were 
taking for removing Netaji to a safe zone, it would
be agreed that they could not possibly accede to 
Netaji's further request for more seats. 

As the consultations both at Saigon as well as at 
Dalat and as arrangements for seats for N etaji and 
his party, as stated above, naturally took some time, 
t~e plane could ~no~ take off fr<?~. Sai_gon_!ill late in 
die afternoon for the onw'lld flight. After Netaji's 
treasure boxes had b<:en deposited insLde the ~ne, 
;~d- -~hich will be considered later, he took leave of 
his associates and his Japanese friends present there, 
and after embracing them, emplaned for "an 

-unknown destination", so kindly arranged by the 
magnanimous Japanese Government. 

As stated earlier under the heading, "THIS 
PLAN WHY PROVED ?", the total number of 
passengers in the plane, including the crew, as 
stated by some of the passengers alleged to ha v~ 
been ~n the plane, would be thirteen. Col. Rahman 
has shown twelve in the sketch drawn by him,~ a 
fair copy of which, reproduceQ. by a draughtsman, is 
attached herewith, (App. I ). Col. Nonogaki has 

--· --- . 
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stated it to be thirteen and has . shown the same 
number in the sketch A drawn by him, a ·copy of 
which is attached, (App. J }. Major Kono has given 
the number as fourteen, which is also shown in the 
sketch A, drawn by him, copy attached, (App. K ) 
Capt. Arai has shown thirteen in his sketch, copy of 
which.is attached, (App. L) and accordirig to the 
statement of Mqjor Takahashi, the number would 
be between twelve and fourteen. Lt. Col. T. Sakai~ 
who is reported to have sent a written. statement 

. ~ ~ .,.~.· 

from Formosa, has made no mention of the number 
of inmates in that plane. The sketch, copy attached, 
{App. M), accompanying the report of the Japanese 
Government, shows the number to be twelve. 
Taking the view of the majority, the correct number 
could be accepted as thirteen. 

As stated by these witnesses, the plane took off 
from Saigon aerodrome between l. 30 p.m. and 
5-20 p. m. with this complement of passengers, 
including the crew a:n.d Netqjts five trusted follow
ers, who could not accompany him, returned. home 
with a heavy. heart. 

Those outside the plane had no idea as to where 
the inma~es inside the plane were seated. 

ATTOURANE. 

According to the statements of the witnesses, who 
travelled in that ·plane, it landed at Touranebetween 
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, 5 and 7 P·-, m. and the t<1 k e off from Saigon and the 
la~ding at. ToJu:.~.l!.e w~r_e g_uit~ormal and the 
~~gEt_ enr_9!_lt~ __ wa,~ .9,..uite smo?th. 

A Col. Rahman stated that after reaching the 
~erodrome_ at Tourane, Netaji's and his baggage wefe 

placed in a car and in the cornpany of some 
.fa~Officers, they came to a hotel, where they 
. spent the Eight and th __ at a_po_gt Slmrise of the __ next 
· day,-flleY were t~en in, a la,Jl.anes~esar !P the aero- _ _.. 
dr-~~~. where he found all the passengers ~aiting for 

,t'liemthere. The statements made by Capt. Arai 
·. a;e that all the persons on board the plane put up 
in the lar.gest hotel there and all of them had dinner 

· together anclat the dinner table, Netaji, General 
Shidei and he took paJ:'t in a conversation regarding 

, :the future of Asia'and Europe and that the next day, 
they proceeded to the plane at abou.t break of dawn. 

, Major Takahashi deposed that though all of them 
stayed for the night in the hotel, he did - not see 

. Netaji there and had dinner separately and that~ 
they left the hotel at about 5-30 A. M. the next day 
for the aerodrome. Col. Nonogaki stated that all of 
them stayed in the biggest hotel there and had 
Jinner together and that Netaji and General Shidei 
talked to each other in German, which, however, 
does not tally with the statement of Capt. Arai. 
They left early next morning for the Aerodrome and"'-
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. having realised there that the plane was overloadeq, 
· they took down from the plane all the surplus things, 
·.viz., a machine gun, its ammunition and an anti-a~r 

,. craft gun, which were still fixed to the plane and 
• they then took off from there, when the su_n was 
.. nsmg. The Colonel has introduced a new story 
. here, wh.ch has not been stated by the other. wit-

nesses. Major Kono has given given another 
.. different version, viz., that as their plane had to 

traverse the whole length of the runway, 
about 2,000 metres long at Saigon aerodrome, 
before it could ta~e off, he formed the. iw-
pression that the plane was overloaded and ~o 
he made up his mind . to reduce the load o,p 
the plane when they reached the next halt and that 
after they landed 'at Tourane, Major Takizawa and 

, he, accordingly, stayed behind at the aerodrome and 
l. ·in the same evening, they took down no less th~n 

. ·,! 

twelve anti-air craft machine guns and all . t~e 
. ammunition and also some baggage, which th.~y 
',found on tht; bomb.rack, and thereby reduced the 

lpad on the. plane by about 600 kgs. They th~n 
·.·~ttended to the maintenance. of the aeroplane a~d 
·:,after satisfying themselves that everything .. ~as 
. correct, they.went to t4e P,otel, which they reach~d 

·at .about 8. 30 .P. ·M. Both of th~m. had dinner 
· separately from' that of the fir~t · party. Next 

( ·, ' ' ' I 
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morning, they went to the aerodrome before 5 AM. 
and after testing the engines, they took their seats 
in the plane, which took off at 5 AM. and as it was 
much lighter than what it was on the previou~ day, 
the take off was perfectly normal. Lt. Col. T. 
Sakai, who is reported to have sent a written 
statement from Formosa, narrates another new 
story,. viz., that they reached Tourane Airfield 
at 5 or 6 P. M. and stayed overnight at the Supply 
Base Billet there u.nd so could not possibly state 
anything about staying at the Hotel, which has~ 

however, b::!en stated by all the other witnesses. 
It is strange that these witnesses have given 
somewhat different versions, some of which cannot 
be reconciled in any way. 

THE. SEATING. 

From the seats occupied by the passengers and 
the crew, and from the relative position of the 
petrol tank inside the plane, the general impression 
obtained from the evidence on record is that as Netaji 
was seated near this petrol tank and as petrol had, 
therefore, splashed on his dress, it caught fire easily. 
In the sketch drawn by Col. Rahman and which 
was reproduced clearly by a draughtsman of the 
Civil Aviation Department, a copy· of which i$ 
attached herewith, ( App I ) and whi<-h has been 
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compared with the Colf:?nel's drawing and certified 
to be correct by the Chairman on 14. 4~ 56, it will 
be seen that Netaji's seat is shown at No. 6, whereas 
(he petrol tank is shown much lower down. The 
Pilot is shown at No. 5 in front of Netaji, and to the 

"Pilot's right, at No. 4, is shown General Shidei 
and behind Netaji, at No. 7 is his ( Col Rahman's ) 
>seat and nobody is shown to the right of either Netaji . 
·or Col. Rahman. In Capt. Arai's sketch, ( App L ), 
General Shidei and Lt. Col. Sakai are shown to 
the right ofNetaji f1.l1Q Q9L Rllrhr!!~l1 re~pectivel~\ 
In Col. N _)nogaki's sketch, (App. ]l, Major Kono is 
shown in front of Netaji and in front of 1\1ajor Kono 

-is•the Pilot, evidently, N.C. 0. Ayoagi, because to 
the right of this Pilot is shown the other Pilot, Major 
Takizawa, whose name has been written there. To 
the right of M<1jor Kono is shown General Shidei 
and to the right and a little below it, is shown the 
petrol tank. Col. Rahman (As3t) is shown along 
the centre line of the plane and not exactly behind 
Net~lji. In .\faJor Kono's sketch, (App. K.), the 
position of the two Pilots tallies with that shown in 
Col. Nonogaki's sketch, but behind the Pilot on the 

·]eft, viz., N. C. 0. Ayoagi, is the Engineer, behind 
whom, is shown Major Kono and behind whom and 
a little to the right is shown Col. Rahman, above 
whom is shown a petrol tank, which is also above 
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and behind Netaji. Another petrol tank is shown 
to the ·right and on the front side ofNetaji. The· 
position of Lt. Col. Sakai has been shown to be·. 
quite different from that shown in Capt. Arai's' 
sketch, (App. L). The actual position shown in the' 
respective sketches drawn by them vary and cannot·. 
be reconciled. There are also variations in their 
sketches regarding the seating arrangement of the' 
other inmates of the plane. 

In my humble opinion, there can be no expla
nation whatsover for such marked variation in the 
statements of the different witnesses, each of whom· 
has stated in his own way. This variation shol)ld 
not have arisen, especially,. because all of thebfi 
stated that the same seating arrangement was 
adhered to by all of them during all the different 
stages ·of the flight from Bangkok to Saigon, thence 
to Tourane and from there to Taihoku and lastly 
on the flight from Taihokn. The seating arrange
ment, therefore, given by each of them, should have 
tallied and should not have been so divergent. In 
view of all these discrepant and contradictory state
ments made by these witnesses and the difference in 
the seating arrangement shown in the sketches: · 
drawn by them, I am constrained to state that 
little reliance could be placed on such evidence. 
There is, however, only one statement common to 
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all of them and it is, tl).at the seating arrangem~nt. 
was the same throughout the different stages of the_: 
flight and which, therefore, appears to :riie to have~'. 
been a tutored one. 

TO'TAIHOKD 

Now to proceed onward with the journey, the 
plane, according to Col. Rahman, was ready to take: 
off from Tourane Airport, when Netaji and he. 
arrived there. The crew were already inside the 
plane. All the others entered the plane and the 
seating arrangement was the same - as before .. 
Netaji wore a bush-shirt, coat, khaki drill trousers,: 
all cotton, a warm serge cap, I. N. A .. and .I. I. L .. 
bad·ges and shoes. Their luggage was placed in -
the rear part of the plarie and below the turret and ·_ 
riot near them, as· stated and shown by Col. : 
NONOGAKI in his sketch (App. J). He did not , 
see anybody check-up the plane or take out the 
certificate for its air-worthiness. This has, however, 

\been contradicted by Major Kono, who was an Air· 
Force· Officer and a Pilot and who stated that he -
along with Major Takizawa and an Engineer, who 
was also in that plane, tested and tried the engines -
and after certifying· them to be alright, took out .
the certificate for its air-worthiness. Capt. Nakamura ~ 
(Yamamoto), witness No. 51, who was the Ground . 
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Engineer attached to Taihoku Aerodrome, deposed 
that Major Takizawa, Pilot Aoki lAoyagi) and he 
tested the engines and after all of them were satisfied 
that the engines were functioning properly, the 
plane was allowed to take off. He, however, does 
not mention the name of :Major Kono in having 
taken part in this job. CoL J{ahman proceeded 
with his story and said that the tak.e;.Qff was quite 
~ormal and there was no trouble with the engines 
during the flight to Taikoku, where they touched 
down~ in. a normal manner at 2 p. m. T~ were 
a~d to bave a light lunch, durjpg" wl!i_ch __ p~rj_gd, 
the plane would be refuelled. The runway was in 
flat country with mountains at a distance of 8 to 
10 miles off. As he felt cold, he changed into warm 
uniform, viz., bush-shirt, coat, (full sleeves), breeches 
and top long boots. Netaji declined to change 
his dress, but he handed over a warm pull-over to 
Netaji. They finished thejr Jjght lunch and after a 
total star_ of half an 4ouru there2 the~ emplaned. 
The seating order in the plane. was the same as 

~fore and the plan~ took offju~t 3:]Jout_ 2-35 p. m. 

Capt. Arai stated that after finishing an early 
breakfast in the hotel, they proceeded to Tourane 
Airport at break of dawn and the plane took off soon 
after.· The seating arrangement was the same as 
before and as shown in his sketch, (AppL). The 
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take-off was smooth and the landing at Taihoku at 
a bout noon, and not at 2 p. m. as stated by Col. 
Rahman, was also normal. Here he heard N etaji 
telling Col. Rahman that his intention was to go to 
1\tlukden, the capital of Manchuria, which, however, 

"is a new place not named by any other witness, 
and as it was more distant than Japan, more 
gasolene was taken in, with the result that the plane 
became overloaded. The plane took off after about 
an hour of its arrival there, i. P., at about 1 p. m. 

:Major Takahashi's deposition is that they 
reached Tourane aerodrome from the hotel at about 
7 a. m. and took off soon after, reaching Taihoku 
at about 11 a. m. As he was seated right back 
towards the tail, he could not see the seating 
arrangement of the others in front, but Lt. Col. 
T. Sakai was seated in the rear next to him, but 
which is absolutely different from Capt. Arai's 
sketch, (App.L), in which Lt. Col. Sakai it shown 
as seated in front. After finishing their lunch 
and taking rest in a tent, the plane took of between 
12-30 and 1 p. m. 

Col. Nonogaki has·stated that the take ,off from 
Tourane, when the sun was rising, was quite normal 
and the seating was the same as before. As during 
the flight, they got information that enemy planes 
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were near Swatan in South China, their plane made 
a de!our and flew further east. Though their riext 
stop was Heito, they did not land there, but flew on, 
and as the weather was favourable, they covered· 
more distance, landing quite normally at Taihoku a 
little before noon. Here they had their lunch and the • 
plane was refuelled. As the plane was scheduled to 
carry Gen. Shidei to Manchuria, Netaji also agreed. 
to go with him to Dairen in Manchuria. There was, 
therefore, no change in the scheduled flight of the 
plane. They took their seats in the same order as 
before and the plane started after about two hours' 
stay there. 

Maor Kono had deposed that after Tourane, the 
next stop was to be Heito, but when it was sighted 
at about 11 A. M., they received information over 
the Radio that Russian forces had occupied Port 
Arthur in Manchuria and so after consultation with 
Gen. Shidei, Col. Nonogaki and Major Takizawa, 
they decided that they should rush to Dairen as 
quickly as possible and reach it before the Russians 
occupied it and so, instead of landing at Heito, they 
should push on to Taihoku and after a brief halt 
there, shou!d leave fo1· Dairen. This quite a differ
ent story from that of Col. Nonogaki, who is alleged 
to have taken part in this decision. According to 
this witness, the weather ~as perfect, the flight was 
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/ smooth and the engmes were runmng very welL 
They landed ~t Taihoku at about noon and after-' 
filling up the petrol tanks, they decided to leave' 
at about 2 P.M., which, however, is not a short) 
stay, though CoL Rahman stated that they stopped·. 
there only for half an hour. They had their lunch· 
in a tent there, where Netaji put on a woollen· 
sweater over his cotton uniform, which consisted 
of trousers and shoes and not top boots. As there 
were no chairs in the plane, all of them were seated 

:1--· on the floor. Before 2 P. M., Major Takizawa. 
tested the engines from inside and he tested them< 
from outside. As he noticed that the left engine was. 
not functioning properly, he went inside the plane·· 
and after examining the engine from inside, found· 
it to be working alright. An engineer, who was: 
also in the plane and whose name he could not 
recollect, also tested the engine. and certified to· 
its air-worthiness. The plane took off exactly at 
2 P. M. and there was no change m the seating~ 

~- order. 

In the written statement~ alleged to have been 
sent by Lt. Col. T. Sakai, it is recorded that they 
reached Taihoku at about noon and left at about 
1 P. M., and there was no change in the seating 
arrangement. 

Col. Nonogaki and Major Kono have narrated 
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two stories, different from each othel', the former 

that enemy planes were near Swatan in South 
China and so they had to make a detour and fly 
eastward and the latter that, as the Russians had 
occupied Port Arthur, they should rush to Dairel! 
before the Russians occupied it. 

This concludes the evidence on this point of the 
six persons, who were alleged to have been in 
that plane. 

Another person, who stated about the piane at 
Taihoku on or about 18.8.45, is Capt. M. Nakamura 
(Yamamoto), witness No. 51. He said he was at 
that time the Ground Engineer and the Airforce 
Officer in charge of the :Maintenance Unit at 
Taihoku Aerodrome. He stated that a serious 
accident took place there on 17-8 or 18-8-45, in 
which Mr. Su bhas Chandra Bose, Gen. Shidei and 
others were involved. He then stated that he was 
901, sure that it could not be on 18-8-45, as on that 
day, about thirty American planes arrived there 
from the Phillipines and many other Japanese planes 
came and lefc on that day and he attended to all 
of them. As this date, viz., 17-8-45, did not fit in 
with what the Chairman wanted, he started manipu~ 
lations, which I have mentioned earlier in this 
report and eventually succeeded in getting from the 
witness that the American planes did not come on 
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18-8-45 and succeeded only partially, when the 
witness said that the air accident took place either 
on the 17th, 18th or the 19th. of August, 1945. 
Capt. Nakamura continued that when he reached 
the aerodrome from the city at 11-50 A. M., he 

.found the plane standing in front of . the building 
shown by him at positio~ A of the sketch I, drawn 
by him, copy attached, (App. N\ He then went to 
the tent shown at B in the same iketch. All the 
persons then got. into the plane. when it was 
at position A, from where the plane taxied all the 
distance to ppsition C on the runway. It would 
appear that the place marked A and the tent shown 
at B by this Captain as well as the sketch of the run
way and its surroundings are absolutely different 
from the corresponding ones shown by Col. 
Nonogaki in his sketches, B. (App. 0) and C fApp. 
P). The arrowheads in tlJ.e sketches of· both these 
witnesses show from which place the plane was 
brought tothe runway for the final take off from 

- there and these are also shown as different. The 
Captain, who was the Ground Engineer attached 
to the aerodrome there, stated that the runway there 
was 8YO metres long and as the tail of a heavy 
bomber normally gets lifted half way down it, the 
logical i11t"er ce is that the runway is sufficiently 
long. .Major Kouo, however~ who is also an 
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-Airforce Officer as well as a Pilot, stated that though 
the runway there was 1600 metres long, it was 

:considered to be short. As regard Netaji's dress, 
·the Captain stated that he was wearing top boots 
and evidently breeches, which has been denied by 
all the other witnesses, who have distinctly stated 
trousers and shoes. He has added another new 
story, viz., that before the plane was allowed to 
take off, Major Takizawa and Pilot Aoyagi entered 
the plane and tested it and he stood . in front of it. "" 
.After the engines were started, he found the left 
'engine to be defective and accordingly drew the 
Major's attention to it, who immediately replied 
.that it was a brand new engine that had been 
replaced by them at Saigon. This shows that the 
plane was an old one and that its old engine had 
been replaced by a new engine. Col. Nonogaki 
has stated that though it was a 97 K. V. Heavy 
Bomber, it was being used as a transport plane, as 
it had become old, and that the newest types of.~ 

:planes were being used as bombers, to which, a 
'direct lie has been given by Gen. Isoda, who has 
:stated definitely that it was a brand-new plane.. 
·capt. Nakamura continued that after Major 
~l'akizawa had adjusted the engine twice, both of 
;them agreed that there was nothing wrong with it. 
ll . 

The engines were then speeded up and the plane 
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. . 
·:.was then allowed to run. on the runway. The state-
.ments of Major Kono are absolutely different from. 
ot,hose of Capt. Nakamura and it is rather strange 

__ ;that though each of them claims to have taken 
·:part in the testing of the engines, neither of them 
_states that the other took part in it or admits the 
,,other's presence there. The other witnesses, some 
.of wh<;nn are Airforce Officers, are absolutely silent 
on this point. The reasonable inference that would 

_;be drawn from such evidence is that the testing of 
·'the eiJ.gines, as alleged, did not take place at all. 
)~t is strang·e that the only point common in the 
.. statements .of Maj.or. Kono .and Capt. Nakamura is 
.,the left engine and tit is to all intents and purposes 
.. so, as· that engine will be brought into prominence 

)ater on. 

·· Anotherstatement of Capt. Nakamura is that 
when he met Gen. Shidei in the tent, the General 

·told him..that he would fly to Tokyo immediately. 
~This is not borne ,out by the evidence on record, as 
• it has been definitely .stated by all the ·witnesses 
that .the General w.as going to Manchuria and not 

_to Tokyo and that the scheduled route of the plane 
·'was first to Dairen in Manchuria, • where the 
·General would aligh,t and then the plane would 
come to Tokyo. 
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Being the Head of the Kikari Kikan, the func
tion of which organisation has been explained 

• earlier, Gen. Isoda had to handle important and 
secret diplomatic and military matters between the 
Imperial Japanese and Netaji's Governments. He 
deposed that in May, 1945, he received a wireless 
message direct from the Imperial General Head
quarters, Tokyo. that his Government had accepted 
Netaji's plan of contacting Russia, as the military 
situation was de-teriorating rapidly and that he 
immediately communicated the same to Netaji. He 
stated further that when Netaji reached Bangkok 
from Singapore on 16-8-45, Netaji told him that he 
wanted to go to Russia, on which, he promised 
Netaji all the necessary help for that purpose. The 
General also confirmed that Lt. Col. Tada, Staff 
Officer of F. tvi. Count Terauchi's Headquarters~ 
informed Netaji a.nd also the others as soon as they 
landed at Saigon Airport that only one seat had 
been arranged for N etaji and who should, . therefore, 
travel without any of his associates, though Netaji 
desired that all six of them should accompany him. 
The Gener::\l also stated that Netaji had told him 
that he wanted to go to Russia via Dairen and to 
Dairen via Taihoku and that before emplaning, 
when Netaji bid him good-bye with a shake of 
hands, he wished Netaji a happy journey, safe 
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arrival at his destination and success in his mJSSion 
for securing India's freedom~ These words of the 

·General are significant and holding the high position 
stated above, he was in a position to know precisely 
that the joint plan of his Government ahd of Netaji 
"was that Netaji was to be taken to Manchuri~, 
where with the help of Gen. Shidei, who was 

·deputed to accompany him, he would enter Soviet 
. Russia and that his Government was carrying otit 

. ·that plan by giving the necessary transport facilities 
·to that great Indian leader, their ally, and as they 
had already surrendered, it would naturally be don·e 
as secretly as possible and ~it4 minimum risk of 
being exposed by their victors, the Anglo-Americans. 

To supplement the evidence that has been 
... adduced by Netaji's a·ssociates and those who 

were alleged to have J?een with him in that plane, 
regarding Netaji's stay at Saigon. and at Tcurane 
from local persons, it would appear that only one 

, person at each of these two places could be secure5i 
. and their depositions will now be considered. 

Shri Ramneo Goswarni, witness No. 29, said to 
·be a watchman of the firm of Chotirmal, in one 
:of whose houses, N etaji stayed during his visits to 
·saigon, has stated, that about a week after the 
surrender of the Japan<s~, Netaji caine to that 
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hous~ accompanied by two Japanese Officers and 
• enquired about Chatterji, Sahay Knd Iyer, he told 

Netaji, that they had left only two days previous 
to that date. As a matter of fact, Shri I yer was 
~ith Netaji at Saigon on that date and had beel'l 
in Netaji's company for a few days previous to that. 
So this alleged enquiry by Netaji regarding Shri 
Jyer does not arise at all. With regard to the 
subject matter of this enquiry, the deposition of 
this witness is useless, especially. when the little 
he has stated, in not borne out by the statements 
of the other witnesses; on the other hand, they have 
been contradicated by some of them. 

The other person, Shri 1\fir Ghulam Dastgir, 
witness No. 31, who states to have been at Tourane 
for the last 14 years, has deposed that sometime 
in 1945, he was asked by Mr. Suziko, the Japanese 
Administrator of Tourane, to meet Netaji, who, 
he said, had arrived there ; that inspite of his best 
efforts, he was unable to do so, due to· cont:nuous 
air raids. It is quite clear that the deposition of 
this witness" has ~ ab~olu te1y noo bearing on the fact 
that has been attempted to be established that 
Netaji stopped on the night of 17th August 1945 at 
,the biggest. hotel there. It is for the exclusive 
,Purpose of establishing this fact ... which is definitely 
considered to be an important'point in this enquiry, 

( ~ 
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1.._ ·· .. , I • - , • , 1' 

tbat all the thr.ee members of the Co:nmiltee visited . . . 

:~,ourane on 2-5-1956 in th~ company and under 
the guidance of Shri Kutti, our Consul-General at 
~aigon __ and. though all of us,stopped at the biggest 
potel t_herc .for some time and made serious attempts 
~o get evidence cverywher_e, including. the hotel 
.~taff ab~ut Ne_taji's stay at Toura,ne, such,attempts 
on our part ended in miserable f...tilure. F~r froq1 
obtain_ing any evidence, no clue about Netaji's 

""alleged st~y the;e, t\r~~ ~~bur~d an.d the only 
p'erson we could ~et h6la ~f ~li~r~ ' :Was 
~ ~ ! . . • "'' ·r -:, : ~ -··. r · : 1 r t • · 1 t t ~ ~ ~ -. .. · "· t 
~lin Dastg•r, whose worthless nature of ev1aence 
, t ,. .... t ~ • : . ·- (: · -·~ " " ... 1. ( 1: r ,, c r ., ~ ·. ( .. 
has been stated above. Such bemg the result of 
\ 1 ~:. .) ,, r·_ ~.:: r~i ! ' lr'~~-~tl ... '" J : ~ ;:~· ," ., 

our efforts, ~ reasonable susp1cwn would naturally 
t, • •• - .. ·• I. t • • · ·-r '11 ··t· 1"1' 

arise about Netaji's alleged stay 'at Tourane, which 
lus been ·stat~d oMy 'by 'the ~i~ p~~~~~s. \~ii~ ~liege 
\.o have b'~~en ~·i~ll h1rh iii \h~1t p'l~n'b, i;t1:, 1b'ein'g 
Japanese nation~rk, ~r-~ '~ipe~:t~d \'o !st.ipp~r't 'the 
anno'uricement 'n\aae by t'li~i~ Go,veV~'ci~nt. 

l ·... .. ·- ~ ~ ~ • . -~ • .. . .. 'o;j 

~;~ I~ i_s ne~~ssary for me to state here that Netaji,'s 
.name and fame in the Far East was . immense. . If ;. - -. ... . ~ r . - - . . ~ 

.4e hap corpe to the Sl)lall, town of Tourane, and 
;;tayed ~nth~ biggest hot~l there, \t,s ,st~ff al}.d the 
people round. about there woul.d surely have know,n 
about it and we would .surely have ·gqt , several 
p~rsons of go::>d standi_ug and position. w!w wo:qld 

, have known about Netaji's stay there, than the 
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solitary Shri Dastgir, especially, wh.en we had gone" 
'there with our Consul-General with the express. -
purpose of confirming Netaji's stay there on the 
night of 17. 8. 45 from the local people. The 
evidence, therefore, on this point has remained 
uncorroborated by local persons, though sinoere 
efforts were made to obtain it locally. The 
inference fror.: this would, accordingly, have some 
significance. 

' 
The point, which is now being taken up, requires._> 

careful consideration. The conduct of the Japanese, 
in offering only one seat to Netaji, could reasonably 
be surmised to be the outcome of their and Netaji's 

_ agreeu plan of removing him as secretly as possible 
and with the m1mmum of publicity_. so that 
their conduct would not be exposed to the Anglo
Americans to whom they had surrendered, and not 

·really due to their inability to provide seats for only 
six of his trusted followers, whom he had selected to 
take with him to Russia for carrying on his activi; 
ties for the independence of India. The standpoin"'t 

·of the Japanese Government- was quite different 
from that of Netaji. · They were-takir.e_a great risk 

• and it iuvolved great danger to themselves, if their 
plan was found out by their victors. As stated 

' earlier, Col. Pritam Singh inferred from the conver
: sation · of some of the Japanese at the Saigon 
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) . 
Aerodrome that they wanted to take Netaji alone 
and which Netaji is reported to have told him 
subsequently there. In this connection, very 
important and significant statement$ have been 
m4de by Col. I\:f. Yano, witness No. 44, who was 1at 
that~ time, the Chief of Air-force Section No. 2 of 
the Southern Army Headquarters under the 
Supreme Command of F. lVI. Count Terauchi at 

. Dalat and they are, (1) that Gen. lsoda had sent 
-a telegram to Gen. Numat~, the Chief of Staff, 

Southern Army, "that Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose 
wished to make contact eithtrr with China or with 
Russia to continue his struggle for India's indepen
dence in view of the fact that the Japanese were 
retreating away from India and were not in a 
position to help him very much/; and (2) "the plan 
was to move 1t1r Bose alone to Tokyo. Mr. Bose 
had desired to go to Russia. F. 1\1. Count Terauchi 
decided that, in the first instance, Ivfr. Bose should 

,~isit Tokyo· and discus; the matter with the 
Government of Japan and then proceed ownwards. 
The arrangements for Mr. Bose to be flown to 
Tokyo were made by our Headquarters. The 
arrangements for aeroplane were made by the Air· 
staffOfficer attached to the Headquarters at Dalat.'~ 
Though this Officer states that it was decided that 

1 
• .Netaji should go first to Tokyo, it has been proved 
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quite satisfactorily, that at Saigon ~erodrome in the"·_ 
presence of Gen. hoda and others and before the 
plane took off from there, that the plane would go 
to Dairen in :Manchuria first and after dropping, 
according to plan, Nctaji and Gen. Shidei there, it 
would then come to Tokyo. As Gen. Isoda had 
contacted the Field l\farshal at Dalat, when he had 
gone there for making transport arrangements fer 
Netaji for his onward flight from Saigo:1, it must 
obviously have been decided by these two high-. 
ranking officers that Netaji and Gen. Shidei would'
be dropped at Dairen first and bcfure the plane 
flew to Tokyo and according to tl~is decis:on, the 
route of the plane was scheduled to be from Saigon 
to Taihoku, then to Dairen and finally to Tukyo1 

and which has been s!ateJ by several witnesses, 
This is a valuable piece of information and the 
more so, as it comes from the source of its 
ongm. 

Now to summarise the point about Kcraji's 
departure from Bangkok ~n the morning of 17. 8. 4~ 
and subsequent departure from Saigon the same 
aflernoon, the undP.rlying policy behind it, accor
ding to the plan agreed upon both by the Japanese 
as well as by Netaji, was that, to -com~ily with 
Netaji's desire not to fall into the hands of the 
victorious Anglo-America11s, who would thereby 
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wreak their vengeance on l1im under the Enemy 
Agents' Ordinance or as a TvVar Criminal; for having 
\v,tged war against his 'King and Emperor, the 
Ja?anese Government, being cxceedir:gly sorry for· 
N etaji's f~tilure in Ids mission to bring about the 

.incl'ependence of India, which they ascribed to their 
losing the war, decided "to respect Netaji's last 
'vishes", and in pursuance of the same, made 
necessary arrangements for removing Net?ji to a 
safe zone, viz., Manchuria; from where Net<lji said 
he would make his own arrangements for going into 
ihe adjoining Russian territory. For helping 
Netaji to do so, the Japanese Government were 
generous enough, though there was distress and 
utter confusion in their ranks, due to their having 
surrendered, to depute one of their top-ranking 
military officers, viz., Lt. Gen. Shidei, who knew 
Manchuria well and who was reported to be a 
keyman for negotiations· with Russia. As there was 
difficulty for the Japanese in arranging transport 
for Net<1ji's party, primarily consisting of more thari 
100 persons, Netaji finally selected only six of his 
trusted and loyal· followers to accom:tlany him to 
Russia and accordingly requested the Japanese to 
arrange transport facilities for only seven of them. 

As Netaji was an arch enemy- of the Anglo~ 
Americans, to wh::>m they had als::> surrc:1dered, it 
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is quite clear that the Japanese could not under any 
circumstances openly remove Netaji to a safe zone 

.and out of the clutches of the victorious Anglo
Americans. They had, therefore, to do so very 
secretly and without the least chance of being found 
out. As stated by Col. Pritam Singh, the Japanese· 
were talking among themselves at Saigon aerodrome 
that it would be difficult to conceal such a big 
party, which, however, consisted of o:nly seven 
persons and so they decided to take away Nctaji 
alone. In removing Netaji to a safe place, the 
primary comideration of the Japanese would 
naturally be to do so with the minimum chance of 
being detected by their victors. The question of 
Netaji having six associates along with him in his 
new sphere of activities would cmrely be of little 
consideration with them. They could in no case 
embarrass themselves a:1d get them'lelves disgraced 
and punished, if detected. It should be very 
clearly understood, th<1t it was under such circums
tances that the Japanese Government had decided 
to remuve N ctaji alone to Manchuria: 

After· a very careful consideratio:1 of the evlde:1ce 
recorded on this point, I am of opinion that it i~ 
f<lirly s::Jt1:;f,;ctory oniy from the time of Nctaji's 
~departure from Bangkok and subsequent departure 
from Saigon. Discrepancies worth co::1sidering 
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started comme_ncing after that, · and as the aUeged 
fli.sht continued, discrepancies, contradictions and 
different venions continued to b~ on the increase. • 
It cannot but be mentioned here that inspite of 
the best and sincere efforts 0:!.1 our part and on that 
of our Consul-General at Saigon, we were unable 
to secure even a single pers:Jn at Tourane, who was 
in a position to state that N etaji was there on the 
night of 17-8-45, especially, when it has not been 

~ stated by a::1y of his alleged fellow passengers that 
there was secrecy about his stay or his movements 
there. This point should be considered to have some 
~ignificance. Moreover, apart from the single 
statement that Netaji stopped at Tourane for the 
night, the other detailed statements made by the 
different wit~esses are generally discrepant. Takin,g 
all these into consideration, it would be difficult 
to conclude that Netaji came to Tourane along with 
these witnesses, as alleged by them. 

' '· II1a) THE AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT 

According to Col. Rahman, the plane after 
taking off, circled over the airfield as Taihoku at a 

~eight of a few hundred feet, which he later on 
stated, would be 1,000 feet or more. It then turned 
~o the north or north-east and while it was still 
gaining height, he suddenly heard a dcafc.:!ning 
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n_o_ip?.2-'J.§ i_f_~Q~n9~he!lf:o:n, a:1 c:1emy. plar.e 
had hit the starbJ:1-~~d side of their 'pli:1e, w:1ic:1 

• immedi:1tely started W:)ublin,s a.,d m:1dc a n::n~-div~; 
which is confi~·med by a:1other statc:n~::1t of his, viz., 
th3.t while tho:~ ph:1e wa3 no3>::living, th~ir h~:1:l.s 

were downwards. That the pLme nose-dived has 
been stated by all the other wit:1esses, though the 
maximum altitude said by them to have been 
attained by the plane f.tlls far short of ~wu is 
nowhere near 1,000 feet stated by Col. Rahman, 
who then stated that within a few second>1, the 
pla:1.e crashed on the ground. Shri S:ntri, witnes3 
No. 67. an Aircr<~ft Inspector, Accidents Investi
gation Brand1, Civil Aviation D.!p:trtme:1t, Gavern
ment of Indi<l, who was req·1ested to give his 
opinion as an Expert, has stated that it takes <~bout 
8 seconds to f.dl down from a height of 1 ,0:>0 feet 
and which confirms Col. R<thrnan's statement. 
Although .\1ajor Kono stated that as soon as the 
plane had attained a m:1ximum altitude of approxi
mately ~)0 m~tres, which i~ ~qual to ab:1ut !OJ feet, 
which, however. is quite different from what has 
been stated by C:1J. Rah-m:1:1, th·~ pL:t.:le :>t;1rted 
fallin~ and it de>1cended rapidly. He failc::l to 
switch off th~ igni ion swi;ch, as he could not 
maintain hi~ h1b.ncc and proc~rd forward, bnt he 
saw the Chief Pilot ]\Jajnr Takizawa and N. C. 0 •. 
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Ayoagi strugglir:g hard to control the plane, which 
tiJen'' crashed ~n· 'the 'gromid.: 'According to 
Sllri Sastri, it' would ·take the plane 3 seconds to 
Clash against the grou'n~ · from a' height of I 50 feet 
and if it. crashed from that height, a "Major" 
~ccident would be expected. Takir:g Col. Rahman's 
\,crsion that the plane crashed from a· height of 
'1 ,000 feet ar.d as stated. by :Major Kono that the· 
pilots failed · t~ control the plane, though they 
strugglt"d very hard to do so and as r:o witncf:s hzs 
.suggested that the· pflots had succeeded in doing 
soar:das it takes only'S seconds to crash'on the 
the ground:from a height of 1,000 feet, the nature 
or l'1le accident due to the ao\·vnward mcunting 
me mentum cf the plane could n:ason;1 b:y be 
expectei:l. to be somethirg very horrible and shocking 
and beyond all imagination and nothing ncar what 
has been stated by the witnesses. This altitude of 
-~ ,OOO•fect, ·as stated by him, is also expl•ained and 
made believable from another statement of his that 
the plane was in the air for 5 or 6 minutes. It 
could be said that it was not quite 'po~sible for the 

- Colonel to form a more or less correct idea of the 
height the plane had attained from inside the plane, 
but, being an· educated and respectable ferson, he 
was not expected to make a statement unless he 
could vouch for its correctness. The other inmates 
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of the plane were also in a pos1t1on to give the 
height attained by the plane according to their 
respective estimates, which, however, are absolutely 
different from that given by Col. Rahman. There· 
fore, it could be stated definitely that Col. Rahman 
knew that the plane had reached a height of 1,000 
feet or more. Moreover, his statement ·that the 
plane was in the air for 5 or 6 minutes was made 
with the belief that it was more or less correct, 
because persons do f(,)rm a.n ide"- 9f time cveq 
without consulting a watch. Similar is the case 
with his definite statement that the plane crashed at 
a di.stance of 1 to 2 miles from the airfield and he 
could have made no mistake about it either. Another 
definite statement made by him is that after the 
plane was 5 or 6 minutes in the air and was still 
gaining height, he suddenly heard a deafening 
noise, <~s if some cannon shell had hit the starboard 
side of the plane and his immediate reaction was 
that some ellemy plane carrying cannon had 
fired ou their plane and had hit it and as soon 
as he head the n'Jise, the plane starieu-
wobbling and it nose-dived, and within a few 
seconds, it crashed on the ground. According to 
the Colonel, this was the reason that brought about 
the accident to the plane. It is exceedingly curious 
and at the same time iucxplicable as to why this 
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reason give~ by Col. Rahman for the plane crash 
·has not been stated by any other witness or inmate 
of the plane. The version of the majority of them 
is that there were two or more loud noises and 
bangs and, from inside the plane, they knew that 
the propeller of the left Engine and also the left 
·engine, as stated by some of them, had dropped off 
the plane and which, therefore, is totally different 
from the reason given by the Colonel, for which 
-there can be no explanation whatsoever. 

These few statements made by the Colonel fit in 
with one another and, therefore, give the impression 
that it could be a probabl_e story. That the plane 
was in the air for 5 or 6 minutes could reasonably 

·prove that it had attained an altitude of 1,000 feet 
and that it could have flown to a distance of 1 to 2 
miles from the airport, that shell from a cannon 

·from an enemy plane after hitting their plane could 
cause damage to it, resulting in its wobbling, nose
diving and finally crashing to the ground. In my 
opi~iou, by no stretch of reasoning or arguments, 

· could it be explained why not even any of these few 
, but important statements has been supported in any 
the least manner by any of the other inmates of the 

· plane and the other witnesses. A~ these statements 
-of Col. Rahman have not been corroborated by 

:any of the other witnesses, I regret1 it is not possi,.. 
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bl~ .. ~?_acsE,EL,th~!~L a~_<:;g~~~t. From this, however, 
it does not necessarily follow that the stat~ments 

made by the other witnesses w.:mld be accepted as 
correct either. They ~ave to be judged on their 
own merits. 

To co:1tbue with the further statements made 
py the C:Jlonel, he is definite that as it was a bomber 
plane, there were no seats in it. This has also been 
state1 by the other witnesses, except Col. Nonogaki, 
who has shown only two seats in his sketch A, (App. J) 
and which he stated were occupied by the two 
pilots. The evidence on record is that as there 
were no seats, all of them, including Netaji, squatted 
on the floor. As such, it would be probable and 
reasonable to expect that when the plane nose-dived, 
it would not be possible for any of them to retain 
their seats and they would have all dashed headlong 
into the cockpit or against any other obstruction in 
,the front portion of the plane. In any case, when 
the plane dashed against the ground on its i10se, 
they must have been hurled forward with the heavy 
,and sudden impact and injured fairly severely also 
in_ the process, unless they were hanging like bats 
:rrom any part of the plain';, which-.they may have 
,held _firlil!Y, but, even in that ~ase, they w~>ulp have 
·had in aU probability lost th~ir grip. for doing 
't:'hiS~ it would be evident that they woUld not have 
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got the time; opportunity or presenc<( of .~ind,. 
I ! , • . 

)\tfor.·over, if the plane had crashed from a height 
;of about i,OOO feet ~ith the pilots umible to control · 
it, the impact wo:.tld b~ ffi:)fC than enough to finish 
;:tll the inm~tes and that b~yond all recog.:1itio::I. It 
<loes not require an expert to co~e to this opinio:J., 
though Shri Sastri has stated that a crash from ~ 
height of only about 150 feet is sufficient to 'cause ·a 
"Major" accident. So one would shudder to 

I 
1
imagine what the result would. h~ve been if the 
pfane had 'crashed from ·a height of i.ooo feet. 

i. , ' - ' ' ' • • , 

:As reg~rds the pbce where. the plane,_ is aUeg~~ 
to ~av'e cr~shed, .Col. Rahma~ has ·stated that it . . " . . . . . . . . ' ' . ) " 

;was .H or 2 miles from the b~und~ries of tpe air129~t~ 
~and on being questioned, he stated .that it crashed 

. ' . ... ~ . • ~ ' l 

pn '.'Plai;t Open L3:nd". J?.l,trinp. the )ast.Bart, o.f 
1the Colonel's,examination, he replied .to a questio~ 

• '", l_, .1 1 .... , ) ,L 

put by the Chairm~n that, thC?ugh ~e, had ~om~ 
photographs, he did not bring, any of tpem with 
'-'' • ' j '~ .. ' t I; • ' \J I • ·- - } •• 

~<.._ 
1
him. He·stated later that he had four photographs, 

~ ' • .. · .,. • l~ I . ( l ... , · ~ .... 

,two o( the crashed p~ane, one of tpe coffin and in 
. ... l ·, . .... ~ ... " -# • • ~ - • ~ . 

thc.fou~th, he is sl~own as sitting beside the coffin . 
. ' • t • .. .. • ' 

1 
. It appears froq.l . newspap~~· r,eports recently 

:published, containi.t;g the gist of!l:lY col~eagues' repor,t 
submitted ~o the Goyermnent, thilt. they, ha~c relied 
pn one of those photograp~s of ~·the crash~d pJane:, 
which was given very good publicity in the front 
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page of the newspaper. It is, the;:-cfore, evident 
that Col. Rahman sent those four photographs to 

• the Committee. I regret very much to state that 
I had absolutely no knowledge of the same, till I 
could surmise this now from the newspaper reports. 
It is sickening to report that though these photo: 
graphs and all other relevant papers were sent to 
Shri Sastri for his opinion as an expert, and which 
have evidently been referred to and relied upon by 
my colleagues in their report to Government, they " 
have intentionally been withheld from me, the third 
member of the Committee, and to whom those 
photographs and all other papers are equally 
necessary for writing his dissentient report and that, 
inspite of requests, verbal, by letters and by 

, telegrams, starting from 14. 7. 56 to 30. 8. 56 to the 
Chairman of the Committee, the Prime Minister of 
India and the Joint Secretary, ~1inistry of External 
Affairs, New Delhi. It is with deep regret that 
I am constrained to state that the Chief Minister 
of West Bengal, who was requested by ·some high ,_.. 
official in New Delhi, to get me round to sign the 
report of my colleagues and thereby make it a 
unanimous one, and who tried his utmost to do so, 
by influencing, persuading and coaxing me, not 
only by contacting me personal~y and over the 
'phone, but also through some my r.earest relations 
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and friends, failed to have his high pos1t10n and 
prestige maintained. Having failed in his attempt, • 
he heard patiently what I had to say in reply and 
he was good enough to request the Prime Minister 
.by a letter, in reply · to a letter he had received 
from him, in my presence on 15. 8. 56, requesting 
him·· to arrange to send me all the papers, I had 
requested them several times, so as to· enable me 
to complete my dissentient report. · I naturally 
expected that our Chief Minister's eff~rts in coming 
to my aid would meet with success ahd I was 
expecting the necessary papers from the Joint 
Secretary, Ministry of External Affairs everyday 
soon after that. I was sorely disappointed, when he 
informed me over the phone on 28. 8. 56, that there 
was no likelihood of my getting any of those papers 
from Delhi. He advised me at the same time, to write 
my report by making use of the personal notes, I 
had maintained, regarding some of the important 
statements made by some of the witnesses. In this 
connection, I consider I will be failing in my duty, 
if I do not make it clear the circumstances, which 
compelled me to keep these notes as well as the 
nature of those notes. I have made mention of this 
in an earlier part of the report and I consider it 
necessary to poin"t out here that the Chairman had 
decidedly a biased, pre~udiced and preconceived 
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opinion that Netaji was dead and which he in a 
. way, openly expressed to the · Pressmen in Tokyo 

on 4. 5. 56, immediately on our arrival at the 
airport there and which was also the confirmed 
opinion of the Prime Minister and which he also. 
openly expressed ~n the Parliament on 29. 9. 55. 
This appears to have" moulded the opinion of· the 
Chairman in such a manner as to get those state
ments of the witnesses, that were not favourable 
towards his opinion, recorded in such a manner as 
would be least , detrimental to his opm10n. 
To guard against this, as much as I possibly 
could, I was compelled to keep notes to the best 
of my abilities and with the least inconvenience 
to the work of the Committee. As I have 
stated earlier, I had to check the draft state-

. ments of some of the witnesses recorded by our 
stenographer with these notes of mine and had on a 
few occasions, got them corrected after reference 
to and with the permission of ·my · eolleagu~, This 
"Private Noting", as was styled by my co1league Shri 
!vb.it,ra, was evidently a hindrance to them and .on a 
few occasions, hP. remarked that my "Private Noting" 
had no value and that I .would not be allowed 
to take up the time of the Committee, tn whiCh I 
invariably replied immediately, that in doing so, I 
had never wasted a minute of their time nor did I 
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/ ever ask them for time for doing so. Whenever I 
put any question to any witness or listened to his 
answer, it was not possible for me to keep notes of 
the same. Besides this, I kept notes only when 
I felt inclined or thought it nec~ssary to do so and 
they were accordingly kept in a haphazard manner . 

. I had not the faintest idea at that time,. that such 
notes of mine would be considered so valuable by 
the highest officials of our Government, as to cast 

~. aside all the evidence that had come to be placed on 
record during the course of our enquiry and for 
which so much time and money had been spent ·both . 
here as well as in foreign lands and to be ordered 
to be made the basis of my report to the Govern
ment. Later on, the Joint Secretary was pleased to 
inform me that he regretted his inability to send me 
the papers I had asked for and requested me to rely 
on the notes. I had kept and: to write my report 
accordingly.. In this matter, the climax was reached, 

;._, when hon 2h8. 8. 56, dour Cdhief Minister advised me 
over t e p one to epen on my memory also in 
writing my report.. This is decidedly the limit. It 
is exceedingly unfortunate for me, as a non-official 
me~ber of the Committee, to have been the victim 
of such injustice and oppression and the only guilt 
that I can make out is that I dissented from my 
colleagues and did not see my way to agree 
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with their finding that the aircraft· accident took 

, • place. I r~gret :y~ry much that ! am_~~~~elled 
~, to state th~t this sort of partiality2 obstruction 

~nd_ipjiJstice on the pa,r_t_Qf_sQme_ of th~. !_lig_hest 
~!fici<~}_s., _paid from Jhe ~x~h~__g__~~ _of q::>_~eE_nl_?:!~n~, 
that is claimed to be a civilised and a dem:)cratic 
one,-hi withh~l~i~g t:_el~vant papers that a~e-_filed 
on- iher_~s:<idJ from th~ non-offi<:_ial PJ,emger __ o_( the 
Committe~, ~ith _th~ a1>Jt<~.re11J: ip.t~u1ion __ 9f ma,.,ki~g 
it impossible for him to write and submit his report , 
to the Government, because his opinion happens 
to go against the opinion of the Government, is 
something really amazing and proQ~bly _u~ig,ue in 
tne annals_ of a.u.,y judidaT---or quasi-iuslici~l-PL9_Q~ed
ings a:qd it wiJl not at ~11- _pe_ SU:rJ?!"isjn,&__ i( _!!_goes 
down to his tor¥ as su~h_,_ 

Now to return to the four photographs, which, 
I believe, were sent by Col. Rahman and 
which along with all other papers were not sent 
to me, as already stated by me, I have tp state that _,.. 
I have just managed after great difficulty, 
resourcefulness and expenditure to get hold 
hold of. As regards the photograph, ( App. Q ), 
~shmving the plaDP. alleged to have crashed along with 
the place, where it is shown to have crashed, 
different versions have been given by different 
witnesses. Col. Rahman stated that the photograph 
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was given to ·him by the Japanese with the report 
that it was the identical plane, in which Netaji, he • 
and others were alleged to have travelled and which 
subsequently crashed. The details shown in the 
photograph should have, therefore, more or less tallied 
~ith the statements of the witnesses, without which, 
it cannot be considered to have any evidential value. 
It will be seen that. it does not show the "Flat 
Country'' or "Plain Open Land", stated by Col. 

... Rahman nor does it show the airfield or the runway, 
stated by the other witnesses. It is absolutely 
different and it clearly shows hilly area. It is 
common knowledge that a phot_ographic print 
correctly shows what really exists and nothing 
different from that. The discrepant, contradictory 
and irreconcilable statements of the witnesses, 
therefore, show that the aircraft accident, as alleged 
by them, cannot be said to have been proved and 
this finding is confirmed' by this photograph. In my 

~- humble opipion, there can be no other conclusion. 
' As regards the other three photographs, copies 
· attached, (App. R, S & T), I regret I am not in a 
position to state definitely whether they are the 
identical three sent by Col. Rahman. Considering 
the one, (App. R), which is likely to have been sent 
by him, it gives a view of the place, where the plane 
is alleged to have crashed. It is nowhere like what 
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the witnesses have said, but is similar to the first 
photograph, (App. Q), already discussed. The other 
two photographs, (App. S & T) will be considered 
at the proper place. 

Regarding the aircraft accident, Capt. Arai . 
stated that in a few minutes after taking off, the 
plane attained a height of about 500 metres, 
equivalent to about 1,600 .feet, when he heard 
two loud noises and the plane immediately started 
to dive towards the earth. Except him, and Col. 
Rahman, all the other witnesses stated that the 
accident took place soon after the plane became 

. airborne and when the altitude attained was low 
and very much less than 1,000 feet or 1,600 feet, 
stated by Col. Rahman and him respectively. The 
Captain learnt later that the first noise was due to 
one of the propellers falling off and the second 
was due to one of the engines dropping off. After 
crashing on the ground, the plane broke into two 
pieces from ne~r the middle, as shown. by him in ,.. 
red pencil in his sketch, (App. L). This contradicts 
Col. Rahman's statement, lhc opinion of Sri Sastri, · 
and the photograph, (App. Q) thc;tt the tail and 
wings were attached to the remaining part of the 
plane. He has also stated that the accident was 
due to overloading, but Shri Sastri is definitely of 
opinion that the propeller could not drop off due 
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to overloading." On the other hand, Col. Nonogaki 
and Major Kono have said, that as they considered 
that the plane was overloaded at Tourane, they. 
relieved the load off the plane and the Major stated 
that he did so to the extent of about 600 kgs., which 

_ • is even ·more than half a ton. It is curious, that 
the statements of the witnesses are, that up to 
Tourane, when the plane is alleged by some of 
them to have been overloaded, the take off, landing 
and flight enroute were quite normal and smooth. 
The opinion of Shri Sastri, after considering the 
overall evidence on record, including the photo
graphs, sketches etc., is that the plane attained a 
maximum height of about 120 feet and then crashed 
near the runway, and which, even in that case, 
would be expected to result in a "major" accident. 
So anyone could easily imagine what the nature of 
the accident would have been, if the plane had crashed 
from a height of 1,000 or 1,600 feet, as stated by 
Col. Rahman or Capt. Arai respectively. 

Major Takahashi had deposed that when the 
plane had just become airborne, there was an 
explosion and the plane tilted· to the left side and 
crash€d on the ground in front of and outside the 
runway and then came back to its .normal position, 
which he has shown clearly in his sketch, (App. U) 
and which is absolutely, different from what is seen 
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in the photograph sent by Col. Rahqtan, in which 
the tail is shown as pointing upwards and the place 

.of crash, a hilly country. According to Major's 
statements and sketch, which are to the effect that 
there was no breakage or damage to the plane, it 
could safely be said that the plane had "belly-landed" • 
after striking the ground and that there was no crash. 

Col. Nonogaki, on the other hand, had intro
duced a novel story, which is again different from 
the three different versions given by the three 
witnesses named above. He has stated that shortly 
after he felt that the plane was airborne, and had 
attained a height of about 20 metres equal to about 
60 feet, he heard an explosion and saw the plane 
nose-diving towards the ground. He also heard 3 
or 4 bangs coming from the side of the en15ine, which 
he learnt later was due to the left propeller having 
blown off. The plane crashed on the ground and 
broke into two pieces, which he has shown in red 
pencil in his sketch, marked A, (App . .J), which was 
near about the turret. In his sketch, marked C, 
(App. P.), he has shown on the runway in blue 
pencil, the X (cross) mark, fro11 where the ph'le 
became airborne and the X (cross) m1.rk in re:l 
pencil, where the phne crashed on the s~'11~ runway.
The rear portion uf the piane broke off and flew 
away on the runway in the direction indicated in 
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blue dots and the main body of the plane dragged 
itself to a distance of 20 to 30 metres from where it 
had crashed and came to a stop on the runway, 
after striking ag<:tinst a pile of stones and sand, that 
had been collected at the edge of the runway and 
which were meant for filling up craters formed on 
the runway due . to aerial bombing by the enemy. 
According to him, the complete drama of the alleged 
plane crash was enacted on the runway and nowhere 

,' else. It is impossible for anybody to explain this 
definite statement that the crash and breakage of 
theplane took place wholly on the runway with the 
definite statement of Col. Rahman that all this 
took place 1 or 2 miles from the boundaries of the 
airfield or those of the other witnesses that it took 
place elsewhere. 

According to Major Kono, the plane took off, 
and after reaching a height of about 30 metres, 
equivalent to about 100 feet, there was a single loud 

)._ explosion and the plane tilted to the right side, 
' because the· propeller and the engine on the left side 
.had dropped off. The plane then crashed on its 
right side and the right wing was completely smashed, 
which is an absolutely different version from those of 
the other witnesses, who have definitely maintained 
that it was the left side. The Major has confirmed 
his statement that the right wing was completely 
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smashed, in his sketch marked B(II}, (App. V), m 
which all the main parts of the plane are shown 
intact except the right wing. In his sketch, marked 
B(l), (App. W), he has shown that the damage was 
caused at two places, shown at (a) & (b) of the 
same sketch, and in his sketch, B(II), in addition td 
the broken and blown off right wing, he showed at 
the portion marked (a), that the tail had broken off 
and at the portion marked (b), he showed and stated 
verbally that at that joint, the plane had bent in
wards, which is his special, but uncorroborated, story 
of the damage to the plane. 

In the written statement, said to have been sent 
by Lt. Col. T. Sakai, it appears that "shortly after 
taking off, the plane inclined to right. Thinking 
that this was not normal, I looked out through the 
macl).inegun cage. At that time, the plane had 
corrected its banking. But it went down lower 
and lower rapidly from the height of about 50 metres. 
From my position, I could see only the direction of 

• ,A 

the sides and rear ; when the plane came over the · 
end of the airfield, which was waste land, I saw the. 
rear wheel flew off backward in the left side drawing 
!l.n arc in the air. The moment I noticed it, I fell 
unconscious". It will be seen that in these state.; 
ments, there no mention about an explosion or a 
loud noise or bang, or the propeller or the engine of 
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the left· side falling off, or of damage to any part of 
the plane, or of the plane having crashed at a 
distance of I or 2 miles from the boundaries of th~ 
airfield, or of having crashed and being left damaged 
on the runway itself or anywhere near it. In short, the 
statements of this military officer are unique by them
selves and have remained uncorroborated by any of 
the five other alleged ·inmates of the plane, whose 
depositions have been considered above. I am, 
therefore,. definite, that not a single person with a 
fair and unbiased mind, reading the depositions of 
these six persons and ·perusing the photographs, 
sketches and papers on record, would agree with 
the findings ofmy colleagues, that the plane crash 
took place, as alleged. 

According to Capt. Nakamura (Yamamoto), 
witness No. 51, who was the Ground Engineer at 
Taihoku Aerodrome, all the passengers boarded the 
plane, when it was at position A, shown in his sketch 
marked I. (App. N), after the Pilot Major Takizawa 
agreed with him that there was nothing wrong with 
the engine. This positio~ A, however, is quite 
different from that shown. by Col. N onogaki in his 
sketch C, (App. P). The Captain then stated that 
the plane was taxied to the position, marked C on _the 
runway and shown. on the same sketch, where the 
engines were speeded up and then slowed down, as 
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is usually done, and after he had satisfied himself 
that they were correct, they were speeded up again 
·and the plane was allowed to run on the runway and 
it took off at a point about 50 metres from the end 
of the runway, and immediately after taking off, it 
made a steep ascent and then tilted to the left, when 
he saw something falling down from the plane, 
which he later discovered to be a propeller. In his 
opinion, the maximum height attained by the · plane 
would be 30 to 40 metres or something slightly 
higher than that and that the plane crashed at point 
G, marked in his sketch I, (App. N), which was a 
little more than 100 metres from the end of the 
runway. He is definite that the whole of the plane 
was intact and that no portion of the body was 
broken. This statement, considered with the sketch 
of the plane at point G, shows that the plane had 
"Belly-landed" and without any damage whatsoever 
to it. He has, however, not stated that the left 
engine dropped off the pfane, as has been sJ:ated by 
some of the other witnesses. He stated that he saw 
all this, when h=e was standing at point F, shown in __ 
his sketch, marked I, (App. N) and was only about 
30 metres or about 100 feet from the runway. 
Almost all the statements of the Captain are so 
different from those made by all the other witnesses 
and as those statements have been very clearly 
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expressed, it is considered unnecessary to point out 
the discrepancy in each of them separately wit~ 
those' of all the other witnesses. · 

It must be very amusing for any reader to peruse 
how each of these seven witnesses have made seven 
different statements, not agreeing with on~ another 
on the:single point as to how the aircraft accident 
took place. 

From a portion of the draft report written 
by my colleague Shri .Maitra, which I had the 
opportunity to read and discuss with them and from 
the newspaper reports recently published, giVmg 
a gist of the report they have submitted to Govern
ment, it appears that they have accepted the opinion 
of Shri Sastri that the plane attained a maximum 
height of 30 or 40 metres and that it crashed some
where near the runway and that they ·have disbe- · 
lieved the statement of Col.· Rahman, ~ho stated 
that the plane attained a h~ight of more than 1,000 
feet and ltad crashed at a distance of 1 or 2 miles 
from the boundaries of the airfield. 

This opinion of Shri Sastri was given by him in 
the last portion of his deposition and in reply to a 
question put to him by the Chairman and is as 
follows ;_ "Chairman ; In the event of there being 
discrep.ancies between the statements of some 
witnesses, could you say from the statements and 
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other evidence placed before you, which statement 
or statements you consider the most reasonable from 
·your point of view as an Air Expert ? Ans : Taking 
a general view of the entire picture, except for the 
latter portion of the statement of Major Kono, 
relating tQ the way in which the aircraft fell down· 
to the ground, I c_onsider Major Kono's and Capt. 
Nakamura alias Yamamoto's statements to be 
reasonable". 

Before going into the question of Shri Sastri's 
opm10n referred to above, I consider it very 
important to refer to the opinion and statement 
.expressed by me earlier that the intention of the 
Chairman was "Anyhow" to come to the finding 
that the plane actually crashed and that Netaji 
died as result therefrom and that in pursuance 
of this intention of his, he regulated his conduct to 
the best of his abilities. In an earlier part of this 
report, I expressed my opinion as follows :- "I am 
aggrieved to state that' the Chairman'~ attitude 
and conduct at times, far from maintaining a 
judicial approach, has been similar to that of a 
zealous partisan and worse __ than _that of~thc mo:st 

~ unscr-upulous prosecutor". I consider mys~lf fortu
nate that the Chairman's question itself clearly 
exposes himself, that he continued calling for new ~ 

witnesses and examining them not with the intention 1 
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of arriving at fhe truth, but to fill up the gaps in 
the evidence and for explaining and reconciling 
discrepant and contradictory statements that stood 
in the way of his coming to,the conclusion that the 
.Plane had crashed and that Netaji had died. 

Now. to proceed with the opinion of Shri Sastri, 
it appears that he has considered the statement of 
Capt. Nakamura (Yamamoto) to be a· reasonable 
one and has also accepted only a portion of ,Major 
Kono's statement, but, as stated by. him, after· 
discarding~ "the latter portion of the statement of 
Major Kono, relating to the way in which the 
aircraft fell down to the ground." I am constrained 
to state that this is a tunny manner of believing 
only one portion and disbelieving the remaining 
portion of the statement of a witness relating entirely 
to the same simple point, viz., the manner in which 
the plane crashed to the ground. 

In this connection, I feel it incumbent on me 
~- to refer to.certain statement~ made . by . Shri Sastr_i. 

I may state here· that when he ~rst .appeared before 
us, I requested him .to make his statements after 
due thought and consideration, because, being 
~xamined as an expert, his opinion would be consi
dered to be very weighty and could n,ot possibly 
be challenged very easily and therefore would have 
to be accepted by us. 
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I have mentioned earlier, that the Chairman, 
finding himself unable to explain or reconcile the 
glaring discrepant statements of all the witnesses 
regarding the plane crash, got hold of this Aircraft 
Accidents Investigation Inspector to help with an 
expert opinic·:1 for tiding over his difficulty ancl 
which is plainly evident· from his last question to 
him, as has been stated above. 

Except for the statements of Shri Sastri stated 
below, I have nothing much to comment on his 
other statements, but it is quite clear from his 
conduct that he came prepared to state that the 
maximum height attained by the plane was about 
40 metres and that it crashed not on the runway, 
but further ahead somewhere on the airfield, as 
stated by Capt. Nakamura ·(Yamamoto) and which 
appears to have been accepted by my colleagues. 
It is not understood as to why he did not state that 
the maximum height that could have been attained 
by the plane would be less than 40 metres equal to 
about 120 feet, if the plane took off from the runway 
and crashed a little ahead on the same runway, 
which was shown to him in sketch 13 (App. P), 
evidently, sketch C, drawn by Col. Nonogaki and 
why he prevaricated in stating that though it 
could not be 1,000 feet he was not in a position to 
say whether it could be 500 feet or even 300 feet, 
which is decidedly an impossibility, unless the plane 
shot 11p v~rtic<~.lly like a rocket. He has also rejected 
the altitude of 1,000 feef or 1,600· feet and also 
the place of crash as 1 or 2 miles from the bounda
ries of the airfield or at that boundary, as has been 
stated by Col. Rahman and by Capt. Arai respec-
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1 tively, without assigning any reason for the same. 
Later on, when he wa~ questioned as to what would 
be the crew, he said he had no idea, though . he 
admitted that in 1945 such a plane did not fly 
without a crew. He declined to give a reply, though 
several questions were put to him, but he eventually 
~aid about the crew both of heavy as well as of light 
bombers. Shri Sastri's rejection of Col. Rahman's ver
sion and my colleagues' acceptance of Shri Sastri's 
opinion obviously challenges Col. Rahman's veracity. 

While considering only these few, but crucial, 
points in the evidence on record, viz., the maximum 

·· height attained by the plane, the period the plane 
was in the air, the cause for the accident to the 
plane resulting in its crashing to the ground, the 
condition of the plane after it had crashed, the place 
where it had crashed, and the nature of the place 
where it had crashed, considered with the same 
points as shown in the Photograph, (App. Q), 
produced by Col. Rahman, saying that it was given 
to him by the Japanese with the report that it was 
of the identical crashed plane, it stands out very 
prominently that the statements of Col. Rahman 
disagree with those shown in this photograph and 
are absolutely different from those made by all the 
other witi5.esses. It is exceedingly puzzling why 
quite a different version has been given by him and 
why not even a single statement of his is in common 
with those of the others. In my humble opinion, 
and I am convinced about , it, that it could be 
ascribed to his intense devotion and loyalty to his 
"Beloved Leader", as Netaji has been designated by 
my colleagues. 
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It is unfortunate that I was not given a copy of 
the report of my colleagues and so I am not in a 
position to know exactly the contents of the same. 
The little that I have been able to glean from the 
newspaper reports recently published, regarding 
their points or findings, I have noticed that at 
one place, where Col. Rahman and also some of 
the Japanese witnesses claimed to have indivi
dually removed Netaji's burning clothes, my 
colleagues disbelived the statements of the Japanese 
witnesses, who stated to have volunteered their 
services for that great Indian leader, for whom 
they had the highest admiration, and discarding 
the same, accepted that of Col. Rahman on the 
sole ground that it must have been he, who, 
was most likely to have done so wr his "Beloved 
Leader". Although I do not accept this to be 
the correct and the sole argument for accepting 
the Colonel's conduct, and for disbelieving what 
the others had said and done, I would accept 
Netaji, not only as the Colonel's "Beloved 
Leader", but also as his "Reverential -r..1aster", who 
believing and relying on the Colonel's unswerving 
loyalty, confided his secrets, with the hope that 
he would never be let down under any circumstances. 
I would, therefore, state that this loyal ar:d devoted 
follower, dutimlly proclaimed to the world under 
an "Oath of Secrecy", the secret instructions, 
he had received from his "Beloved Leader" and 
"Reverential Master", as has been suggested 
by Shri Dwijendra Nath Bose and Shri 
Arabindu Bose, who ~werf" -~Jw · "under -·simiiar 
''Oaths ~of Secrecy" to him at the time of 
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Appendix Q. PHOTOGRAPH OF ALLBGED CRASHED PLANE AND PLACE OF CRASH. 



j his secret departure from Calcutta in January, 
1941. . .. , 

' . 
FOUR PHOTOGRAPHS PRODUCED 

BY COL. RAH:tviAN 

With regard to the four photographs brought 
by Col. Rahman to India after his return from 
the Fat East and about which he stated· in the 
last part of his deposition, in reply to a question 
put by the Chairman and which he evidently 
sent to the Committee later on and regarding 
which, I was not informed by the Chairman at 
any stage, he stated that two of them were of 
the crashed plane, the third was that of the 
coffin and in the last one, he is shown sitting 
beside the coffin. 

I am in a position to assert, that due to 
the fear that these four photographs would easily 
upset the findings of my colleagues and which 
was also the confirmed opinion of the Govern· 
ment, · they thought it wise not to send them or 
even show them to me. 

As regards the first photograph of the crashed -
plane, (App.' Q), which tallies with what was 
published in _the newspapers and evidently also 
with the report of my colleagues, I pave already 
held, that by itself, it falsifies ·the story of the 
plane crash, as stated by a:tl tlie'Witnesses, including 
Col. Rahman-. As I · have·· not been furnished 
with my colleagues' report either, I am hot iri 
a position to know in what' manner they 4ave 
discussed the details shown in the photogrliph 
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with the statements of all the witnesses, but 
I am almost positive that they have not dared doing 

. so. I believe they accepted the truth of the 
plane crash and in support of the same simply 
produced this photograph, alleging it to be that of 
the crashed plane. 

After a lot of difficulty and expenditure, r 
have managed to secure prints of three more 
photographs, but I am not sure whether they 
are the same as those sent by Col. Rahman and 
the same three, on which my colleagues have relied 
upon. As they may be the same, I shall consider 
them one by one. 

The second photograph, (App. R) shows a 
landscape, but though the Colonel has said that 
it is of the crashed plane, no plane is seen in 
it. There is, however, a similarity in the panoramic 
view shown in it with the same shown in the 
first photograph, (App. Q), but neither of them 
shows the "Flat Country" or "The Plain Open 
Land'', stated by Col. Rahman or the airfield or 
the runway, stated by the remaining witnesses. 
Instead of these, they show rugged, hilly, undulating 

~ country. In my opinion, the second photograph, 
(App. R) also goes definitely against the iindings of 
my colleagues. 

The third photograph, (App. S) does not show . 
any coffin whatsoever, as stated by the Colonel. It 
shcv,rs a white _background which, I regret, I am 
unable to understand· · what it coulcl .. possibly 
signify. If this photograph has been relied 
upo:J;l by my colleagues in cornmg to their 
findings, I would humbly state that it is 
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In the fourth photograph, (App. T), there is ·no 
coffin either apd if the person shown sitting on the 
chair; be said to be Col. Rahman, I would not protest 
a·ga!nst it, as I have not been able to recoJnise him •. 
In my opinion again, this photograph . does not and 
cannot support the findings of my colleagues. 

If these be the sole photoghraphic records to 
prove the story of the plane crash or of Netaji's 
death, I am definitely. of opinion that not only has 
thue been a miserable failure, but it goes_ much 
further and proves that both the plane crash and 
Netaji's death are false. The Japanese are alleged to 
have made over all-these four photographs to Cot 
Rahman. If the plane did crash, as stated by the 
witnesses, though in a highly discrepant_ and contra
dictory manner, the two photographs, (A pp. Q. & R.) 
should have shown something that would tally with 
the statements of the witnesses a~d not something 
totally different. If Netaji had received injuries and 
burns, as a result of that plane crash and had been 
treated in a hospital and he had actt~ally died there -
and if his dead bo:ly had been cremated, the Japanesr 
Government, for warding off any calumny or trea~ 

· chery, that may have been suggested against them; 
if not for anything else, would have decidedly taket '· 
pains to maintain correct and detailed pl otograr:hic 
records of the true incident for the sati:faction of 
the Indian p~ople; for the Jap':!nese: natio~ and for 
the world at large and would have thereby prevented 
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any indignity or slander to themselves or to their 
Government. with re~ard to the gruesome trag~dy, 
alleged to have b:fallen a great Ind;an Leader and 

. Revolutionary, An International Figure and their 
Most Esteemed Friend and Ally, while under their 
care and companionship and as Mr. M. Shigemitsu, 
the Foreign Minister of Japan, was pleased to remark 
during our first interview with him in early May 
last, soon after our arrival in Tokyo, as the 
"Greatest Asiatic Hero of The Age". I am definite
ly of opinion that no better photographs than these 

' four could be available to the Japanes~ Government, 
as a plane crashing with Netaji in it. as Netaji with 
injuries and mrns near a crashed plane, as Netaji 
being treated in a hospital for those injuries and 
burns, as a dead Netajt in a hospital, as the dead body 
of Neta,ji being placed in a coffin and as the dead
body of Netaji being cremated and being put inside a 
furnace of a crematorium were not available to the 
Japanese Government for being photographed and 

_ therefore, it was not possible for them to obtain 
these photographs. If, on the other hand, it was ~ 

possib1e for them to get such an opportunity, they 
would decidedly hwe taken, preserved and pro- · 
claimed the same, in support of the truth of Netaj(s _ 
g~at;ll.)fjt_ had actu:.tlly taken -place. Iri the absence 
of any such p~-otograph or any reliable evidence, wy 
firm conviction is that the aircraft accident did not 
take place and therefore, Netaji did not die, as alleged. 
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. / COL. RAHM.'\N'S · .·. 
/ CQ_NDUCT & AN fECEDE.NTS. · 

Aspas been stated earlier, niy cJll~agu~s app~ar· 
to have ·acczpted the o,Jinto~1 of Shri .:ia3tri and the 
-d~posit~~n of Capt. Naka nura·'~Yam1m'o~o' that the 

• plane. sd~n aftzr taking· off, ad:am ~d a maxiintim 
height ot' about 40 m2tres and 'immdhtly hit the 

·.ground near about th~- rti:.rway'·a~d ~without any 
damage tO itself, Cane back I tO its' nOrm il i p::>sitiOll, 
or in other words, "Belly-l.-md~d·~. fhzy cons~qently 
.disb:lieved the story of th·~ 'oth~r witn~sses ancl 
also the ver~ion of C.)l. Rab.rrim,

7

vii.; th1t after b~ing 
5 or 6 minutes in the ·air, and after the plane htd 
attained· 3 ·height of m>Jre thw l OJO feet ~nd. while 
it was· still gainin~· height, h~ he.1rd a de 1fening noi~ 
1s if a ·cannon sn~ell 'fro·H an enemy .plane had hit 

< ... • • ' 

the starboard. side of' th'eir piane, wheri 'it started 
wobblmg, then nose 'dived ahd cra~hed on phin open 
lanJ at a distance of 1 or 2' miles fro'm the bJu ndaries 
of t:he airfield: As I have not ·b~en gi veri the report-

..._ of my colfzagues, I am no·~ in a position to know the 
r-easons given by them fur disbelieving i:he Colonel 
or whether they h1ve sta':ed the rea.ons or the 
circumstances, which compeLed the Colonel to make 
such statements. In any c~se, they ha .re · challenged 
his veracity, or in plain langu lge, bnn Jed' him as a 
liar, obviously, without offering any explanation for 
the same. 
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Jt.<. In my humble opinis,m. thg ~~il.tements made by 
the-colonel, whatever they are, are in- accordarce 
Wlththe instructi~;bi~b':I"'am-con;,inced, <he nad 
.seCietiY'recei~;d~-£Tc;;-~~d ;ith- · the ";()I~ intention 

<>ff!.~~~~I~€f~f.~«~~~ro,~~-d. L~~~;r·;~-- i;;.-h:~~ ~sc~pe--to 
a safe zone, which was beyond the reach of the 
~}s~ii_~ijs )\'ij£i.o:·A meri£3nS -~p,d tbe -C_olonel had. • 
therefore. amply justified the confidence and trust 
his leader had pla~ed in hit~:. ... ·· 
· . C~l. Rahman was selected_ by Netaji fr_o_m_ the 

·last· six of his trusted and loyal followers, whom he 
desired to take with him to Russia via Manchuria 
:for bel ping him- in his work there tor the -irr 
dependence of India. In a_ way, he was Netaji's 
first choice from. the whole of his administration~ 
1)(-;i:ii -d~il and .m'ilit(!ry. - It, therefore, naturally 
folio"ws.that Netaji considered him to be bis most 
reliable follower, in whom he could repose' his trust~ 
confidence and secrets, who would not disclose them 
under all trials and tribulations, who would implicitly 

-- obey all his commands and instructions and wh& 
would ever remain loyal to him. • 

~}!family con~ections. are ex~e~,ili.~.s,1y ~oo~. He 
belongs ~.!<2..- :m. aristocratic fa=l!.ll!y ;,_his father was 
Raja Mansur Ahmed Khan: They belong to the 
famous military clan of Chib Rajputs and fr,£m his 

_ great grandfather downwards, have loyally served in 
--th; British ..l,pdian-Army~ with wh6m he wascincthe -

last Eurma· ~mpt!'tgn:-Wlten they surrenc' ered to 
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the Japanese there in early 1942, his rank was that 
of a Captain.· He duly joined the I. N. A. and his 
first appointment in it was Co.nmandant, Officers' 
Training School, which gives an idea of his worth: 
His work appear§ to have been angreciated by Netaji, 
. .;,:ho made him Deputy Chief of St:Uf in early 1944 

·.and which post he held till15. 8. 45, .wh_en Netaji 
brought him away to accompany him. to an 
.A(jnk.!!g.;n Destination". He was-always i~ close 
lt;uch with Netaji. ~nd had accompanied him in his 
~isits to T~kyo and to other places. In the British 

.and American Intelligence Reports, it appears that 
he was praised for his,, bravery, resourcefulness and 
loyalty as a British Indian Army Officer. It also 
-:transpires from these reports, that he wa~ interrogated 
several times by different enquiri~g offi~ers, ~oon 

after Netaji's failure in his military campaign aga!p.st 
<the Anglo-Americans, as he was expected to give the 
maximum information regarding Netaji, being the 
only Indian to have aq:ompanied him the farthest, 

~ ;and as th;y were not getting the requisite informa-
~tion they had expected of him and which th~y 

believed he knew. The main trend of their. enquiry 
was to get some clue regardi~g Netaji's whereabouts, 
;as their reports show that they were not convinced 
<that Netaji had died, as had been announced by the 
Japanese and that they believed tbatit was a hoax 
. .and that Netaj(was living_ and-= hid~ somewh~re. 
~entually, they were compelled to confess, ~hat this . . 
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offcer, due to his attaclment to his leader, had not 
disclosed trt;tl fully_all t.hat he_ .kn.ew. ·that lle. had 
intenticn;l'y --witlbe~d ce1 tain facts, he was in ~ 
:iosition to kn< w and that he had intentionally n ade 
Certain StatemEnts, which apr eared tO them not tO•. 

be correct. 1 ~m, therefore, convinced tJla_t _Col. 
, .Habibur Ralman 'Yould state gnly what be was 
· brdeiEd by 1\etaji to state ar.d that he could not 
. imder any ci1 cun;stances state a~ything~ -th~t would 
go against the intere~t of his belov~d ar:d respected 
leader, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose .. · 

·' 

AFTER THE CRASH. & TO HOSPlT AL 

A careful tomideration of the evicence on 
record, from the very 1::-egini.ng up to the ·crashing of 
the -plane, has resulted in the definite conclusi001 
that the .Aircraft Accident did not tak~ 1:1lace .. 
·••'ti 'is now to be seen what conclusion could be 

-arrived at from· an examination of the ~err aining 
evidei?-~e that has. been .adduced and it would 
commeJ)ce with -what tock place iron ediately attett 
the .c.t:ash:._} _I Jmveal.t-eady held that as there were no 
seats in the- pl~:~n~ and ·as all the~ pass~nger~ ·had' -
squatted on, the floor:; all of them· together with the . 
baggage. wou!d have been hmled headlong inte> the: 
ccifkpit: or against any b:the.r obstruction in. the front: 
portion of the plane, dutin~ the period when the 
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plane was nose diving and decidedly, after the sudden 
impact due· to the plane crashing on the ground with 
disastrous conseque~ces also to the inmates them
selves. However, Col. Rahman, · remains slight!)· 
injured· to continue-his story. that even afterthe 
crasfi, all of them were still pinned up to their seats 
·on the floor and the baggage also remained midway 
in the plane to jam the only door and e:xit of the 
plane, where there was no fire, and so he .advised 
Netaji to . get out of the plane through the fire in 
front, ·as the tail and wings. all being attached to the · 
plane, left no opening in the rear. Netaji, accordingly; 
got out of the plane through a · split that had been 
caused in the front and th1 ough fire and. he also· did 
so in a similar manner. On getting out of the plane, 
he saw Netaji standing about ten yards ahead of 
him with his .clothes. on. fire and he experienced 
great difficulty · in 1 unfastening. l'etaji's . bushshirt 
belt, as,, he was, not .. wearing a1 woollen sweater; hut~ 
as his tr:ouiers were not so much <;>n fire,· -it-was ~oi: 
necessary to take them off. ·Be laid Netaji on th~._ 
ground;.wb.en he noticed a very deep .cut ori Netaji'E 
he<J.d, ~().bout. 4" .. long; bleeding.· profusely and whosf 
fa,c~ w_as scorched'. by heat and' whose hair, had al~e 
caug.hi: tire- and was singed. Netaii ·then 'told him 

f tha.t he would· not survive arid so ave the Colonel 
a . essage for his £Q_Untrymen; This. version' has not 
;nly -not been corroborated by ~the other wifhes~es,. 
but they. have also given ,~ew stories, also different 
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from each other. Considering the nature of injuries 
received by Netaji, barring the daep profusely
bleeding cut on his head, which has not been stated 

·by the other witnesses or, surprisingly so, also not 
~Y the 2 Doctors, who 'allege to have taken all possible 
measures for no less than 6 hours to save his life, 
the nature of his injuries would reduce themselves" 
only to burns, the nature of which, as stated by the 
Colonel, could not surely ~ring about death and that 
within the space of about 6 hours. He then lay 
down by Netaji's side and after 15 or 20 minutes, 
an ambulance and a lorry arrived with a few Japanese 
nurses. Both of them were then laid on the floor 
of the lorry and wen~ the fi.r.st to be rq~{led to the 
nearest Air-force Emergency Hospital. 

Capt. Arai has stated that after the plane 
crashed, he was tossed out of the plane and became 
almost senseless. Soon after, he mw Lt. Col. T. 
Sakai running round the wrecked plane, shouting 
"Shidei! Shidei !'' He was the first to be taken to 

-the Hospital in a motor vehicle. 
Major Takahashi also stated to have lost conscious

ness after the plane had Clashed, but, after regaining 
the same, he found himself lying on the ground 
near the plane and as he was injured in his ankle, he 
could not walk and so crawled_=cup- to- Col. 
.Nonogaki,. yvhere. he was told that both Netaji and 

~ Gen: -shidei were still in the plane. After some time, 
he saw Netaji get out from tb,e left front port~on 
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of the. plane with his clothes on fire and trying to 

,; take off his coat, wh~n he went up and caught ·hold 
Netaji's legs with a request to lie down and roll on 
the ground. in which manner they put out the fire · 
on his clothes, which remained on him, as only 
patches of the clothes on the upper part of his body 
were burnt and as his trousers were slightly burnt. 
A military truck came and carried away Mr. Bose. 
He was the last to be taken· from the place of 
accident to the Hospital in a lorry. As the plane had 

,.. crashed on its nose, Gen Shidei and all the members 
of the crew were killed inside the plane. 

Col. Nonogaki stated that 4e, w_as thrown out 
of the plan_e and he took cover behind a pile of 
stones and sand, against which the damaged plane 
came to a halt. He first saw Netaji stand~g near the 
left wing of the plane. with his clothes on fire and 
Col. Rahman taking off Netaji's coat, but who was 
finding difficulty in taking off Netaji's woollen 
.sweater, which, as stated by the Colonel and other 

.._ witnesses, Netaji did not wear. Netaji was stripped
.Of all his cfothes' in the aerodrome and when he · saw 

. Netaji arrive at the Hospital, he was· ~bsolutely 
naked and had nothing on him. The Colonel then 
went to a car ·waiting there, where he saw Major 
Kono and both of ·them were the first to be taken 
to the Hospital in it. He saw other lorries and, cars 
arrive at the scene of accident in quiCk ·succession. 
After both of them had arrived ·at the hospital. he 
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saw Netaji arrive there in a peculiar vehicle known 

" as .. Shidosha", which, is use;d for- starting the 
aeroplane propeller. 

Major Kono has narrated a new story, viz.~ 

that, after the plme crashed, he broke open the 
plastic cover on the top of the plane and e~ caped 
through it and that the tail had broken off frord 
from the plane. Petrol splashed on him, when he 
was getting out of the plane and as his clothes 
caught fire, he rolled on the ground and put it out. 
After a few minutes, he saw Mr Bose standing erect " 
and completely naked near the plane. He was aro t 

30 metres'from the plane, when CoL N_onogaki as~ ed 
him to get away from the plane as far as he coulJ .. 
as the am!llunitiqn in the plane might explode. He 
then saw 4 or 5 lorries, 1 or 2 cars and a . 
"Shidosha" arrive and stated that some of the 
aerodrome staff lifted him up bCJdily into tl:.e 
"Shidosha" a:p.d took him away to the Hospital 

In his written statement, Lt. Col. T. !:lakai has. 
-been very brief, viz., that "A rescue gruup from the . . ..( 

Airfield carried_ us in a truck to the Army Ho-pital"~ 
Even this short statement is d fferent from those . 
made by the other witnesses .. The Ground Engineer~ 
Capt. Nakamura, who had certified th:rt the plan~ ·· 

__ UJB<: rm1t-o __ ,l.riaht~ancl.o.-wh.o -had- al~ewed- it tv---- -----· -'"":1.--·---- ... _ ... _ .. ~ 
take off. was standing close by. According to him,. 
the plane ~rashed, irnm?diately after taking off. He 
at once jumped on to. the_ ··~Shidosha". waiting near 
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hirn arid rushed to the place of crash and· was 
" follo~ed.by 30 of hi.<5 .men, who were also there. 

They could not go near the. plane, as ammunit'on 
inside 'it was: going off. He is. definite that the whole • 
o£1 the plane was intact and that no part of it was 
broken and as the front portion of the plane was on 
fire, they rescued the ·passengers through a normal 
door .of the plane, which he showed ·as A in his 
Sketch II (A pp.· X) and all his men were . concentrat
ed in. front of that <;loor. Mr. Bose was the last penon 

,-- to, come ~Ut' and he did SO by walking OUt·of the 
plWJ.e~- The E:p.gineer continued that when ·M-r. Bose 
wa~ i a:_ few yards off from the plane, Col. Rahman · 
shputed'. ~·Pose Kakka,''. (meaning Excellency) "Bose 
Kakka;' :land ihe the'n ~~w that M;r;- Hose was within 
the reach· of the· flames and:as his clothes had been 
spla:"hecl with'· petr_ol~.: they caught fire.. Mr. Bose 
th~n: Jay on --the ground, where the Engineer and 3 . 
of his. m·en tdok off his coat ·-arid stripped ·'·h1m ·of. all , 
hi~ , dothing. , ,H~ then had a l?hinket b.rought !rorri .· 

,_ a ~~ntj~ir: d0j1iig -dt~.ty)there"·and wrap~ing up Mr;:Eose;
had all the ·inju:red. p~rsof1s, inc)udiiig Mr.·. B0se-. and' · 

. Col ·Rah~an~ .. :sent: to the H,'ospi:tal in •pne,.Army; ~. 
Truck.· but tas -~r.:'I'·ose'·was .Severely· b11rnt, ·he .was • 
not ·:ra.ia) on the' flcor of the .; truck,. but he lay. 
sttefc~ed 1otif'oil tn~·thi'ghsofthree of his men,. who. 
squ~hed on the~ flcor -of the' truck. • He.Jalso stated::. 
tb:~t Mr::Eose-was :~,<;:>t ,6lekdjt;lgfrom.any·p~xt .. _of his: 
body, but a·s he w~s · -ver:y:.s~ver~ly•burnt, the skin 
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. 
was ·falling out, but the hair on his head was not 
hurnt, as he had his cap on. As regards the " • .. 'Shidosha", he is definite that it was not taken 

· to the Ho5pital and it must have been taken by one 
of his men to the depot. He is also definite that 
.only 5 injured persons, viz., Mr. Bose, Col. Rahman, 
Lt. Col. Nonogaki, Lt. Col. Sakai and Serge1nt Okhita 
were taken to the Hospital in the same truck. This 
is a nice, detailed story, making interesting reading. 
containing a few improbabilities and absolutely , 
.different from the stories narrated by all the other .., 
witnesses. 

Another new story, different in some main 
points from those of others. has been given by Major 
K. Sakai, who was the Battalion Commander,· in 
(:harge of the Taihoku Aerodrome Defence. Accord
ing to him, the plane crashed at about 10 A.M. i. e ... 
two hours before noon and not at about 2. 30 P.M. 
He saw that the plane had been completely burnt. 
the left engine buried in the ground, the left wing 

- <>f the plane broken and lying away from the plane. 
hut the right wing in tack. He also saw. that the "· 
tail had also broken and w.1s lying separated from . 
the plane and that the plane had also broken into 
two at the place marked 2 on his sketch A (App. Y) 

.~and that the wrecked and broken plane.waslyingat. ~ 

a distance of 20 to 30 metres from the ..end of.the 
l'unway. When he reachea~tlae-aerW.¥>ma at .about 
noon, he meet Capt. Nakamur~ there' and who told 
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him ·that Gen. Shidei and the Pilot were killed iY;lside· 
the plane,' bu~ he did not find the1r dead bodies or 
remains there and he 'believed that they were sent to
the' Hospital with the injured persons . 

. It is exceedingly strange that all these 8 ·witnesses .. 
, all military officers and educated and respect'lble 
' gentlemen, shot.Jld give different ve~sions, regarding 

the simple questions as to the manner in which 
Netaji came out of the plane and how he went to the 
Hospital fro:n the aero:lrome. . The only conclusion 
that could rossibly be drawn from this is that as it 
did not actually take place, each of them stated 
whatever came uppermost in . his ·mind. This •. 
therefore, supr:orts the conclusion arrived at above: 
that the Aircraft Accident did not take place. 

Except Capt. Nakamura and Major K. ·Sakai, aU 
the other six persons named above state to have gone· 
to the Hospital for treatment of their injuries or 
burns. Theit: statements in this ccmiection may 
now be considered. -Col. RC!'hman started by stating that about 3· P.M . ._ 
after he 'and Netaji had reached the hospital, Netaji 

· ~as taken to the Operation theaq;g_room, where the· 
Doctor gave him a white transfusion of. camphor ~nd 
which he believed was not blood transfusion. Thee 
dp~tor is report.ed to have told him. that·. Netaji had_ 
a very deep injury and his heart was a1fected. The 
~-·-· - -·· ' .. 
Colonel then continued that after Netaji was brought 
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from the Operation Theatre to the general ward, he 
did 'not talk much and was not fully cunscious aQ.d 
after ab mt an hour, he fell,into a 'co nplete coma 

;,;and that about 9 P.M., h~ ~;pir~df~'i:lie~presence of 
• C'apt. - Ayogi, ~h~:~h~'.-;i:~t:~I ·;a_;·_th~ 49~tor~.sgme 
Japane;~~~rses, a~ English~speaking Japanese civili.m 
and himself ani not in the pre5ence of the other . . 
inmates of the plane, viz., Capt,, Ara_i, :Major 
Takahashi, Col Nonogaki, Major Kono and Lt. <::;ol. 
T. ~ tkai, who hd al5o b.!en taken to the Hq~wtal 
for trettment of th.!ir injuries. -~'i; 

Capt. Ar<1i h 1s stated th1t he was . left at. the 
Hmpital gate, from where he walked inside; ,the 
Hospital and he is definite and has repeated"':I~~M'1Pl 
times that Gen. Shidei was also brou~ht 'ltJ<h the 
Ho.;pital. which h1s been deni~d by all;th~ ~qer 
witnesses, who state th 1t the General could n;Jt get 
out of the plane and was burnt insid~ it:'t The 
Captain also stated that he was in a separate room 
from that in which Netaji was kept a~d___!l~ heard 

_from the nurses at about 10 P.:tvf. tha.t h~ ba<;l ex:~ired. 
He··-nal rio persunii knowledge about 1t, nor d1d he 
see Netaji's dead b.JJy or N~taji at all in tne hmpical. ' 
AccordmJ to ......:ol. Nonogaki, ho never-; Capt. A.rai, 
M.1jJr TaKalMshi, Major J{Jno and Lt. Col. f. Sakai · 
alon5 witn himself were taken to another hospital at 
.six the sa,ne evenmg, wh.:!re they heard about l'!etaji's __ 

~ .dc<lth. i\1ajur Koaooand~ 1 t;~ Coi. T. Sakai- support 
~his st.1tement also. · 

MaJor Takahashi's statements are different, viz .. 
Netaj1 was first b10ught to a room, where he and 
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6 or 7. otlters were kept and was then removed 
somewhere else, that .he did not see Ne,t1ji's ·dead 
bo.:1y, nor had ·he per~~mal kno~ledge abqut. hts <;Ieath. 
He only be 1rd about it from Cql. Nonog~kl, ,who as 
well as Major Kono and Lt. Col T. Sakai, stated • 

' that all of.tbem' were removed•the same evening to 
a different Hosp1tal, where ·,-they learnt about 
NetaJi's death. , .' . 
~- -The statements of Col. Nonogaki ate again other
wis·e· and to the effect, that he .a:Iorre .was tak~n to one 
rb.)m, whereasall the others, including Netaji were 
taken to a different room and also that about 6 the 
sa ~>e evening, · h~. 'Capt .. Atai~ · MaJOr Takahashi, 
M tjor Koo.o and Lt. Col. 'Sakai were taken to 
another ho~pital, where he .;hearCl about Netaji's 
death .. 

-M:ijor Kono's ve-rsion 'is that oii ,·reaching the 
ho.;pif1l, he was helped by' 2 persons and he w.dked 
to the ward, where· he learnt 'th·1t Mr: Bose Wds in 
-the-next room,'~that about 8 the same night, he was 
taken to another hospital along with others about 
20 kilo:netres or 12 miles <.'ff where he heard about 
Net dt's death, either on the first or on the second 
day of his Stqy there. 

It appears from Lt. Col. T. S:1kai's writteu
' statement that Mr. Bose was lying on a bed opposite 

to his i11 the Srtrne ro:>m of the hosr;it tl, that he and 
some ·others, who had rec·ived slight injuries, were 

· sent to ·a branch hospital the same evening, where he 
learnt afterwards that Mr. Bose had died. 

IN HOSPITAL & DEATH 

These are the six penons, who are aJleged to 
ha"e received injuries afong with ~etaji, and who 
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were also taken along with him to the saine hospital 
for · treatment. It is unique that except Col. 
R~hman, none of the five othtrs had any personal 
knowledge of Netaji's death, nor had any or them 

• even seen his dead body, though he is said to have 
died in the same hospital. So, regarding Netaji's 
death, Col. Rahman's statement remained absolutely 
uncorroborated, though it could have easily been 
corroborated by all these five persons. Under these 
circumstances, Netaji's death cannot be accepted to 
have been proved. Moreover, that though a high
ranking military officer, Lt. Gen. T. Shidei, along with 
2 pilots dre alleged to have died instantaneously in 
that plane crash and though Netaji, the Head of a 
State recognised by the Japanese Government and 
also their ally, is alleged to have died only six hours 
later, as a result of the same crash, no enquiry was 
made by the Japanese Government nor by any 
Japanese officer, as has also been stated by Gen. H. 
Isayama, witness No. 57, Chief of Staff, Formosan 
Army, which creates a good deal of reasonable 
suspicion about this alleged incident. 

The evidence of the two Japanese doctors and 
the two nursing orderlies, attached to that hospital 

_and who have been eJ<amined by us, may now be 
considered. Dr. T. Y o~himi, witness No. 48, is 
said to have been the Medical Officer in Charge of ~ 
the Nanmon Military Hospital. where Dr. T. Tsuruta. 
witness No. 39, was one of the Medical Officers,· 
and Mes!'rs. Mitsui Kazuo and M. Miyoshi were 

·two· :Medical Orderlies,.witnesses Nos. 54 and 59 
respectively. - -

Dr. Y oshimi started by stating that at about 
2. 30 P. M. on 18. 8. 45, a 'Shidosha', carrying 
Mr. Bose alone, arrived 
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at the Hospital, followed by a car occupied only by 
a' staff officer' of tpe Military Headquarters in 
Formosa and then by a lorry carrying 12 or 13 
injured persons and that Mr. Bose, who was lying 
absolutely naked on a bed in the 'Shidosha', was 
prought into the Hospital on a stretcher. When he 
examined Mr. Bose in the Dressing Room and not 
in the Operation Theatre, he found that Mr. Bose's 
burns were of the severest, third degree type, but 
there was no·injury on any part of his body, from 
which blood came out. He had high fever and his 
heart was weak. Dr. Tsuruta applied white ointment 
on the burns, which were all over his body and 
bandaged them, and while this was being done, he 
gave him one after the other, for his heart, four 
injections of Vitacamphor, two injections of Digita
mine and three injections of Ringer's solution. He 
afso let out about 200 c. c. of blood and transfused 
about 400 c. c. of blood, which he obtained from a 
Japanese soldier there. He was then given Sulfano~ .....-.. 
mide injection to prevent infection. He then went 
to attend to the other injured persons, leaving 

· Dr. Tsuruta in charge of Mr. Bose, during whose 
treatment and even· later, the following ·persons 
were present, viz., 1\!Ir. Nakamura, witness No. 55, 
the Chief Nurse and another nurse, both Japanese, 
and Col. Rahman. As he did not consider Mr.· 
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Bose's case to be satisfactory, he 'instructed Dr. 
Tsuruta to give him Vita-Camphor injections every 
half an hour. During this period, he paid occasional 
visits to Mr. Bose, whom he found talking in a low 
tone to Col. Rahm:m. At 7 or 7-30 P. M., Dr . . 
Tsuruta informed him that Mr. Bose's condition 
had deteriorated and his pulse was very weak. He 
immediately started giving him injections of Vita
Camphor and Digitamine, but to no effect, and 
shortly after 8 P. M., Mr. Bose breathed his last. 
He then tried artificial respiration, but that was 
also of no use. At the time of his death, he, Dr. 
Tsuruta, Mr. Nakamura, tho3e two Japanese nurses, 
Col Rahman, 0::1e ~filitary Policem:m and Col. 
Nonogaki were present. He then conveyed the sad 
news over the phone to the Formosan Army Military 
Headquarters, from where two staff officers, the 
Adjutant to the Comm:mder-in-Chief, several other 
persons and a platoon of military guard arrived the 

~arne night. Mr. Bose's dead body. was then 
removed to a corner of the same room and a screen 
was put in front of the body. He also stated that · 
the Assistant Pilot, sub-officer Aoyagi and the Pilot, 

--the ccnditicn of -both of whom: was- serious, were 
also brought to his hospital, where after being 
treated for about 3 days, they were sent to another 
hospital, where, he heard, they died, but this has 
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been contradicted by almost all the other witnesses, 
who stated that bot! of them died inside the plane. 

The statements of Dr. Tsuruta are different on· 
some important points. According to him, on 
18. 8. 45 at about 3. P. M., about a dozen injured 
persons, including Mr. Bose and Col. Rahman, 
arrived at the hospital in a truck and all of them 
were carried to the Dressing Room and they were 
attended to there, while they were lying on their 
stretchers and after having been dressed, all the 
Japanese were removed to one room and Mr. Bose 
and Col. Rahman were sent to another room, and 
for privacy, a screen was put round Mr. Bose's bed. 
When Mr. Bose was first brought to the Dressing 
room, both the doctors attended on him and his 
burns, which were of the severest type, were smeared 
with white ointment and were then bandaged. 
Later on, he was removed to the Ward, where an 
injection of Ringer's solution and after that, InJeC
tions of Qardiotonica and Sulfonamide were giv~ 
him. To the best of his recollection, no other injec
tion' or blood transfusion was given him, nor was his 
blood let Q!Jt .. A Japanese Military police soldier 
was put on as a guard over him. He was present all 
the time in Netaji's room and Dr.Yoshimi paid occa
sional visits and there was no whole-time nurse on -duty in his room. At about 7 p. m., his condition 
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sudd~nly took a turn for the worse, when they gave 
him injections for the heart, hut to no 'effect, and he 

• expired between 7 and 8 P. M., when both the 
doctors, Col. Rahman, ~fr. Nakamura, the Military 
Police guard aud two nurses were present. 
The Chief nurse, a Japanese and two other nurses 
from Okinawa and not from Formosa, occasionally 
attended on him. His body remained on his bed 
and at the same place for the whole of the 
night. 

Medical Orderly, Mr. M. Kazuo, gives another 
version, viz., that all the injured persons arrived at 
about 2 P.M. at the Hospital in a Military truck and 
in a car, called 'Joyosha' in Japanese. He rang the 

alarm bell and 20 medical orderlies collected near 
the vehicles with 4 or 5 stretchers. The first injured 
person taken to the hospital was Major Kono, whom 
he carried on his back, because he was not so 
seriously injured, though he was seen by the members 
~ the Committee to have been seriously injured. 

When he returned to the vehicles, he se.w a great 
big man, non-Japanese, evidently,Mr. Bose, lying on 
a stretcher, wearing the full uniform of a light brown · 
colour, resembling that of an Airforce Officer, which 
wholly contradicts the statements of the other 
witnesses, v:ho stat~d that he was absolutely naked. 
The buttons of his tunic were op~~ ;.cand ~ ihe'~ front 
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portion of his. trousers was s1i t open with a pa:lr of 
scissors to expose thJ burns on his legs. His clothes 
were taken off and he was made to wear hospital· 
uniform. Dr. Yoshimi appli~d white ointment on 
his burns and bandaged them and he only helped 

• in bringing the medicines etc. He had no other 
injury except' burns and he had no hair on his head. 
On reaching

1 
the Hospii:ai', Mr. Bose, CoL Rahman, ' 

Lt .. Co't "Sakai, Major Kono, Sub-Officer Aoyagi and 
and Sergeant Okita were' taken straight from the 
vehicles to their beds in the ward, where he alone was 
posted on day and ,night duty and, after their 
lllJUries had :been attended to, no · other 
orderly or nurse was in thaf. r~oin. Dr. · Yoshi~i 
visited Mr. Bose every ·half a~) hour and he saw· Dr. 
Tsuruta come to t4e ward, only .~:mce with the other 
doctor, but did ~ot see J-tim agaiJ?.. So, according to 
this witness, Dr. Tsuruta did not attend on Mr. Bose 
at all. Later on, the•witness stated that out of the 
3 or 4 nurses, who were present, when Mr. Bose~ 
dressed hi. the first instance, one of them .was .from 
Formosa. Mr. Nakamm:a talked to Mr. Bose at times: 
The:.d,octor g.9ye Mr. BQs.e a· number of injections. 
At about 9 P. M., the doctor noticed that his pulse 
had become very weak and he ex;Wt.e.,d,iaL9-30 P. 11., 
when he, Dr. Yoshimi, . :Miss Otake, a Japanese 
nurse, Col. Rahman and Mr. Nakamura were 
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present. It is strange that this witness.gives a story 
quite different from those of the ~thers and none of 
them states about the 4" long deep cut, profusely 
bleeding injury on Netaji's head, as has been stated 
by Col. Rahman. 

The other Medical Orderly Mr. M. Miyoshi, 
though on duty at the Hospital at that time, has 
stated nothing th9-t has been stated by the two 
doctors or by the other Medical Orderly. It has 
not been explained either, as to how this could 
happen. His deposition has been dealt with in an 
early part of this report under the heading, 
"Volunteer Wititesses". 

11r. J. Nakamura deposed that on the evening 
of 18-8-45, he was taken to the Hospital, as he knew 
English and had to interpret into Japanese to the 
Hospital staff, what Mr. Bose said or wanted. He 
was brought to a large room, where he saw Mr. Bose 
~daged all over and lying on a bed, which was 
screened off and with Col. Rahman and• 3 other 
Japanese officers lying on their respective beds and 

-.. all_ of :whom, he was told, were injured in a plane 
crac;h. - vVhen - he ce<lme near Mr. Bose's bed, he 
heard him speak to Col. Rahmatr- in'"a 1ow voice, 
asking him to take care of his men, who were - c. 

.. following him to Formosa. After about an hour; 
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he asked the Colonel about Gen. Shidei and after 
half an hour or so, ht said that blood was rushing 
to his head from his waist. Soon after 9 or 
9-30 P, M., Netaji's last words were "I want to • 
sleep". He. then started snoring and after ten 
minutes or a little more, "his head fell forward 
towards the chest and that was the last " and at 
that time, ht>, Dr. Yoshimi, Col. Rahman and 6 or 
7 soldiers, including Medical Orderlies were present. 
There was no nurse or anybody else in that room 
at that time. After Netaji's death, all the 
Japanese stood up and saluted and Col. Rahman 
knelt by Netaji's bed and prayed twice. After he 
prayed for about quarter of an hour, he left for 
home. It will thus be seen tha·t a fresh witness 
narrates a new story and which appears to have 
been the rule, rather than the eKception. 

Another person, who is in a position to say 
something in this connection, is 'Shri Harin Shah, 
witness No. 9:, a journalist with · several hi~ 
connections in his line. He stated that in 
November, · 1945, he went to China as a war 
correspondent on behalf of the Free Press of India 
News Agency of Bombay. In August, 1946, the 
Chinese Government at Nanking :requested .him and 
a number of prominent foreign correspondents to 
visit Formosa, which they had taken over from the _ 
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surr~ndering Japanese authorities. \Vhile they were 
at Shanghai, on their way to Jjormosa, two Indian 
businessmen asked him whether he would enquire 

• about the reported death of Netaji there. This idea 
struck him and he made up his mind to do so. 
They accordingly reached Taihoku on 30-8-46 and. 
after contacting the local high officials there, came 
across sister Tsan Pi Sha, a Formosan nurse, who 
told him that she had attended on 'Mr. Chandra 
Bose' in the Military Hospital at Taihoku on 
18-8-45. Excerpts from her story to Shri Shah are 
as follows ''She worked in Operation Theatre. 
Netaji was treated in the medical ward. He was 
brought to the hospital about noon of August 18 
and died at 11 in the same night ........ he stayed 
about 11 hours in the hospital.. ...... there was an 
A.D.C. with Netaji, tall man with beard ........ t11ree 
other men (Japanese Officers) were burnt and 
admitted with N eta). These three Japanese Offi-
~rs died after 3 days ........ details about the injuries 

to Netaji were not known to her. After the Netaji's 
death, the body was put in a wooden box and put 
in a truck, ........ There is a house, called a temple, 
inside the Hospital compound, where dead bodies 
are taken for rites. Netaji's body was taken to that 
house ........ After the death, Netaji's body was taken 

. to the temple, stated above and ~epL""th~r.e £0-r -~ 
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. 
' 3 days.accordi:Q.g to theJapanese Budhist Customs, 

... 

after being removed\ from the Hospital.. ...... he had 
a military uniform only, nothing else ........ Netaji was • 
placed in the medical ward, which ~as -converted 
for surgicaL.purpose.1 She.-is a .. Surgical1 nurr>e and 
•took care of Netaji till he died ... ! ... Netaji was: burnt 
all ov·er the'body, only .olive.oil was· (?-pplied , ...... he 
was unconscious . ·"' As he .was very: severely burnt, 
th"ere was· no place ~ where . injections . could 
be 'given. Just bef6rel death he se~med to groan 
and seemed to her to , say 'quiet' death' ........ 
Netaji's ·bed was kept in a corner of the room and 
Habibur Rahman's bed was close to, N etaji's bed. 
There were three beds; Netaji's ·.bed, . Habibur 
Rahman's bed and third bed. was foi't.the Nurse." 
_ - ·The Chaip;na~ tried J~)>ring :~hi~ .. ~~rse to Tokyo, 

l:mt having failed ,.to do i~q,: JJ.~.J;,~~~e? to, 1 get her 
wri.tten state!Jlen.t. l,.r~gret ~ l,lav~ ,J?.O kr,wwledge 
whether he met _witJJ. succe~s. pr; n,?,t·,, -~n. <l;ny case, 
this piece of ,contradi~tory. · ~~~~~e.n~~, fro~ , ~ nurs~ 

;. who.states.:to hav~ ,fttten~~A, on,~ l'f~~t31jh an~L tak_en 
care of. _him till he 1 died, .is also enough ,to furnish an 

· ad<;Iitional confirmat~~n of. my ,!fl:ndi~g- that Netaji , 
di<i n.ot die, as alleged by the witnesses .. 

Wimess No. 21, Col. H. L. Chopra, who held an 
important position .in the I. N. A., has stated that 
at Bangkok on the afternoon, of 18. 8. 45, Major 
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Ran Singh, also of the 1. N. A., informed him that 
a message had been received thht Netaji had been 

• killed in an air crash, though the general evidence 
on record is that death took place between 8 and 
9 P. M. MajorS. Nagatomo, witness No. 60, has 
stated that, as second Adjutant in the Army Head-· 
quarters at Taihoku, he received a series of tele
phone messages from the aerodrome and subsequen
tly from the Hospital about the plane crash, 
injuries to Netaji, his treatment in the Hospital and 
subsequent death, which news he also received at 
about 3 P. M., after which the Army Commander, 
Gen. Ando, went to the hospital and saw Netaji's 
dead body within 4 P. M. and he, the Major, saw 
the dead body also within 5 P. M. 

In my opinion, the evidence, regarding N etaji's 
injuries, his treatment in the hospital and his death 
there, as obtained also from the two Medical 
Officers, one nursing Orderly and a Formosan nurse, 
~I said to have been attached to that hospital and 

who are alleged to have attended on Netaji, "' 
is so discrepant and contradictory, that no 
reliance can be placed on the same and what 

-they · stated- lias~ been fabricated.- Narration 
of a true incident, even after a lapse of ten 
years could not be so discrepant and contradictory. 
As the injuries, alleged to have been received by 
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.. ' Netaji as a result of an alleged plane crash, and a1so 
his alleged death, as a result ofthose alleged injuries, 
have not been established in any way and as such 
worthless evidence, only pro~es that those ·alleged 
incidents did not take place, such stories were 
c~n~octed to support t,he secret plan of the Japanese 
as ~<;11 as of Netaji to announce that Netaji had 
died. I am convinced that these are additional 

,-., 1o 

confirmations of rpy finding, ·already arrived at, that 
the Aircraft Accident Did Not Take Place. 

r 
FAILURE TO PRODUCE 'PHOTOGRAPH 

OF COFFIN OR DEAD BODY 

There is a very interesting feature about the photo. 
~./ 

graph, which Col. Rahman stated was taken by 
a photographer sent by the Military Headquarters 
at Taihoku on the morning of 20. 8. 45. No expla
nation has been given . anywhere why the 
photographer was not sent on 18-8-45 or 19-8-45. 

·"He admitte1 that the lid of the coffin was removed,~ 
the body was uncovered, the face was open and he 
.could recognise the face, and a photo of the body 
inside the coffin, but excluding the face, was taken 
along with him sitting by the side of that coffin. He 
asked the photographer to exclude the face, as it 
was disfigured and which, according to him, was 
done. This would mean that the photograph of the 
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whole of the coffin was not tak,en. If the photograph 
of the face was not taken, it is'not understood with 
what intention or idea or utitlity, the face was 
excluded in the photograph. Then again, the 
Colonel stated that he sent a copy ofthis photograph 
to the Committee, but as they have not sent me that 
photograph, or, as a matter of faict, any other 
photograph or sketch or other relevant papers, it 
is not within my knowledge whether the Chairman 
actually received that photograph or not. The 
newspapapers have not published any such 
photograph. What I have seen, is one in which 
Col. Rahman is said to be sitting on a chair 
with some parts of his body in bandages and in front 
of something said to be an urn. In my opinion, the 
real necessity for this photograph would be to prove 
that Netaji was dead and that his dead body would 
be shown inside a coffin. As I can in no way be 
satisfied for the exclusion of Netaji's face in that ...... 
alleged photograph, the fact of its exclusion makes 
me believe that the body shown in that photograph, .<( 

if any, was not that ofNetaji. It would at the same. 
time confirm my conviction that as N etaji did not 
die, his dead body · was not available for being 
nhntnur::~ nhPrl Th.... T .,....,.~.-.~~-, ----.1-! ·- 1 · c • ·n 

- 1------~--r----·~ -u~ J".P'" .. '-'"'-'-·plV~.ilc:tllUtU IO t e 
world that Netaji was dead. If they had any 
intention of confirming the truth of what they had 
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Appendix T 

- PHOTOGRAPH Si\to TO BE OF COL. HABIBUR RAHMAN, 
SITTING IN FRONT OF-AN- URN AND NOT A COFFIN-. 

.. 



. 
proclaimed, a photographic print of N etaji's dtad 

" body would have bee:o. the best unfailing proof of 
the same, and which ~ould not possibly have been 
challenged and so they would decidedly have taken a • 
photograph of N etaji's dead body and shown it to 
the world, if Netaji had actually been dead. Col. 
Rahman stated that they took a photograph of his 
dead body, but exclusion of his face in it, which is 
something very ridiculous, would convince anybody 
that a<; Netaji was not dead, his dead body could 

~ possibly be available for being photographed and if 
a photograph had been taken of a dead body with
out a face, it could have been somebody else's body. 
In any case, no such ridiculous photograph was 
produced. This also goes to confirm my opinion 
that Netaji did not die, as alleged. 

CREl\tfATI ON. 

The next important stage in the evidence would 
be the cremation. As the evidence on record regard-

~. ing the air~raft accident, the injuries received hr
Netaji, his treatment in the hospital and· his death 

• there have been such, as to come to the only conclu
sion that they are all concocted and false, the evi
dence regarding cremation should be considered very 
carefully and a conclusion arrived at 
accordingly. 
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According to Col. Rahman, the c'bffin was put in • 
a Military lorry or ambulan~e or~ 20-8-45_ ~-J?-d in 
front of which was a car occupied by Japanese 
Officers and behind the coffin, were two lorries, full 
of Japanese soldi~rs and hospital staff, followed by 
their cars, carrying officers. Mr. J. Nakamura 
stated that on 20-8-45, the coffin was carried in an 
ambulance, which was accompanied by only 2 or 3 
cars, containing 5 or 6 civilians and military 
officers, and which was deliberately done, to keep • 
the news of Netaji's death a secret and to keep it 
confined only to high ranking military officers. 
Major Nagatomo, the second Adjutant in the Army 
Headquarters at Taihoku, stated that he was put 
in charge of making arrangements fJr the crem1.tion. 
As has been the rule, as stated before, he has come 
forward with a new story and starting with it, he 
has given the date as 19-8-45 and not 20-8-45, as 
stated by the other two witnesses, when, soon after 

~mid-day, after paying due respects. to Netaji's ~ 
body inside the coffiin, he closed the lid, nailed it -
and had it placed in the middle of a military truck. 
with 12 soldiers all around it. Col. Rahman, 

- ~l\f:r.- Nakamura~ and he got into a car ~I!~ _went 
direct to the crematori.wn.. .. w.iil:L~ __ !D!!.fkJ:ollcv:- - ~ ~ 
ing thell_!._ There were 3 furnaces or incinerators in 
the crematorium, as shown in his sketch A, (App. Z) 
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arid after opel'ling tl}e door of furnace no. I, which 
was in the middle, th'e sliding plate was pulled out 
and the coffin, containing the dead body was placed • 
on it and pushed back into the furnace, because it 
is customary with the Japanese to cremate the 

·body in the coffin. They then went behind the 
furnace and lit the fire, after which, he came to 
the front and after locking the furnace door, he 
took the key with him and all three of them went 
away in the same car. Next day, at about 8 a. m., 
all' three of them came to the crematorium and 
after unlocking the furnace door with the key 
tilat was with him, he pulled out the sliding plate 
and acccrding to Buddhist custom, he picked up, 
first the throat bone with a pair of chop sticks and 
placed it inside a wooden box, 8" cube, which he 
hiia taken with-liim. I:Je then picked a. bone from 
every 2ortion of the bodY. and P.laced them in that 

ox. Col. Rahman then did the same and after the 
~ -hole of that box was filled up.. tlie lid was nailed arm--
1 fter wrap.ping it in white cloth, it was hun from 

e nee o ol. Rahman and..alL three of them 
~ent in the car to Nishi L..lVest ) Honganji 
Temple, for depositing the same "there, afte,r due 
ceremony. 

According to Col. Rahman, however, after they 
had reached the crematorium, .·the coffin was 
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unloaded from the lorry by the Japanese soldiers 
and escort and placed outside t>he en(rance to the 

• I 
• crematormm, where the body was taken out of the 

coffin by the Japanese and then taken inside, where 
there were 12 to 14 incinerators in two rows and 
the body, taken out of the coffin already, was placed . 
inside the Chamber just near the passage. As the 
fire was burning underneath, he locked the furnace 
door and kept the key overnight with him and left 
for the hospital. Next morning, viz., on 21-8-45 and 
not on 20-8-45, he went to the crematorium with 
l\1r. Nakamura and 1 or 2 other Japanese and 
opened the lock of the furnace door with the key that 
was with him and they collected some ashes from 
the head side, nearest to the door and placed them 
in the urn and and this included a piece of gold, 
which, he said was the filling of one of Netaji's 
teeth. They then went to a Japanese Temple out
side Taihoku town, where they deposited the urn 
~nd where Japanese priests were praying, according 

to arrangements that had been fixed up 'arlier. 

Mr. Nakamura has narrated a fairly lengthy 
story, viz., that when he reached the crematorium, · 
he found about 15 Japanese soldiers already there, 
and who unloaded the coffin from the ambulance 
and takine it _inside, placed it, viz., the coffin, 
inside the only furnace in -tile ~crematorimn; ~which 
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• 
he has shown·in his sketch B, (App; a) and not 3, or 
12 or 14 furnaces, as has been stated by the other two 
~itnesses. The soldiers then, returned outside the 
crematorium, where he, Col. Rahman and the others 
were waiting and reported to them what they had 

·done. Then, all five of them, led by Col. Rahman, 
eJ!tered the crematorium 'and stood in front of the 
furnace door and saluted and paid their respects to 
the dead body. They then went behind the furnace, 
Where a priest was standing with burning incense 
sticks in his hand, one of which he offered to the 
Colonel, who, however, could not catch it with 
his fingers, as they were b.andag~d. He took 
it and made the Colonel hold it between the 
edge of his palms and helped , him in placing 
it in the hole at the rear of the furnace. He and 
the others also put in burning incense sticks 
through the same . hole. All of them came 
out of the crematorium and he went home in a 
separate ~ar. On the following day, (21-8-45), ~ 

• 
arrived at the crematorium at about noon and 
found Col., Rahman already there .with 15 soldiers 
and some high ranki.ng . Officers. A crematorium 
employee asked them to come in, which they did, 
Col. Rahman leading them. The employee opened 
the furnace door, pulled out the sliding tray. A .. 
priest brought chop sticks and as the Colonel could 
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not hold the same, he did so and pi~ked up first 
• • the throat bone, then the lower jaw bone and after 

that, other bones & placed them inside an urn 
& Col. Rahman touched the upper part of the 
chop sticks held by him only twice. A Japanese 
Military Officer then picked up bones and ashes, and 
after the urn was filled up, he carried the urn from 
a sling hung round his neck, as the Colonel's neck 
was burnt and bandaged. Both of them and nobody 
else, then went to Nishi (West) Honganji Temple, 
which was near the hospital and handed over 
the urn to the head priest there. There he saw 
another urn, which the priest told him contained 
the ashes of Gen. Shidei. He then went home 
and the Colonel returned to the hospital. 

It will thus be seen that these 3 witnesses have 
given 3 versions, different from one another on many 
salient points and which all go to show and con
ign that the story of cremation narrated by them 
is a myth and did not take place at all. Therefore, 
after a careful consideration of the evidence that has 
been discussed above, I. am fully satisfied that. th~ 
aircraft accident and all the incidents subsequent 
~~-:""--:---:-_...., ....... ,.,...., - -~, ... .............._ ____ ,_ 

c- to it+ viz.~J:l~ iniuries to Ne~aih.!:~~lti!!&_~h~efrom, 
hls treatment in the hospitai, his- death there .<!nd ~ 

.. the cremation of his deatl-Al5ody; ·as--stated-by the 
witnesses, did not take place and are decidedly false 
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.., and, vice- vers~-1 due to these incidents not havlng 
taken place, the evicJ.ence adduced is necessarily 
contradictory and highly discrepant and of a nature, 
which one rarely comes across. 

ASHES. 

The ashes now hold ip Renkoji temple in Tokyo 
cat;~not, therefore? be those of Netaji and it is for the 
same reason that the eyjdence..regardtng the same, 

•, ~om iJs transfer from a Temple in or near Taihoku 
to its final destination in Tokyo; after passing 
through different channels, is also so discrepant. 
Such evidence therefore, is unbelievable and un
reliable. 

It has come to my knowledge from reports publi
shed, that my colleagues have held that those~hes 

~those· of Netajr, and they have recomm~nded 
that theYbe brought to· India with due pomp and 
seremon~;, so that suitable memorials may be held 
throughout the countr_y over the same. I woulr 

! assert in die strongest terms that I am firmly con
vinced that the evidence on record would lead 
to t?-e only conclusion that' the · Aircraft Acci
dent and the incidents subsequent to that, as stated 
above, did not take place and that the evidence 
adduced thereon is concocted and false and Cam 

-· =pp;;;rjM. 

confident that any person without any bias or 
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prej~dice will also come to the sa~e conclusion. 
·~) would, accordingly, state_ tQ.at there is no justi-

/. fi.catlon whatsover for_h<?ldif1g_ _that tho~e-~shes are 
of Netaj! and, therefore, our Government should 
refrain from taking any S!e_p -th~t \YOuld_ help in 
bri~ging those ashes ~o ~ndiaJ as __ Netaji's ashes. I. 
would humbly suggest that if our Government is so 
very eager to spend money for erecting memorials 
in Netaji's name throughout the country, they could 
do so in various ways, including constructive ones, 
that would materially help our poor and deserving 
countrymen. I am constrained to say that it is 
shameful on the part of a Government to commemo
rate Netaji's name now, by spending money over 
what they believe to be his ashes, when up till now, 
they have given him practically no recognition, 
even m ways, that would not have cost them even 
a copper. 

COL. RAHMAN'S STATEMENTS, DATED 
- 24. 8. 45 TO SHRI J. MURTI. 

Before concluding this report, it would be 
necessary to refer to certain points, which are fairly 
important, but, at the same time, rather 

c = - ~ ... i-"'"P~<tinsr 
.~.~ ...... - .... -- ._,•-::- =-= =-;::: ~-::_ 

Some of the statements made by CoL --Habib::;!!'_,;_ 
- Rahman to different persons, at different places and 
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• 
at different times, after being considered first, may 
then be compared with his statements before the 
Committee. Excerpts,from the statements made by • 
him at Taihoku .<;m 24. 8. 45 and which he left 
.~_th Shri lilX~ Murti, witness no. (36,) at Tokxo 
are, as follows : -

"-At 14. 35 hrs. the plane took off. It had not 
yet gained much' height and was within the outskirts 
o(the airfield, when a loud report like that of an 
explosion was heard from the front. In actual fact, 

··one of• the propellers of the aeroplane had broken. 
Immediately, the plane crashed on the ground and it 
caught fire both in the front and in the rear. At 
the time of the accident Netaji's position in the 
aeroplane was as follows -On his immediate right 
was the petrol' tank----'Netaji got out of the plane 
from the left ·side from 1the front-As soon as I got 

· out I· ·saw that Netaji's clothes were on fire,__fr.om 
head to foot-he· had sustained severe burns on his 

. -body in ad~ition to serious head injuries-within 15 
minutes we were rushed to the nearest Nippon Army 

• Hospital~buflit unfortunately expired at 21.00 hrs. 
(T. T. )_:_pfioi to his death he was in his senses
prior to his death he .asked me to convey a message 

(:f.::_om, him to our countrymen to the following effect:-
'! have fou,ght to the last for India's IndeRendence ... 
and now am giving my life · in the same attempt. 
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Countrymen ! continue the lnde£>endef1ce fight. " 

]"'Before long, India will be free. Long live Azad 
ffind.' --the body was cremated on 22. 8. 45 at 
Taihoku.- Taihoku, Taiwan, 24. 8. 45 Sd. Habibur 
~ahman, Colonel." • 

--:;, Then, in the evening of 8. 9. 45, at the house of 
1 Mrs. A.M. Sahay in Tokyo, Col. Rahman narrated 

to Mrs. Sahay and Shri S. A. Iyez:~ a. story, which 
has been recorded at pages 112 to 114 of Shri I yer's ~ 
bo()k "Unto him a witness," excerpts of which, are :
"It was 2. 3.5. P._ M.. when. the plane took off. We 
had just cleared the runway and gained two or 
three hundred feet. We were on the outskirts of the 
aerodrome. We had been up in the air only a 
minute or two. Then a sudden deafening noise ... 
Actually there was no enemy plane about. I learnt 
later that one of the propellers of the port Engine had 
broken. The port Engine is out of action .. We are 

-losing height pretty fast ... And in less ~han a few.._ 
seconds the plane crashed on its nose and then · 
everything went dark for a while. When I recovered. 

~~consciousness after a few seconds, 1 realised that 
all the I uggage had crashed on top __ of me and a fire 
had started in front of me . Netaji was injured iu 
the head, but he had struggled to his feet and. was 
about. .. to get out of the plane through the rear .. 
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Sol said ~o him 'Aagese nikliya Netaji' (Plea~ II 
out through the front, Netaji ) .... With bo~~ ~ 
his hands he fought.his way through the fire. He 
got out and stood there about ten to fifteen fed 
away anxiously looking out for me ... So he stood 

• with his clothes burning and himself making despe· 
rate attempts to unbuckle the belt of his bushcoat 
and round his waist. I dashed up to him and tried _to 

K._.help _4im remove the belts ... my heart nearly 
s~ed when I saw his face, battered by iron and 
~rnt by fire. A few minutes later, he colla~.ed 

~!!.d laY. on the ground ... .I too was exhausted and 
w~nt _ ~d lay down next to him .. T~ next 

thing I knew was that 1 was lying on a hospital f?ed 
nrxt to NetajG_. Netaji lost_ consciousness almost 
immediately after reaching the hospital. He ~ived 
a little later and relapsed again into a state of coma. 
The Japanese made superhuman efforts to save 
Netaji. But it was all in vain. Six hours aft~r he 
was brought into the hospital, i. e., at 9 P. M. on 

~8th A.ugust, Netaji's end came 'Qeacefully : .. A -few 
moments before his end came, he said to me: Habib 
~y end is coming very soon, I have fought all my 
Ilfe for my country's freedom. Go and tell my 
S!?..un___ttr,ruen to continue the fight for India's_ free
do~ .• India will_be fr:.e .. e.,and be£or,e::-J9.Qg';: .. The 
funeral service with full military honours was helg. ·-
! ' • I 
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~n the Shrine attached to the hosp~tal 
crema tio~_!22~-Pl<l:~~-2.!l_~~e 20th.'' 

and the 

• OTHER STATEMENTS & EXCERPTS FROlvl 
SECRET REPORTS. 

Soon after the surrender of the Japanese on 
15. 8. 45, and Netaji's departure from Saigon two 
days latter, the British Indian Government sent 
Police Officers, Shri H. K. Roy &' Sh~i K. P. Dey, 
witnesses Nos. 14 & 15 respectively, and others to 
the Far East for arresting Netaji under the Enemy 
Agents' Ordinance. Having failed in their mission, 
they made thorough enquiries about his where
abouts and so did the British and American Military 
Intelligence Departments. Extracts from one of 
those reports, viz., by the Counter Intelligence 
Corps, G. H. Q. AFPAC on death of Subhas 
Chandra Bose, dated 29th September, 1945 (Tokyo) . 
are:-

- "The following information concernmg the 
• circumstances of the de<lth of Subhas Chandra 

Bose, Head of the Indian National Army, was 
obtained on 24th September, 1945 through inter
view 'of Habib-ur-Rahman, former Deputy Chief of 
Staff and Aide-de-Camp to Bose, at the Tokyo 
residence of Ram Murti ........ According to ~ahman 

-- t.ht plane had not gained much altitude after the 
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take-oft from ·Taihoku, when he heard a terrific 
explosion and felt the•plane vibrating violently ....... . 
and the plane crashed at the end of airfield. Rahman • 
stated that he was not rendered unconscious and 
noticed immediately after the crash that the interior 

. -~f t.he plane broke into flames at the nose and tail. 
Due. to the terrific crash the canopy overhead was 
broken and it was through this opening that those 
n;ot too seriously injured or instantly killed escaped 

_ from the burning plane. ···He revealed that he had 
no'knowledge ofhow Bose escaped or was' removed 
r!om' the plane. He s'tated that upon alighting from 1., . 
. the plane he noticed his own coat afire. He ·removed 
it immediately and th<:;n saw Bose lying by the plane 

, with his clothing afire.· ....... He added' that the seat 
J Bose'. occupied in thd aircraft was beside a petrol 

' ' " . ) . ' . 
tank..: ..... ft was later determined· that Bose received 

' . ./ . . 
severe injuries about the head and neck in addition 
to his .. severe burns ....... According to' Rahman, Bose 

;. re~overed ~ufficiently 1to carry on a c~mversatioTi · 
'and 'complained of pain in his head ... :: ... Rahman 

'J'• ,-I .. ~ 
• declared at approximately 21.00 honrs, 18th August 
. (945, Bose.d.iei:rofthe~injuries received in the. plane 
Zr~sh .... ... : On. 20th August 194'5 Bose was . removed 
from the Hospital and his ·remains were . placed in 
~·box providedJ>..Y the _laHanese ........ Maj2£_(FNU) ... 

I Nagatome, a Japanese St'af(' Officer, informed 
" ' 
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R~hman on 21st August 1945 that the body be . ~ 

cremated, and Rahman, aftet: careful consideration 
agreed. On 22nd August 1945 the ashes were 
removed by Nakamura and Major Nagatoma ....... 
According to Rahman, photos were taken at the 
scene of the crash and also at the hospital after the 
death of Bose. These photos are at present in posses- · 
sion of the Japanese War Office in Tokyo ....... ". 

It will thus be seen that the first statement was 
written by Col. Rahman at Taihoku on 24. 8. 45, 
i. e., only 6 days after the alleged plane crash, the_. 
second was what he personally tpld Shri S. A. Iyer 
on 8. 9. 45 at Tokyo, which was just at the end of 
the third week after that alleged incident and his 
third one is contained in the Top Secret Report 
dated 29·. 9. 45 of the Combined British and 
American Intelligence Officers, as a result of the 
information they secured from the Colonel on 24-9-45 
at Tokyo. On an examination of these three state-

-ments, it would appear there are some discrepan
cies in them and the impression he 'has given in"' 
them is that the plane was only a minute or two in 
the air and had not gained much altitude, after 
which it crashed within the airfield, whereas his 
statements before the Committee are,c~h,~t t,!_l~ J~~~J}e 

__ reached an- altitude of more than I ;ooo· feet, after 
being in the air for 5 or 6 minutes and it crashed at 
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• 
a distance of 1 or 2 mi1e~ from the boundaries ot the 
airfield. Here, he· is reported to have stated that 
he had no knowledge as to how N etaji escaped of 
was removed from the plane, whereas, elsewhere, he 
stated definitely that Netaji rushed out of the plane 
through fire and he immediately followed him also 
through the same fire. Here he introduced a new 

· story that his coat was afire, but all other statements 
are that his uniform remained untarnished and he 
admitted having worn the same in that condition 
for several years after his return to India. As 
stated here, he saw Netaji lying on the ground with 
his clothes on fire, but all tl1e other statements of 
his are that N etaji was standing, and after 'he 
succeeded in putting out the fire, he made N etaji 
lie down on the ground. His sketch (App;. I) 
clearly shows that the petrol tank was ·much. below 
and away from Netaj's seat in the plane and, not 
by his side, as- he had stated here.' The dates of 
the alleg.ed cremation ofNetaji as stated here and 
elsewhere are also different. 

The information, contained in. the Secret Head
qu~rters, Main FHe lOMisci:N:A., 273I.N.A. 
Subject : Subhas Chandra Bose, (Extracts bearing 
on his alleged death) Pages 1 to 40, is worth consi
dering and it discloses quite a number of facts o.L 
varying interest. As it was a very thorough inves-
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• 
ti.gation, they started with Netaji's plan of going to 
Russia and ended with his ashes deposited in Tokyo. 

• I quote below certain extracts from this report. 

At Page 10-Reference B2 dated 5-10-45, it is 
written "Bose had been trying to persuade the • 
the Japanese to allow him to go to :Nlanchuria since 
October, 44. ·when he told them that they had no 
chance of invading India through Burma, and that 
accordingly he would prepare to try another road 

to Delhi via Moscow. Reference should be made 
to Hikari's telegram at the time Bose arrived in 
Saigon. Isoda was also there and this fact may be 
significant that there was any plan on the part of 
Hikari Kikan to allow Bose to escape and to pub
lish a false story regarding his death. This would 
have been the ideal place for Isoda to put into 
operation any such plan ... If they are part of a colo
ssal and well executed deception manoeuvre. This 
fift:: of telegrams along with numerous other docu-

c=-- • 

--ments must have heen purposely left for the British 
to find them. "Although at this stage one c.:::n~l: 
rule out the possibility of Bose being still alive," 
this file of telegrams contains four and the most 
important one, which gives an idea of the plan ''to 

_allow Bose to escape and to publish a false story 
regarding his death" is as follows :-
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·'2. To 0; C. Kikan, From Chief of Staff 
Southern Army, Stat( II Signal 66, 20th Aug.' 'Top 
Secret'- 'T', while on his way to the Capital, as a. 
result of an accident to this aircraft at Taihoku at 
14.00 hours on the 18th, was seriously injured, and 

.. died at midnight on the same date. His body has been 
flown to Tokyo by the Formosan Army." It should 
be stated here that N etaji was referred to as 'T' in 
all their secret communications regarding him. 
As it is difficult to challenge the correctness of 

- the state ments, made in this telegram sent by such a 
high-ranking military officer, regarding such an impor
tant person and about his alleged death, viz., that the 
death took place at midnight and the dead body was 
flown to Tokyo, it cannot be . understood why the 
evidence adduced before the Committe is in general 
that death took place at about 9 R· m, and the 
body was cremated at Taihoku after 2 or 3 days. 
As regards the statements made by Col. Rahman 
at different places, this report has said at Page~' 

• . No. C-5, Intelligence Bureau, New Delhi, 19-5-46 
that ,;Habfb~i.Ir~R-ah~an's ·repor~ ·is unsat,sfa~tory. 

• The multitude of discrepancies in· acc;ounts o~ the, 
actual aircrash, as given first to ClC" (Com,bined. 
Intelligence Corps, which I have referred to above), 
"in Tokyo and later to f:SDIC is being taken _uP:! 
You will ·Understand· our pressing <;tnxiety to get -
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the t;uth of whether Bose is actually and,permanently 
dead. Government wants to • know where they 
$tand in the matter in view of the sayings by 
Gandhi and others in India that he is still alive. 
Our examination so far only permits us to say 
unless there was a very cleverly contrived and • 
executed deception plot, involving a very few of 
the highest Japanese Officials, Bose is almost 
certainly dead." 

Shri Dwijendranath Bose and Shri Arobindu 
Bose have stated before us that, though they helped 
Netaji in leaving Calcutta secretly on 16-1-41, they 
declared his departure on 26-1-41, after they 
received information that he had crossed the Indian 
frontier and had entered Afghanisthan and this was 
in accordance with the instructions Netaji had left 
with them. They also stated that the Japanese 
Government had also done the same and which 
is borne out by the entries at Page 8 noted 
b61ow :-

"Extract from Allied Land Forces S.E.~., No. 57 
for week ending 2 November 1945. The first news 
of the alleged death of Bose was contained in a 
Do!lle.i message from Tokyo- daLed --23~Augusf 1945~
It is stated that he was treated in a hospital in 
Japan where he succumbed to i!J.juries at midnight 

-on 18-19 August." The death is alleged to have 
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• 
" taken place. on· 18-8-45, and so the reason for the 

delay in the announcement of the same, may agree 
with that given by the two witnesses named above, 
but it cannot be explained, as to why the announce
ment was to the effect that he was treated in a 
hospital in Japan and that he died there and not 
at Taihoku, as has been stated before as by all the 
witnesses, except by the explanation that the 
question of death is false. 

At Page 30, it has been written as follows:
"Extract from Top Secret letter No, SLO,CS/1 . ; 
dated 1-3-46 from C, I. C. B., to A.D. ( J) 

" My dear Wright, 

............... There are major discrepancies regarding 
the disposal of the body. lsoda and the captured 
signal state that he died at midnight in Taihoku 
hospital and that his body was flown to Tokyo by 
the Formosan Army. Dom.ei> on the other hand, 

• states that. he died. in Japan, while Habib-u~ 
Rahman states that he was cremated and buried 

·in Taihoku. The discrepancy here isgreat and appears 
suspicio'u·s. In addition, ifit is a deception plan it is one 
which has been extremely carefully and ingeniously 
organised ........ In conclusion it can be said definitely 
that Bose left Saigon and probably that there was 
a· plane crash at the take-off at Taihoku. It is 
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pos;sible that Bose escaped from the. crash unhurt 

an·1 either hid in Formosa on • his own initiative or 
• was hidden by local authorities who took an 

ad hoc decision .... 
I can think of no other channel which would be 

worth while exploring." 
This clearly shows that at the conclusion of the 

investigation, the suspicion remained that Netaji 
had escaped and had hid himself somewhere and 
this is, therefore, a very . strong challenge to the 
findings of my colleagues that Netaji was dead. 

A letter at page 32 written just before the 
one considered above, also arnves at the same 
conclusion. 

"No C-5, Intelligence Bureau, (H. D.), New 
Delhi 3, Dated the 19 Feb. 46, Secret. 

My dear Young, 
We have at last completed an examination of 

the information available here relating to the alleged 
<Hath of Bose, and the result is not entirely satis
factory for it reveals many discrepandes which, 
until clarified, make any definite conclusion on 
this incident a little doubtful .......... The SACSEA 
Commission No. 1 report dated 6 November 1945 
states :- ... - .... ~ It is beyond doubt that he ( Bose.)_ 
had plans to go underground together with a num-

- ber of selected friends of his movement. The earlier 
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• 
report from tqe Commission dated 18 October, 1945, 
suggested that the Japanese had undertaken to give 
Bose the necessary protection ( to go underground ) .• 

Major Courtenay Young, 
• Intelligence Division, 

C. I. C. B., H. G. SACSEA, 

Singapore. 

Yours sincerely, 
Sd. W. Mckwright. 

The facts elicited from these extracts from Top 
Secret Reports clearly show that the findings of my 
colleagues, that aircraft accident took place and 
that Netaji died, cannot be correct, as British and 
American Intelligence officers, inspite of thorough 
investigation in all those areas, soon after Netaji's 
departure from Saigon on 17/8/45, themselves failed 
to arrive at that conclusion and had to remain 
content with the suspicion that Netaji was alive 
somewhere. · 

As regards the ashes, this report says at Page 17, 
''Ashes May Not Be Bose's". Second, what happe
ned to hts remains? The ashes, supposed to be 
his, were brought to Tokyo. But ashes don't prove 
who the dead man is, they might be anybody's or 
they may not be those of a human being at all" and 
about the photographs, it has been observed at 
Page 18, "The above story cannot be taken as 
final untiL the photographs stated to have been taken-
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at this spot, and the actual remams of Bose have 

been examined." . 
Finally, at Page 17, the conclusion is, "So the 

mystery remains unsolved, and local Indians are 
no more convinced of his death than they, were at 
the time it was announced. If anything, they are
more convinced than ever, that it is all a make-beli
eve by Mr. Bose". So, this Secret report finally 
concludes that the local Indians, even with the 
lapse of time and with no further new~ regarding 
Netaji, instead of believing that he is dead, are 
more convinced than ever that his death is a make
believe or, in other words, a faked story concocted 
by him. 

It will thus be seen, from what has been written 
above, that British Indian Police Officers, both 
British and Indian, as well as British and American 
Military Intellig nee Officers, made thorough 
investigations and search for Netaji in all the areas, 
where they thought he could possibly have been, 
soon after his departure from Saigon oft the 17th 
August, 1945, but inspite of their sincere efforts 
to arrest him under a warrant under the Enemy 
Agents' Ordinance, . which they were armed with, 

· -m·-ao =~~War ~C::riminalJ for ~aying. waged war 
against the Victorious Allies and,- especially, 

- against his King and Emperor, they not only 
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failed in th~ir mission, but were unabl~ to 
trace his whereabouts, As a result of this frustra
tion, it would ordinarily have been expected of • 
them to report that N etaji died as a result of that 
aircraft accident, but it is strange, that the result 

·of such vigorous and on-the-spot enquiries, led them 
to come to the finding, that they could not secure 
conclusive evidence that Netaji was dead and that 
they were left with no other alternative, but to 
give the final verdict, that he was probably living 
and hiding somewhere .. I consider myself excee
dingly fortunate to have su.cceeded in securing some 
Top Secret Reports, the findings in which must be 
admitted by everybody to be very important and 
exceedingly reliable, and extracts from which, 
quoted above, fully support my findings, and in my 
being able to secure a few photographs, sketches 
and other papers, which along with other important 
papers, were indispensably necessary for writing my 
report and which our Government have intentioll
ally withheJd from me,' for some of the reasons, 
stated ~y me already and which, I believe, will be 
readily understood~ by my countrymen and others. 
By the Almighty's Grace and Blessings, I have been 
ab]e to surmount at least some of the obstructions 
and hindrances that were intentionally placed in 
my way by our Government to make it impossible-
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for me to write this report and that; He only has ..,. 
enabled me to fulfil my duty in a humble manner 

. and with my limited capabilities, not only to my 
humble self, but also to my Government and to my 
esteemed countrymen. 

DEATH DENIED, INITIALLY BY CHAIRMAN, 
THEN BY 14 OTHERS. 

The remaining evidence on record is, however, 
in quite a different strain, viz., that Netaji is not ·-' 
dead. The Chairman made a public announcement 
recently, that out of about 70 witnesses examined, 
only four stated that N etaji was not dead and they 
were Shri U. M. Thevar, 1\f. L. A. Madras, Dy. 
Chairn:an, All India Forward Bloc, who was the 
first to appear before us, but for certain reasons, 
declined to make any statement and Sarbashri S. M. 
Goswami, Dwijendranath Bose and Arobindu Bose, 
the two named last, being Netaji's nephews. This 
I!Umber is far from being a correct one. It should 

~ '!\ be1 fifteen. It compels me to repeat, tnat due to 
His Grace, these fifteen persons were at one time . 
led by no other person than the Chairman of ~this 
Committee, who, according to the statement of Shri 
~~rabindu -Bose before- us~ ou ~26.c4. 56, publicly -
declared at a meeting near the Octerlony Monu-

.. ment in Calcutta on the 23rd January 1951, Netaji's 
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Birthday Ann}versary, as the main speaker, that 
Netaji was alive. Evidently, with the intention 
of proving that he did not make such a declaration, • 
he called upon Shri Bose to produce some evidence 
to prove this allegation against him _ whereupon 
'Shri Bos~ made the following statement on 8. 6. 56 :
"The Chairman has challenged the veracity of my 
statement and wanted me to produce some evidence 
that he actually made that sort of statement. At 
that time, I had told him that thousands and 
thousands of people would come and bear me out 
on this point, if they were put this question 
whether Shri Shah Nawaz Khan had made such a 
statement in these meetings or not. The Chairman 
had mentioned whether there were any reports on 
the same lines in the newspapers. I have gone thro
ugh the old files of only two Calcutta newspapers, 
namely, the Hindusthan Standard, dated 24th 
January, 1951 and the Ananda Bazar Patrika, dated 
25th January, 1951 and have got the following 
excerpts fr~m the news published in the papers", 

. which are quoted here, yiz., Hindusthan Standard 
(front page), dated 24th Jan-uary, 1951.. ...... "Said_ 
Major General Shah Nawaz Khan hoisting the 
National Flag amidst shouts of 'Netaji Zindabad', 
'Jai Hind' and 'Bonde Mataram'. The General 
expressed the hope that Netaji yvould come back in 
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• 
their midst at the time when they would be celebra- ' 
ting his next birthday". 

Verbatim transliteration of excerpts from news 
published in the Ananda Bazar Patrika, dated 25th 
January, 1951, are:- " .... Tumul Bondemataram, 
Jai Hind abong Netaji Zindabad probhiriti Dhwanir. 
moddhe pataka uttalan karite uthiya Major General 
Shah Nawaz Khan balen agami bathsar jakhan 
tahara Netajir 56th janmothsab koriben, takhan 
tini swayang tahader majhe ekanta bhabe thakiben /• 
boliya asha karen". 

So the Chairman himself made an announce
ment in a public me~ting ~~ Calc_u!ta_on 23. 1. 51, 
where more than 190 thousand pers<?_ns_ were 
present, that Netajl. was alive. He is now definitely 

I of the opposite opinion and it may be due tO his 
' ha~ing received some secret information after 

23. 1. 51 about N etaji's death or it may be due to 
some other reason . 
• In addition to the four persons naq~.ed by the ,. 
Chairman, the following eleven have also stated 
before us that Netaji did not die viz., Captain· 
Gulzara Singh, Lt. N. B. Das, Mr. Kazo Satoh, 
Col. Thakur Singh, Mr. N. Kitazawa: Dr. S. N. 
_:Qutt:Srirnati Ila Pai- Ciiowdhury, and Sarbashri 

• --Aswini Kumar Gupta, Jagadish Chandra Sinha, 
Narayan Das and Satyendra Nath Sen, out of whom 
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:Mr. K. Satoh 'and Lt. N. B. Das have stated that 
they saw Netaji take off in a separate plane, with
out Col. Rahman in it and Dr. S. N. Dutt has • 
given very clear and cogent reasons that Netaji is 
alive. He has very thoughtfully narrated a story 
from the evidence on record, which is certainly 
worthy of serious consideration. It is, -"Sherlock 
Holmes would probably sum up the situation as 
follows:- At Taihoku, a m:n r plane accident w.1s 
stage-managed by a deliberate collision with a 
boulder. This would support the police officers; 
statement of having seen the plane under repairs 
at the airport. Netaji's face was then heavily 
bandaged up to avoid identification and Col. 
Rahman's band was touched with carbolic acid. 
They were then rushed off to a hospital. During 
the night, the pilot, the navigator, General Shidei 
and Netaji, the four ''dead' victims of the crash, left 
for their destination.' In the morning, it was given 
out locall~ that Netaji had died at night and• a 
coifereil -dead body or" aiC6npty coffin was placed in 
a room in the hospital. Four days later, after the 

• completion of further evidence, in support of the 
plane crash and the news of his safe arrival at his 
destination, the death of Netaji was announced in a 
broadcast". Another observation made by him is_ 
worth recording here, viz., 1. If he were alive at 
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• 
that time, why did 
broadcast his death ? 

the Japanese. Government 
The .answ.er to the first 

·question is that the Japanese Government wanted 
to curry favour with General Mac Arthur after the 
actual surrender. It would have been an act of 
extreme meanness and downright treachery on the • 
part of the Japanese Government to have handed 
over Netaji, their erstwhile friend and collaborator 
to the Anglo-Americans and of this they were 
incapable, as a self-respecting and a cultured nation. 
The only other alternative therefore was to broad
cast his death after he had left, and continue to 
support it with what manufactured and tutored 
evidence they could place before the Enquiry 
Commission. They could not very well say that 
Netaji had escaped from their territory to an 
unknown destination, as they would have been 
accused of aiding and abetting the flight of a man 
who, in the eyes of the Anglo-Americans, was a war 
cri.lninal.'' 

1\;lr. N. Kitazawa, witness No. 61; was the 
Deputy of the Japanese Ambassador in Burma at 
that time. He is a top-ranking Diplomat and a 
Member of the House of Representatives,·· Japan. 
He stated that when the British forces began to 
advance, the Japanese forces started evacuating 

from Rangoon on 23. 4. 45 and Netaji and his party 
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also left Rangoon a day or two later. His Govern
ment decided t~ giv-e protection to the Burmese 
Ministers and so, in accordance with their instruc- • 
tions, he accompanied 6 or 7 Burmese Ministers 
with their families from Rangoon for taking them 

•to a safe place. Eventually, Dr Ba Maw, the Prime 
Minister, was taken to Japan and given asylum 
there. His Government had also decided to give 
protection to the Heads of all the States, that had 
helped them in the prosecution of the war, viz., 
Burma, the Provisional Government of Azad Hind, 
the Phillipines, China, Manchuko, Indonesia and 
Thailand. Accordingly, Mr. Hachiya, the Japanese 
Minister to Netaji's Government, informed Netaji, 
that if he wished to seek shelter in Japan, his 
Government would give him every facility to do so. 
Netaji accepted this proposal and moved away with 
that intention. On 16. 8. 45 or 17. 8. 45, he went 
to Saigon aerodrome and s_aw Netaji off from there. 
He reached Saigon on 5.- 8 . .45 anc\ though he stay ad 
at the official residence of the Japanese Ambassador 
there up to 23. 8. 45, he received no information, 
and, evidently, the same with his Ambassador also, 
that N etaji's plane had crashed and that Netaji had 
died at Taihoku on 18. 8. 45. This is exceedingly 
unusual and could not otherwise be explained, 
except, probably, by saying that. the incident did-
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not take place. On the other hand, ~e. was informed 
at Saigon, that Netaji wanted t'O go to Soviet Russia 

• via Manchuko, but Netaji was persuaded by his 
Government to go to Japan instead. 

Shri Aswini Kumar Gupta, witness No. 8, who 
was Joint Editor of the Hindusthan Standard, has· 
stated that in May 1951, when he was on a special 
assignment in the North Eastern Frontier Agency, 
he visited, Manipur and Naga Hills area, where he 
met the great Naga leader, Mr. Phizo, who is in the 
limelight at the present moment. Mr. Phizo told 
him that he was informed previous to 18. 8. 45, 
that a plane crash involving Netaji would be 
announced, but he was not to believe it. On another 
occasion in December 1950 or in January 1951, 
when he was travelling in the Mishmi Hills area, 
he saw Neta]i's picture in the houses of the Mishmis 
and he was told by them that at a place called 
Rima, the Chinese Army had given them news 
a'bout Netaji and they also knew that Netaji had 

• visited the Naga Hills and other areas. Some 
1\-Iishmi headmen also told him that ·wberr they 

~ ~ E!edincd~the ~ tequesf of the Chinese Commanders 
to help them in making roads, they were told ~y 
the Chinese that one of the great Indian leaders 
was with them. The Chinese took some of them -to an interior place, where they saw a person m 
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• 
military uniform, resembling Netaji's picture, 
sitting in a tent. Tli.e Chinese Commanders then 
told them that he was N etaji. On the third occa-• 
sion when Shri Gupta was in Kalimpong in October, 
1949, he met a Maharashtrian Scholar, probably 

• holding a doctorate degree and who· was doing 
research work there, who suddenly brought out a 
group photograph and showed it to hini and asked 
him whether he knew anybody in that group. He 
told the scholar that there was one in the group, 
who resembled Netaji very much, but he· was m a 
closed-collar suit and not in military uniform. The 
scholar then told him that this was the reason why 
the photograph was shown to him. On asking him 
about Netaji's whereabouts, he kept silent. When 
Shri Gupta was shown the group photograph; facing 
Page 8 in the book, "Netaji Mystery Revealed'~~ •1 by 
Shri S. M. Gosw<!-mi, witness No. 16, he said there 
was one person in it, who resembled Netaji, ·but 
this was not the group photograph, whlch he was 

• shown at Kalimpong. Shri Gupta is_ a respectable 
and educated gentleman and does not appear to be 
unusually·interested in Netaji and so .there .is no 
reason why he would make statements that .were 
not true. 

The deposition of Shri S. N. Goswami · ina~ 
now be taken up. He was at one time a Special 
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Officer in the Anti-Corruption DeP.artment of the 
Government of West Bengal ·and is now doing 

·business. He has been making investigations re
garding Netaji's whereabouts or otherwise both 
in India and abroad, during the last few years 
and has published a book, ';Netaji Mystery Re
vealed". When in 1949, he went to Germany, he 
met Herr Heins von Have, who told him that 
Netaji was alive. This he has written in some 
details at Pages 11 & 12 of his book, named 
above. At Page 41 of the same book, he has 

-stated about a ne';VS that was flashed by the 
Associated Press from New Delhi on 29. 8. 45, 
that an American correspondant told Shri 
Jawaharlal Nehru that Netaji was alive and ought 
to "be treated as a War Criminal, as his men 
caused murder to many Americans and he him
self had forcibly extracted money from the poor 
in Malay and Burma." On the following page, 
he •has reported a similar news issued by Reuter 

• 
from London on 2. 9. 45 and by A. P. from Kandy 
(Ceylon) on 3. 9. 45. He has made a few other 
similar statements and given reference to newspaper 

.• ..------1-!-,-1...._ --~ t... ...... ! ..... _ .: __ ...........,,..,. __ .,...,.,..."'£tOt'tl"f;" T.,.. ~ • repoit:s, w IItt;tt; 11vt. •. n .... .ttt5 -·.t.ll: --.~.a .. 1 -pv""...,..," .. "'n, -.... &e ... ra1n 
from referring to them. At Page 1 of his book, 
he has made a reference to an extract from a -report by the Manchester Guardian, which 
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is to the effect that "Though Subhas Bose· was 
reported to hatre b~en killed in an .aircraft in 
Formosa at the end of the war, his body was not. 
found and a legend grew up that he was in 
hiding ... ". Further on, he stated that he had 

• with him a booklet ''Trade Union Delegation in 
China", at Page 4 of which was a group picture of 
a Mongolian Delegation, said to have visited 
Peking in 1952, with a person third from the 

• left, having a striking resemblance to Netaji. I 
regret I am not in possession of this booklet or 
the enlargement of this picture either, which he 
stated he had filed before the Commitee. Col. 
H. L. Chopra has supported Shri Goswami,. by 
saying that a person m that group photograph 
resembled Netaji. 

Shri S. A. lyer in ~his book, "Unto Him A 
Witness'' has made a few interesting observations 
which are as follows :-Page 69, "But whe•f!·.Was 

Netaji going? We did not ask li.im and he . .tid 
not tell u~. But we knew and he knew that we 
knew. The plane was bound for Manchuria." 
Page 71, -''shall I ·ever see hini again ? If so, when 
and where ? .... There were so many bombers and 
transport planes in that very aerodrome. Legal or 
illegal, it should be possible for a Japanese pilot 
to turn the propellers start the engine and take-
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off with us aboard the plane and fly u~ to wherever 
Netaji may be." Page 72, "~t 5: 15. p. m. 17th 

.August, the plane took off from Saigon aerodrome 
carrying Netaji. God knows where !" Pages 75 & 
76, "Each one of us knew very well how all the 
five of us were impatient to reach Netaji ... Then. 
Abid cut short the talk in his characteristic way, 
Look here Ayer Saheb, _ N etaji will not rest for 
a moment wherever he may be ... :So you ought to 
go and there is no need to argue about it. If he· 
is already in Moscow or on his way, you must 

reach him as early as possible. There will be 
plenty to do. So, we stand down in your favour, and 
we want you to go." Pages 84 & 85. "No. no. 
Oh, no. Netaji can't be dead. It is impossible. 
Netaji is immortal. How can h.e die before he sees 
India completely fr ~. No. No. He is not dead. 
He is very much alive somewhere. I don't believe 
what this man says. This story is a fake." ... "Look 
C•lonel, I want to be frank with you. Not a single 
Indian in India or East Asia will believ~ this story 
unless you produce conclusive pmofs .... You must 
now take me at once to Taihoku. I must see 
Netaji's body with my own eyes .... Whatever 

. -~·happens, I ctt£ii&t' 7be taken to.Taihoku". The Colonel 
replied "I shall do my best. We have already 

-told Taihoku to take photos and collect all positive 
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• 
evidence of tpe accident". "I must be taken 
Taihoku", I muinbleQ. again. "At last we landed .... 
It was nearly 10. 00. P. M. I took it for granted . 
that it was Taihoku ... "Page 86, "I felt like 
wanting to fly at the Colonel's throat when Aoki 

'replied :-No, we are in Taichu, not Taihoku". 
"Why", I barked. From these words, it is apparent 
that Shri Iyer had. a reasonable doubt that Netaji's 
death, as announced, was 'concocted. 

PHOTOSTAT COPY OF DR. RADHA BINOD 

PAL'S LETTER. 

Mention has been made in an earlier part of 
this report of the name of Dr. Radha Binod Pal, 
the jurist of international fame. ( App. b .) is a 
photostatic copy of a letter written by him on 14. 
2. 53 to Shri A. M. Nair of Tokyo and which was 
filed by Shri Arabindu Bose, in which he has 
written, "As a matter of fact, 1 could not accept 
as true the•story ofNetaji's death at Formosa. In 
ariy case, I feel • that the whole thing demands a 
thorough_ investigation. Statements by individuals 
made here and there will not convince me as to 
the truth of the whole story given out. I have 
reasons to doubt its correctness." It is very well 
known that Dr. R. B. Pal was. one of the Judges in-
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• 
the War Criminals' Tribunal at J'okyo and his 
dissentient judgment in it i~ historic. As such, I 

• believe, he had ample opportunities of coming in 
contact with the top-ranking A1lied Secret Service 
Officers. It is impossible for him to make any 
statement, until he could vouch for its correctness.' 
I would therefore accept the same fully. 

SHRI M. K. GANDHI & RUSSIAN DIPLO
:llvfATS BELIEVE NETAJI ALIVE. 

I have already quoted certain extracts from the 
Allied Secret Report, No 10/Misc/I.N.A. and what 
is quoted below is considered to be very important 
and they appear at Pages 38 & 39. "Gandhi 
stated publicly at the beginning of January that 
he believed that Bose was alive and in hiding ....... . 
ascribing it to an inner voice ........ Congressmen 
believe that Gandhi's inner voice is secret informa
tion which he had received ........ This is however, 
a-secret report which says Nehru received a letter 
from Bose saying he was in Russia afld that he 
wanted to escape to lndia ........... .:I'he information 
alleges that Gandhi and Sarat Bose are among 
those who are aware of this ...... it is probable that 
the letter from Bose arrived about the time Gandhi 

_-ffi!l .. de his public statement. --In --jaiiUary-- -aiso-= 
- Sarat Bose is reported to have said that he was 
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Appendix b • 

21, BEADON STREET, 

CALCUTTA-6 

14th Feb. 1953. • 

... 
Dear Mr. Nair, 

I am thankful for your letter dated the 5th instant. 

It is really surprising that my name should be used 1n 

that manner. I did not go to any temple eitller with or 

without the ambassador to see the alleged ashes. ~tter 

~of fact I could not accept as true the story of Netaji's 

/"-death at Formosa, In any case I feel that the whole thing 

demands a thorough investigation. Statements by 1ndividuals 

made here and there will not convince me as to the truth of 

the story given out. I have reasons to doubt its correctness. 

I am glad that Mr,Shimonaka and Mr.Tanaka are doing 

their best to educate the public mind of Japan. s.atye~ has 

come back. He tells me that Mr,Shimonaka has already engaged 

a house near Yokohama fOr starting the school that I suggeste4 
------~·'~-----~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
durinilni last v-is:l.t-. I ·shall fndeed b"e happy· if··the- scheme-

materializes. 

Kindly remember me to all my Japanese friends and convey 

to them my best regards. 

With kindest regards, -Yours sincerely, 

~~ 
(RADHABINOD PAL) 

PHOTOSTATE COPY OF LETTER DATED CALCUTTA 
14th. FEBRUARY, 1953, BY DR. RADHA BINOOR PAT. • 



convinced his brother was alive. Another piere of 
intelligence whi.ch connects Bose with the N. W. 
Frontier is a letter written by the President of the 
Frontier Students Congress. In this letter the writer · 
said that Bose was in T. T. and that he was going 

-there himself ....... The information received from in
ternal sources is puzzling and the same can be said 
about external information. On the 7th of January, 
the Russian paper "Pravda" denied in strong terms 
that Bose was in Russia. Before then, however, 
the Ghilzai Malang had been coupling a live Bose 
with Russia and in December a report said that 
the Governor of the Afghan Province of Khost 
had been informed by the Russian Ambassador 
in Kabul that there were many Congress refugees 
in Moscow and Bose was included in their number. 
There is little reason for such persons to bring 
Bose into fabricated stories. At the same time, the 
view that Russian officials are disclosing or alleging 
that Bose is in Moscow is supplied in a report 
received f~om Teheran. This states that Morad~ff, 
the Russian Vice Consul General disclosed in 
March that Bo;e was in Russia where he was secretly 
organising a group of Russians to work on the same 
lines as the I. N. A. for the freedom of India. 
Taihoku, Congress and Russian representatives in 
Teheran and Kabul are the most important objec;._ 
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tives in this case as it stands now. 

The reliability and importance of this secret 
-report have already been stressed. It is clear from 
the lines noted above that both internal sources, 
viz., Indian and external sources viz., abroad, have 
had suffi.ccient materials to say that Netaji Subhas 
Chandra Bose was expected to be living so mew here. 

SHRI HARIN SHAH'S ENQUIRY IN 1946. 

The evidence of Shri Harin Shah; the journalist, 
has been given much prominence by my colleagues, 
though, admittedly., he had very little personal 
knowleege of the facts stated by him. To analyse 
his deposition, it would appear, that far from 
supporting the alleged death of Netaji,it would 
disprove it. According to him, in the Japanese 
newspaper "Taiwan (Formosa) Nichi Nichi 
Shinbun" published from Taihoku on 22-8-45, it 
was reported that Netaji died on I 9-8-45 at mid
nigflt and that Lt. Gen. Suechengche, not Shidei, 
died immediately and 4 other Generals anl Colonels 
were injured. Then again, when S~ri Shah went 
to the Bureau of Health and Hygiene at Taihoku 
for consulting the Death Certificate Records and 
permiSSIOn to cremate Netaji's ~ cbogy,_ h~ -met
nr. Kan,~ -the Officer:.ih ... Charge and the 2 clerks, 
;ho were in service there at that time. They 
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• 
')tated, that a~ the body was that of a distinguished 
person, they wei·e not allowed to see it, but it was 
taken out of the coffin, placed on a wooden plank,. 
wrapped in cloth and then transferred to a bier, 
which is quite a new story . 

He took photostat copies of the following 
documents : -

(1) Doctor's report on the death of Netaji, 
(2) The police officer's report and 
(3) the certificate issued by the Bureau, permitting 

cremation. They were written in Japanese. 

The doctor's report was translated into English 
by Mr. Chung and is as follows:-

From the Army Hospital, To The Bureau of Health 
and Hygiene. 

Date of the Report: 21st August, 1945. 
Certificate ofthe Death. 

N arne ofthe person Okara Ochiro ( meaning big 
warehouses of food and l~;hi~ 

Sex 
Birth 

• 

Occupation 

• 
ro means eldest son ). 
Male . 
Born in the Heiti 22nd year, 
April9. 
He was Taiwan (Formosa) 
Military Government Army's 
obedient officer. • 
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• 
Reason of death 
Nature of sickness 

• Time of sickness 
Time of death 
Place of death 
Date 

By ~ickness. 
Heart fajlure: 
17th August, 1945 
19th August, 4 P. M. 
Army Hospital. 
21st August 

Name of the doctor and 
the seal Chuluta Toyeji Chentza, 

Siskwan (.Japanese Univer
sity ) . 

On asking the clerks, Shri Shah was told that 
false details were noted, according to the instructions 
of the Japanese Officer, accompanying the body. 
This reason cannot be accepted, because if the person 
had actually died, no further action could be taken 
against him and the necessity for secrecy could not 
arise any longer. As against this, Netaji's death was 
given great publicity by all the different sources, 
soon after his alleged death. I fail to understand 

• the utility of this ridiculous piece of evidence to 
prove Netaji's death. • 

The Police report, according to Shri Shah was 
more or less a confirmatory paper on. the lines of the -

~ ~ f{octpr~s,Eep~rt,- buf the cremation permit from the 
Taipeh ( Taihoku ) Bureau of Health and Hygine 
was, as follows :-
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• 
Column 1 Official Permit of the Bureau to 

·crem.a te the body. 
Column 2 Native Place-Tokyo 

Present address- Taipeh (Taihoku, 
which. is the other 
name of Taipeh) 

Columns 3 & 4 Same as in Doctor's certificate with 
regard to Death, N arne, Sex, Birth, 
Date and Occupation of the decea
sed. 

Column 5 Where the body will be cremated
Taihoku City Government Cremato
rium. 

Column 6 

Column 7 

Time and date for cremation-
6 P. M. 22nd August, 1945. 

Relationship or'applicant-His close 
friends. 

Columns 8 & 9 The capital printed Japanese letters 
show that this is an application for 
the Government to cremate that 
body. 

Column JO Blank . ' 

Column 11 • Date of application-'-August 21st, 
-1945. , __ -- -

Column 12 Blank. 

Column 13 Army and the number of deceased
Army in Formosa, No. 21123. · In 
Japanese it was put down as TaiwCUl 
Dainichi nichi Bruhai. 
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• 
Column 14 

• 

Name of the appJy~ng japanese 
Officer of the Poiice station-Yoshimi 
Yani Yoshi. 

The Officers' seal in red is also on the paper. 
I cannot but make an observation that this is -another ridiculous piece of evidence to prove Netaji's 

death. 
The next point, considered by Shri Harin Shah, 

is cremation. It has already been stated that the 
3 witnesses, viz., Major Nagatomo, who was 'the 2nd 
Adjutant to the Formosan Army Commander at 
Taihoku and who was deputed by the Army 
Command to arrange for the cremation, Col. 
Hahibur Rahman and l\1r. J. Nakamura, the 
Interpreter meant for Netaji, an9 whose services, 
appear to have been requisitioned even after Netaji's 
death, have given 3 different versions. It will 
presently be seen, whether the fourth version by 
Shri Harin Shah follows the rule, that has generally 
been maintained, regarding the evidence .from the 
Aircraft Accident onwards, or whether it will be an 
exception. Shri Shah stated that Mr. Chu Tsuang, 
a Formosan, was in charge of the same crematorium 
also at that time and who narrated the following 
story :~ The coffin-was a very big one- and 7- or "8 
japanese officers accompanied the body in plain 
clothes and they reached at 3 P. M. It took about 
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8 hours. for. the body to be consumed and the 
officers paid the CU"dinary fee of 18 yens. The 
coffin was so big, that it could not be accommoda-: 
ted even in .Class I Chamber and so the body was 
taken out and placed inside another coffin, evidently, 

· a smaller one and which was put inside the chamber 
for cremation According to the usual practice, 
he collected the ashes the next morning in the usual 
wooden box, after which, an Indian, with a 
bandaged forearm, and a few Japa~ese. who came 
in a truck and in a Sedan Car, took away the box. 
This, being the fourth different version regarding 
cremation, the general rule has been maintained. 
As such, the only conclusion, . that can possibly be 
arrived at, is that the story regarding cremation is 
concocted and false, and it would naturally be so, 
as the Aircraft Accident Did Not Take Place and 
that Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose Did Not Die, as 
has been held already. 

Another important point, referred to by .Shri 
Shah, is•that, on reaching Taihoku in August, 1946, 
the first idea fhat struek him was to get a confirma-

-tion regarding Netaji's alleged death from the War 
Graves' Commission, that was in session there and 
he, accordingly, met Lt. Richards, Officer Comman
ding, Research Division, American Head Quarters, 
Taihoku, who, however, said that he never can1e 
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across any information or mention. <!bout Netajijs 
grave. It is my firm belief· that if N ctaji had 

• actually died at Taihoku, all the people there, 
young or old, rich or poor, would certainly have 
known about it and his grave would have been 111 _ 

a very prominent and conspicuous place. 

NO ENQUIRY HELD, STATES JAPANESE 
FOREIGN OFFICE. 

In this connection, the statements of Gen. H. 
Isayama. witness No. 57, are rather important, as 
he was Chief of the General Staff, Formosan Army 
with Head Quarters at Taihoku and, as such, he 
would be expected to know everything about the 
alleged plane crash and all other subsequent 
incidents. In addition to this, Gen. Shidei was 
his classmate and he was informed that Gen. 
Shidei, on arriving at Taihoku aerodrome, had 
enquired about him. He has started hi~ narration 
with a statement rather suspicious, viz., that he 

• 
heard about the plane crash and everything else, 
including Netaji's death, when he went to his 
office the next morning, from a stafr Officer and 
rn' aL" (.1 . .-·· .... - --- ..... Jl:! ..... !"l """ ...... - .... :~ • .,. "'J...r\. ... t- ~~- QT?.on 
"' !JCIC:: VVd~ llU Vlll\....la.t \....11'-:f.U~i] u.uvu.."' .u .. , vv .......... 

l.lp to the time of his leaving Formosa in April, 1945. 
It is not understood why the General stated later 
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on, that the. report resulting from an enquiry 
regarding this · accident was submitted by staff 
Officer Lt. Col. Shibuya through him to the· 
Imperial General Head Quarters~ Tokyo, which is, 
however, definitely denied by that Officer. It is 

- exceedingly strange that both this Staff officer as 
well as the Chief of Staff, Gen. Isayama, heard 
about the plane crash and the death of such a big 
person as N etaji and aJso the death of Gen. Shidei 
on the following day, though Major Nagatomo has 
stated that he regularly informed the Headquarters 
there regarding every detailed incident, viz., the 
plane crash, Netaji's injuries etc, very frequently. 
This would go also to create a reasonable suspicion 
that the plane crash and Netaji's death, as alleged, 
did not take place. A report was also received by 
the Committee from the Japanese Foreign Office 
that no enquiry was made regarding this incident, 
which is rather unusual. The same Office also sent 
us a copy of the service book of Gen. Shidei, .in 

' which the•date and cause of death are recorded as 
"18. 8. 45" a1\d ''Death by" War" respectively. 
This is far from being correct, as the War had ended 
and Japan had officially surrendered on 15. 8. 45. 
Accepting ·the plane crash to be a concocted and a 
fak.ed story, the entries in his Service Book should in 
the usual course show death and nothing else. No evi.:" 
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dencc has been adduced regarding the death of the .._ 
Radio Operator, N.C.O. Tominaga "or the Navigator, 

· Sergeant Okshita and the other 1 or 2 persons, pro
bably Engineers, forming part of the crew and who 
are alleged to have died. The Service book entries, 
regarding Major Takizawa, Chief Pilot and N. c.-
0. Aoyagi, Co-Pilot and the other members of the 
crew, alleged to have died, have not been produced 
either. The evidence regarding the death of both 
these Pilots is also very insufficient and shaky and _. 
that, regarding their remains, is even worse. Capt. / · 
Nakamura stated that he buried the entrails ofthese 
3 persons, viz., Gen. Shidei and the two Pilots, 
which is a new and uncorroborated story, whereas, 
another witness, Capt. Arai, even went to the 
extent of saying that Gen. Shidei was definitely 
brought to the Hospital, where he expired. The 
evidence of the doctors, however, is that N. C. 0. 
Aoyagi was also treated in the Hospital, where he 
died later on and not inside the plane, as stated by 
some witnesses. • 

• 
BRITISH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 

-~ DISBELIEVE CQL. RAHMAN. 

From the Top Secret reports of the British and 
• American Intelligence Officers, as a result of 
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,k< thorough 1nve::.-tigadons made soon after the alleged 

incident, it appears•that they failed to obtain 
conclusive proof that Netaji died as a result of a 
plane crash. To quote only a few extracts, it states 
at Page 3, "Habib-ur-Rahman's report is unsatis--factory., The multitude of discrepancies in accounts 
of the actual air crash as given first to CIC in Tokyo 
and later to csprc, is being" taken up"' and at 
Page 1 7, 'The Indian ( Col Rahman ) who 

., supposedly was with Mr. Bose on the same plane has 
been seen with his hands and face bruised. But this 
again is no conclusive proof. He might have been 
involved in some other accident". It is, therefore, 
clear that even these officers failed to accept Col. 
Rahman's version, as to the manner in .which he 
received those burns and injuries. This is with 
regard to Col. .. Rahman only, but with regard 
to the alleged incident, one military officer, W. 
Mckwright, in his No. C. 5, Intelligence Bureau 

,. (Headquarters), New Delhi 3, dated the 19th 
February, 1946, while reviewing the whole story, 

.. wrote to, ~ajor·c. Young, Intelligence Division, C. 
I. C. B. H. G., SACSEA, Singapore.at Page 32, "We 
have at last comple~ed an examination of the 
information available .here relating to the alleged 
death of Bose, and the result is not entirely satis-. 
factory for it reveals many discrepancies, ·which, 
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until clarified, make any definite ·conclusion on ;~ 
this incident a little doubtful"" and at page 36, he 
has concluded, "You will understand our pressing 
anxiety to get to the truth of whether Bose is actually 
and permanently dead. Government want to know_ 
where they stand over the matter, in view of claims 
by Gandhi and others in India that he is still alive. 
Our examination so far only permits us to say that, 
unless there was a very cleverly contrived and 
executed deception plot, involving a very few ofthe /• 
highest Japanese officials, Bose is almost certainly 
dead." It will, therefore, be agreed on all hands 
that these reports, based on thorough investigation, 
are sufficient by themselves to falsify the definite 
findings of my colleagues that Netaji died a'i the 
result of a plane crash. 

Mr. K. Satoh, who was a bomber mechanic 
attached to 136 Air Unit at Taihoku at that time, 
has stated that there was a minor plane accident 
there, and the only 2 inmates of the .plane, one ~ 
resembling Netaji and the other aJapanese, came 

• ol!lt of the plane unscathed and started talking to . 

each other. Incidentally, this witness stated Netaji 
=was-wearing~ a~big-round wrist= watch, which gives 
the lie direct to Col. Rahman's version of a rect~n-

• gular wrist watch. 
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NET Ajl'S WRIST WATCH. 

The wrist watch used by Netaji has been men- • 
tioned in; briefearlier under the heading "Itinerary''. 
Col. Rahman produced a rectangular wrist watch, 

-with a leather strap, with the edges slightly burnt, 
and which eventually came into the possession of the 
late Sarat Chandra Bose, who got it from Shri 
J awaharlal Nehru, who in turn got it from the late 
Bhullabhai Desai. The Colonel said that he got 

~ ' 

Appendix. c 

N eta j i'.s h a 1 i b u r n t w at c h 

this watch from Dr. Yoshimi, witness No. 48, under 
whose treatment at the Military Hospital at Taihoku, 
Netaji was sajd to have expired. The Doctor has 
denied all knowledge of this statement made by th~ 

~ Colonel, wh~ch, therefore, r~mained uncorroqorated, 
though .it shouM have been. supported by the 
doctor. Shri Dwijendra Nath Bose, who produced 
before the Committee a photograph of this 
rectangular watch, ( App. c) challenged the Colonel 
regarding this statement of his, when they met at 
the birthday anniversary celebration of N etaji at 
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the Belgachia Villa in Calcutta on the.23rd January, 
194 7, but the Colonel failed to give any reply to him. 

· No other witness has stated that Netaji ever used 
this rectangular wrist watch, nor has any photo
graph of Netaji been filed, showing Netaji wearing 
that rectangular wrist watch. It is highly impro-
bable that this watch would escape any damage, 
though the plane is alleged to have crashed in 
such a manner that 2 or 3 inmates of the plane 
died instantaneously and Netaji, who is alleged to _,. 
have worn the watch, died about 6 hour later. The 
time shown in the watch is about 8 minutes past 
1, which can in no way be explained, as the plane 
is alleged to have crashed at 2. 38 P. M. 

On the other hand, Shri S. M. Goswami has 
stated that Netaji never wore that watch, but 
always wore a round wrist watch, which was 
presented to him by his father. Col. H. L. Chopra, 
who was in the I. N. A., has stated that Netaji 
a~ways wore the same round wrist watch and he 
never wore any other wrist watch. Shri • Dwijendra • 
Nath Bose, one of Netaji's nephews; and who stated . 

~
0 to +mve worked with his uncle, regarding the latter's 

political activities arid who -aloe hP.lped him to move 
out secretly from Calcutta in January, 1941, -aiso· 

• stated that, when Netaji left Calcutta, the only 
article taken by him, out of all those, which he was 
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" using in · Calcutt.a, including clothing, spectacles 
etc., was this round wrist watch, which he insisted 
on taking with him, as he said, it was of great 
sentimental value to him, being a present from his 
revered mother. Shri Arabindu Bose, another of 

-Netaji's nephews and who, also along with Shri 
Dwijendra Nath Bose, helped Netaji in getting away 
secretly from Calcutta, has fully and in details 
supported the statements made by .his cousin. He 

~- has filed a photograph, (App. d), showing Netaji 
wearing his "famous round wrist watch" during 
his sojourn in the Far East. He has gone further 
and stated that, as Netaji could not spare this round 
wrist watch of his and also his pair of spectacles, 
reading glasses, cigarette case, cigarette lighter, 
Hindu religious books and other small articles, which 
he usually carried on his person, and as there was 
no possibility of getting substitu-tes for any of them, 
it was impossible for Col. Rahman to bring back. 
any of these personal effects of Netaji, as p.roof of 

""his alleged death. Instead ·of any of these artiCles, 
• the Colonel bro•ught a rectangular wrist watch 

(App. c), which was one of the many wch watches, 
which were presented to Netaji by Dr. Jose 'Laurel, 
the then President of the Phillipines and which, 
Netaji presented to the Colonel and also to the 
Chairman of this Committee, when he was in the 
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I. N. A. and to others. Shri !(undan Singh, 
witness No. 65, who was N~taji's personal valet 
from the date of his first arrival at Singapore from 
Tokyo on 2. 7. 43 till the date of his final departure 
from Bangkok on 17. 8. 45, has stated that the • 
round wrist watch, (App. d) was the only wrist 
watch, Netaji ever wore during this period. Netaji, 
however, had a round pocket watch, which he 
generally placed under his pillow and which he 
carried in his attache case. I am, therefore, fully 
convinced, from the evidence that has been 
adduced, that Netaji never wore the rec
tangular wrist watch, ( App. c ), which Col. 
Rahman produced, saying that it was worn by 
Netaji at the time of his alleged death and so the 
Colonel's attempt has ended in a miserable failure. 
This is another conclusion, which has helped to 
falsify Netaji's alleged death. 

• I shall, therefore, conclude, that on a careful 
consideration of all the evidence th .. t has been 

<-placed before us and from all the other papers, 
photographs; sketches, etc. that I have been able 
to secure, and after mature deli.her~tion and careful 
thought, I am firmly of opinion that c the Aircr~ft 
Accident Did Not Take Place And That Netaji 

• Subhas Chandra Bose Did Not Die, As Alleged. 
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PHOTOGRAPH OF NETAJI AT IMPERIAL HOTEL, TOKYO_ 
(JAPAN) IN 1944, WEARING ROUND WRIST WATCH. 



. .1.:. 
MYSELF, A DESERTER? 

• 

There are I or 2 other poi~ts, which should be 
inco~por~ted in this report, othe;wise, ·it may be 
construed to be a serious omission. Firstly, it is 
exceedingly strange that there does not.appear to be 
any mention in the report submitted by my 
colleagues to the Government that a separate 
dissentient report is expected to be submitted ·by me, 

). though they were fully aware of that fact. Being an 
ex-military man, the Chairman. considered me to be 
a sort of a deserter, whose duty and responsibility 
had ceased, when I parted company with him in 
the course of our Committee sitting on 16. 7. 56 at 
New Delhi. On 14. 7. 56, when I disagreed with 
the findings of my colleagues, I requested him to 
let me know what my next move should be and he 
replied that I would. have to write a separate 
disse:O:ting note, to which, I immediately said that it 

r· would be •uphill" task for me, as I would have to ·do 
it all by myself.. Subsequent to that, the Chairman, 

,... the Prim~ 'Minister, th~ Joint Sec'retary, Ministry 
of E~ternal Affairs, tlie . Chief ·Minister ' of West) 
Bengal and others knew about this and the latest 
communiCation in. this connection is the Joint 
Secretary's. No. 6630 JS (E) marked "Expres~ 
Delivery'·'. dated· 7. 9. 56, requesting me: to s~nd 
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my Note by 10. 9. 56, though unfortunately the 
Postal seal shows that it was po~ted at Karol Bagh, 

"Delhi on 10. 9. 56, and was received by me on the 
afternoon of the following day, viz., on 11. 9. 56. 

MY PERSONAL NOTE. 

The next point is regarding a note made by me 
for my personal use on 30. 6. 56, in which I 
recorded the suggestions made by all three of us for 
the preparation of my draft report. Some of the 
highest officials of the land, having failed in all 
other ways to persuade me to sign the report of my 
colleagues and thereby make it a unanimous one, 
fell back on this note of mine as a trump card and 
tried their best to compel me to sign my colleagues' 
report, alleging that, I had signed that note, which 
contained a statement, that ~aid, that after exami
ning the witnesses, I was convinced that Netaji was 
dead. The matter was pursued further. and the 
help of the Press was also taken by them and it was 

• 
duly published in the newspapers on 9-8-56, that, 
"No Note of Dissent. Two members of the 
Committee have already signed the report. The 
th:ircl m~mbc:r, it~-i:j understood, -maynot sign for 
special reasons. The Committee, however has in 
its possession a statement signed by qim saying that 
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after examining the witnesses, he was convinced that 
l'fetaji was de~~·· Jte h~s :qot appended arty- npte of 
dissent or submitted a" separate report-(U. f.. I r' lq 
additi9n to rrewsp~per fCport~, the matter C(lfne • 
up before the Parliament on questions put by Shri 
N. C. Chatterji, Shri H. y. K.amath and p:r9bably" 
by other~ ~n 12. 9. 56, to which the Prime Minister 
g~ve a reply, which, in t~e opi~ion of th~se 
m('!mbers, was th?-t the answer was not satisfactory 
~nd the issue was evaded. Hqwever, the matter 

'- did not stop there either. The Chief Minister of 
West Bengal requested me to meet him in hi~ o.ffi~~ 

on 15. 8. 56, which I did. In the cour!?e of~ 
lengthy and at times, a heated COilVersfl,tio{l, the 
he dealt with this point alone for at least 20 ~hmt~!? 
and i:q different ways, trie~ his best to comp~l me to 
sign my colleagues' report on the main groun~, th<!-t 

on 30. 6. 56, I had signed a statem~nt that W<!-S said 
by them to have contained the finding that Dfetaji 
was dead, as noted above. This note of inine has 

" been prin~ed at Pages 70 and. 71 of the Report ~f 
my colleagues a·nd as it contained the suggestions 

• 
• of all three of all us, some of those suggest~ons 

may have been of the natur~ of findings, b!;it they· 
were definitely not "points agree(/ lo", In my 
opinion, the trump card failed, because the house of 
cards collapsed, as will be home out from Item No,• 
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7, viz., "Shri ~hevar's Statements an'd Statemenb of 
Shri Goswami-their statements should be discussed 
while dealing with :J(.etaji's death or otherwise and a 
little more in details separately later on. "The words, 
":ftletaji's death or otherwise" clearly show that 
there was no definite finding or opinion expressed in 
this note that Netaji was dead. On the other hand, 
it shows that the question of Netaji's death in this 
note remained undecided. This is furthe1 supported 
from the fact that Shri Thevar and Shri Goswami -• 
were definitely of opinion that Netaji was not dead, 
but . was alive and that opinion of theirs was 
coPveyed in their statements and which the Chair-
m 1 had several times openly declared that he was 
aware of. I have, therefore, failed to understand, how 
this note could be said to have contained a definite 
finding that Netaji was dead. Item No. 5 would, in 
my opinion, also show that there was no definite 
finding about the "Ashes" either. It is also my 
opinion, that this is not simply a mis-st'-tement of ~ 
facts, but a false statement, deliber~teiy made, and 
to give colour and support to it, the Heading, ... 
"Principal Points Agreed To For Draft Report, 

·~Dated 30. 6: 56" was intentionally.concocted. There 
is no Heading in the Original note of mine, it only 
laears the date 30. 6. 56. Curiosity will be further, 
aroused as to why the dates by the · side of the 
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signatures as· priJ:].ted, ·are 2. 7. 56 ·and not 
30. 6. 56. I would, therefore; unhesitatingly state that; 
it was rank dishonesty and ·meanness to coin and 
concoct a headline with the intention of proving a 
false charge against· me, which by the Almighty's 
Blessings, has ended in'a dismal failure. 

APPEAL TO. MY COUNTRYMEN. 

I would, with all humility. appeal to my estee
med ·countrymen not to accept the reports submitted 
by my learned colleagues or by my humble self, 
but to make a demand to our Government to place 
at their disposal, the whole of the evidence that was 
made available, to :the Committee and I would 
earnestly request them to form their own'· opinion 
after a careful perusal and consideration of the same, 

~and, if the general opinion be that the aircraft 
accident did not take place and that Netaji SuWtas 
Chandra •Bose did not die, as alleged, to demand 
an impeachment of all those, who have taken part 
in this nefarious game. 

I consider myself extremel unfortunate m 
having een the victim of such machinations on the 
Eart of some of the highest officials of our Govern.
ment, apparently, because I did not fall iu with 
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~~"~r".~J?l_nio'1 t~~t ~~lajL.wa~~~~c,l ~nd ·~ecause my 
FOnsidered ?P~niol! __ w_as that, that the evidence 
P,lace9-__ bef9!~ .,ll~jl!sti§e.d the _ o~ly condusion 
that Netaji did not die, in view of the 
circumstances all~ged. He is His Grace has given 
me the requisite strength and courage to do what 
I have been able to do in the service of my esteemed 
countrymen in my own humble way, keeping aloft 
the banner of Truth and Justice. 

SATYA1'v1EBA .JAYATE !! JAI HIND!! 

Calcutta, 

1\!~~!l~aya, 
3rd October, 

. . 

1956. 

Suresh Chandra Bose 

Non-Official Member, 
Netaji EnqQiry Committee. 

• 
• 

----=..,.~ 
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A-ppendix A '.· ... ,. ..... ,,. 

Suresh Chandra Bose 62, Pataudi House, New Delhi, 
Dated, 2nd April, 1956. 

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, 

Dear Sir, 

Prime Minister of India, 
New Delhi. 

As a member of "Netaji Enquiry Committee", I 
think the following items mentioned in brief 
among others, need clarification :-

1. Ter'm.~ of Refe.-wce : The Exte~nal Affairs Depart
ment in their letter dated 3rd February, 1956 to me have 
mentioned-"drcumstances · of the di.•aPP~<>~ratrct of",
whereas the same department in their letter dated, 16th March, 
1956 ·to me have stated -"circumstances of the death of".-

2. As regards the nwttner itJ which the wqt4iry would 
be made, I asked Shri Shah Nawaz Khan yesterday as to 

• 
whether the enquiry would be open to the public or to the 
press or to both or whether it would be held in c11mera. He • 
replied that all Government of India enquiries are done 
secretly & only reports are made public. 

3. Whether the itimrary of the "Enquiry Committee" 
will be decided by any party other than the Committee or hy 
the Committee alone & which may be added, omitted or .. 
altered in accordance with the requirements suggested, 
as the investigation proceeds. 



·. 
4.• Whether with regard to witnesses, document!~, tat>us 

etc. necessary to be examined or inspecred, the pmcedure 
mentioned in item No. 3 above will l:1e followed or not. 

5. With due respect to Shri Shah Nawaz Khan, I am of 

opinion that, as this e11q11i. y is more or less o/ a judicial 

11aturc & not appertaining to military matters, his position 
in the Committee as Chairman is not appropriate & because he 

does not appear to be in possession of much additional 

information, which would be helpful to the Committee, 

regarding the places to be visit~d by us or regarding tlw 
subject-matter of this enquiry. 

6. It is considered important by me on behalf of the 
Committee to know whether the name of Netaji Subhas 

Chandra Bose was & still is in the list of \V.cr Crimi ;als 

drawn up by America & her Allies. If his name still 

exists & if they request the Government of India to hand 
him over to them, if he be found on Indian soil, for being 
tried as a War Criminal, whether 

have the option of handing or not 
them for the aforesaid purpose. 

this Government will 

handing him over to 

7. As I consider this Enquiry to be a very important 

one and as it will be of great concern to millions of persons 
• throughout the world, it requires mature deli~eration and 

sound judgment. As such, it is my humble opinion that 

T>r. R cdha Binode Pal be requested and• persuaded to join 
the Committee and to lead it. 

~i ) 

I rP.main, 

Yours faithfully 

Suresh Chandra Bose 
. 2-4-56 
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· Appendix B 

INSPECTION NOTE ON TREASURE 
DEPOSITED WITH NATIONAL ARCHIVES. 

19. 6. 1956. 

Packet No. II. 

Bundle No. 2. 

Charred rings. Kundan Singh says he re

cognises them, but they are charred. 

Charred gold mixed with melted metal. 

K un dan Singh recognises-
( i ) a gold cigarette case encrusted with 
precious stones as the one gifted by Hitler 

to Netaji. 
( ii ) a star shaped pendant. 
( iii ) a paper knife. 
( iv) medal of Rani Jhansi regiment. 

( v ) part of Cigarette lighter used by 

Netaji 
( vi ) belt buckle used by Netaji with 

civilian clothes. 

Bundle No. 3. Kundan Singh recognises a small knife u~ed 
• by Netaji for manicure. 

Packet No. 12. Charred rings and chains. Kundan Singh 

recognises them but says they are charred. 

Packet No. 13. Button studs etc. Kundan Singh recognises 

them but says they are charred. 

Packet No. 10. Charred ear-rings with stones and rings .. 

Kundan Singh recognises them but says they. 

_., are charred. 

( iii ) 



Pack@t No. 9. 

Packet No. 8 

Packet No. 5. 

·. 
Charred bangles, brooches and nose rings. 

Kundan Singh recognises !hem but says they 

are charred. Recognises a gold rope as part 
of a garland presented to Netaji by Mr. 
Habib of Rangoon. 

Charred rings and nose rings. Kundan Singh 

recognises them but says they are charred. 

Charred ear-rings, nose rings set with stones. 

Kundan Singh recognises but says they are 

charred. 

Packet No. 4. Charred necklace pieces, medals and rings. 

Kundan Singh recognises metal beads of 

necklaces. 

Pi;tcket No. 2. Charred and broken bangles, ·pins, buckles 

etc. Kundan Singh recognises-

• 

( i • metal charkha emblem presenttd to 

Netaji with his name engraved. 

( ii ) a metal tricolour ribbon holder presen

ted to Netaji. 
( iii ) half of small oval gold case used by 
Netaji far carrying Supari. (betelnuts • 

Packet No. 6. Charred and broken anklets <¥1d bangles. 

Kundan Singh recognises ~hem but says they 

are charred. 

Packet No. 7. Charred and broken rings, nose rings and 

pendants. Kundan Singh recognises but says 

they are charred. Identifies-

( i ), One long ear-ring of gold as belonging 

to wife of one Mr. Banerjee of Singapore who 

used to look after Netaji's household. 

( iv ) 
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Packet No. 3. Charred and broken bangles, pendants, snuff 

"box, medals, coins and rings. Kundan Singh 

recognis~s them but says they are charred .• 
Indentifies-
( i ) Other half of oval gold Supari box of 
Netaji. 

Packet No 1. Charred rings and pendants. Kundan Singh 

recognises 3 heavy rings. 

The weight of the four boxes in which jewellery and 
other valuables were kept would be approximately 2 to 2~ 
maunds including the weight of boxes. The weight of 
the charred valuables shown to me today would probably 
not be more than 10 seers. 

• 
• 

• 

( v ) 
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Appemlix C 

LIST OF WITNESSES EXAMINED BY THE 
COMMITTEE 

Sl. No. Name Date Place 

I Shri U. M. Thevar 4th April, 1956 New Delhi 

2 Shri Debnath Das 5th April, 1956 New Delhi 
3 Capt. Gulzara Singh 6th April, 1956 New Delhi ·~. 

4 Col. Habibur Rahman 6th to 9th April, 1956 New Delhi 

5 Col. Pritam Singh lOth April, 1956 New Delhi 

6 Shri S. A. Ayer lith, 12th & 14th_ 
April, 1956 New Delhi 

7 General J. K. Bhons.le 16th April, 1956 New Delhi 

8 Shri A. K. Gupta 16th April, 1956 New Delhi 
9 Sri Harin Shah 16th & 17th April, 

1956 New Delhi 
10 Col. Thakur Singh 17th April, 1956 New Delhi 

11 Shri S. Mazumdar 20th April, 1956 Calcutta 

12 Mr. K. Kunizuka 23rd April, 1956 Calcutta 
• 

13 Lt. N. B. Das 23rd April, 1956 • Calcutta ' 
14 Shri H. K. Roy 24th April, 1~56 Calcutta 

15 Shri Kalipada Dey 24th April, 1956 Calcutta 

16 Shri S.M. Goswami 24th April, I956 Calcutta 
and 9th June, 1956 

17 Shd J, C::. Sinha 25th April, I 956 Calcutta 

18 Shri Deben Das 25th April, 1956 Calcutta 
• 19 Shri H. Singha 25th April, 1956 Calcutta 

20 Mr. T. Negishi 25th April, 1956 Calcutta .4 
21 Col. H. L. Chopra 26th April, 1956 Calcutta 
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22 Shrl D. N. Bose 26th April, & 8th • 

June, 1956 Calcutta 

23 Mrs. Ila Pal 
Chowdhury, M.P. 26th April, 1956 Calcutta . 

24 Shri A. Bose 26th April & 8th 
June, 1956 Calcutta 

25 Pandit Raghunath 
Sharma 28th April, 1956 Bangkok 

26 Sirdar Ishar Singh 28th April, 1956 Bangkok 

27 Shri U. C. Sharma 28th April, 1956 Bangkok 

28 Shri A. C. Das 30th April, 1956 Bangkok 

29 Shri Rarimeo Gosai 1st May, 1956 Saigon 

30. Shri A M. Sahay 1st & 3rd May, 1956 Saigon 

31 Shri M. G. Dastgir 2nd May, 1956 Tourane 

32 Mr. T. Hachiya 8th May, 1956 Tokyo 

33 Shri Narain Das 8th May, 1956 Tokyo 

34 Capt. K .Arai . 9th&10thMay, 1956 Tokyo 

35 • General S I soda lOth & 12th May, 1956 Tokyo 

36 Mr. J. Murti ll th May, 1956 Tokyo 

37 Lt. Col. S. Nonogaki 14th May, 1956 Tokyo 

38 Mr. K. Watanabe 14th May, 1956 Tokyo 

39 Dr. T. Tsuruta 15th May, 1956 Tokyo 

40 Mr. Satoh Kazo 16th May, 1956 Tokyo. 

41 Major •r. Kono 16th May, 1956 Tokyo 

42 Mr. T. Miy<ita 17th May, 1956 Tokyo 

43 Major I. Takahashi 17th May, 1956 Tokyo 

44 Col. M. Yano 18th May, 1956 Tokyo 

45 Major M. Kinoshita 21st May, 1956 Tokyo 

46 Lt. Col. M Takakura 21st May, 1956 Tokyo 
47 Mr. T. Hayashida 22nd May, 1956 Tokyo 
48 Dr. T. Yoshimi 22nd & 23rd May, Tokyo 

1956 
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• 49 Shri S N Sen 22nd & 23rd May, Tokyo 

1956 
50 Lt. Col. M. Shibuya 24th Mcty, 1956 Tokyo 

• 51 Capt. M. Yamamoto 25th May, 1956 Tokyo 
52 Mrs. M. Yamamoto 25th May, 1956 Tokyo 
53 Major K Sakai 28th May, 1956 Tokyo 
54 Mr. Kazo Mitsui 29th May, 1956 Tokyo 
55 Mr. J. Nakamura 30th May, 1956 Tokyo 
56 Rev. K. Mochizuki 30th May, 1956 Tokyo 
57 General H. Isayama 31st May, 1956 Tokyo 
58 Mr. Ota Hide Maru 31st May, 1956 Tokyo 

59 Mr. M. Miyoshi 1st June, 1956 Tokyo 

60 MajorS Nagatomo lst June, 1956 Tokyo 

61 Mr. N Kitazawa 2nd June, 1956 Tokyo 

62 Mr. K. Asada 2nd June, 1956 Tokyo 

63 Col. J. G Figgess 5th June, 1956 Tokyo 

64 Dr. S. N. Dutt 9th June, 1956 Calcutta 

65 Shri Kundan Singh 19th June, 1956 New Delhi 

66 Shri Ramamurti 21st June, 1956 New Delhi 

67 Shri A. M N Sastri 27th June, 1956 New Delhi 

Col. T. Sakai-Written Statement . 

• 
• 

• 
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Appendix D 

NETAJI DIED IN A FORMOSA HOSPITAL 
DURING LAST WAR, ENQUIRY FINDINGS. 
REPORT TO BE SUBMITTED TOMORROW. 

New Delhi, August, 8. 

The Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose Enquiry Committee, 
appointed by the Government of India, has come to the 
conclusion that Netaji Bose's death is established and that it 
occurred in Formosa during the Second World War, it is 
authoritatively learnt. The Committee's Chairman Mr. Shah 
Nawaz Khan, who was a highranking officer in Netaji's 
Indian National Army and now Parliamentary .Secretary to 
the Railway Minister, is expected to submit the report to 
to the Prime Minister on Friday. 

The Committee took evidence from some 70 witnesses in 
Japan, Thailand, India and other_.places, -and' 66 of them told 
the Committee .they had no doubt about the death. The 
four witnesses who thought Netaji was alive were Mr. Thevar, 
Madras M. L. A, Mr. Goswami, who produced the photo 
of a Mong~ian Trade Union Leader resembling Subhas Bose, 
and two members of the Bose family . 

• 
DOCTOR EXAMINED. 

The Japanese doctor, who treated Bose after the air 
accident near Taipeh, it is understood, certified that Bose 
died in the air accident. The Committee examined the records 
of the Military Hospital where he was treated, the funer;tl 
records, obtained the evidence of the nursing orderly and 
others who were with Bose at the time of his death. Of the 
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seve~ passengers of the ill-tated plane in which Bose "travelled, 
the Committee examined 6 and all of then; \-t'ere of the same 
opmwn. It is understood the British.Consul in Formosa, who 

• was requested by the Government of India, to record the 
evidence of the Chinese nurse, who attended on Netaji, could 
not trace the nurse. 

Heads of the then British Intelligence Service in Tokyo 
and of the American Intelligence Service in the Far East 
were examined by the Committee. Others, who appeared 
before the Committee, included Mr. Himansu Kumar Roy 
and Mr. Kalipada De, two senior members of the Indian 
Intelligence Service, who were engaged in a search for , 
Netaji in South East Asia and the Far East under instructions 
from the then British Government of India to bring Subhas 
Bose dead or alive, were also examined by the Committee. 

NO NOTE OF DISSENT. 

Two members of the Committee have already sigued 

the report. The third member, it is understood, may not 
sign for special reasons. The Committee, however, has in 
its possession a statement signed by him saying that he 
was convinced that Netaji was dead. He has not appended 
any note of dissent or submitted a sep1 rate report. .. 

AMRITA BAZAR PATRIKA, • 
CALCUTTA. • 

Thursday, dated 9-8-56. 
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.4\ppendix E 

SURESH C. BosE 2, Moira Street, Calcutta-H) 
1Oth August, 1956 

The Chairman, Netaji Enquiry Committee, 
1, Canning Lane, New Delhi 

Dear Sir, 

'\lith reference to your announcement in the Amrita Bazar 
Patrika, Calcutta, of yesterday's date, under the heading, 
"Netaji died in a Formosa Hospital during last war- Enquiry 
Findings: Report to be submitted tomorrow," I have to 
inform you that I have been shocked at this for two main 
reasons, firstly, that the findings of the Enquiry Committee 
should not have been given publicity through the Press 
before submission of the same to the Government and, secondly, 

that you had stated to different l?ersons at different places, 
both in India and abroad, on innumerable occasions, that this 
Enquiry was being made in a secret manner and ~ts report· 
would be submitted confidentially to the Ministry of External 
Affairs, for submission of the same to the Prime Mini~ter, 
who would then place it before the Parliament, when for the 

first time ito would gain publicity. '· 
I wouid refer you to the si ttii1gs of the Committee, in 

• 
which, apart from the three mem hers and the stenographer, 
only the witness and whenever necessary, the interpreter 

were the only persons presejlt and it was invariably held 
under closed doors. You will also please remember that 
when Mr. Hattori of the Japanese Foreign Office made the 
request in Tokyo to be present during the examination•of 
the Japanese witnesses, he was so kindly arranging to produce 
befo1·e us, I was the first to express my regret for our inability 
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to d~ so, as we had not allowed such a procedure b~Iore. So 
our sittings were carril"d out more or less i~ a"secret manner. 

In a reference made by me t~ the Prime Minister on 
• 2nd April, 1956, viz., "As regards the manner in which this 

enquiry would be made, I asked Shri Shahnawaz Khan 
yesterday, as to whether the Enquiry would be open to the 
public or to the press or to both or whether it would be held 
in c.unenr. He replied that aU Government of India enquiries 
are done secretly and only reports are made public." Both of 
us were with the Prime Minister, when this and other points 
were clarified by him, and he was further pleased to reply on 
this point on 14th April 1956, as follows:- "It is desirable ~ 

that members of the Committee should not give at1y interviews 
or make any statements to the Press. They should avoid 
even informal talks on this subject with others who might 
give the information to the Press". So the Prime Minister 
was pleased to go even further and to caution us to such an 
extent as to see that our deliberations did not reach the Press 
either direct or even through any other source. 

I am aggrieved to state that in this respect, you have 
intentionally and deliberately disobeyed the clear instructions 
given to you by the Prime Minister, by having made the 
ab~ve-mentioned announcement in the Press. 

• 
It is a mystery to me as to why in this announcement, 

you did not remain content only with your•findings, but went 

to the extent of justifying the same by introrlucing details, 
some of which, however, to my knowledge, appear to be 
incorrect, hut, if' correct, have been intentionally withheld 
from me, e. g. examination of Military Hospital records and 
t.hose regarding the funeral. 

As regards the contents of your announcement under the 

heading, "No Note of Dissent", which I emphatically state 
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you.kno~ to be false, I have to state that you have not•only 
withheld facts, buJ; have also distorted the same with the 
expectation that you wilJo be exonerated from all blame. I 
can assure you that people are not hoodwinked so easily. • 
"No Note of Dissent" is not a usual thing that would be 
expected, especially when only two out of three members 
have signed and submitted a report, and so the first question 
that would strike my countrymen is that there must have 

been unusual circumstances to bring about this unusual 
result. 

As regards the statement, alleged to have been signed 
by me, the less said the better, as a reply would necessitate 
the inclusion of certain allegations against you, which I 
would prefer to avoid at this stage. 

In reply to your telegram of the 29th July last, which 
reads as follows : - "From Shahnawaz Khan Chairman 

Netaji Enquiry Committee your telegram of the twentyfourth 
stop as decided all reports were to be written··and-,finalised.in. 
Delhi stop you were not authorised to go anywhere else to write 

any report stop no question of sending papers to you arise 

unless you return to Delhi stop as you are aware Committee's 
life extends to thirtyfirst July and report or reports must .be 
submitted t~ Government by then stop unless you send 

whatever report yQu wish to reach me by the thirteen July 
will assume you have no submission to make," I have to 
state that the contents of the same are either incorrect, 

unauthorised, unreasonable or improper· and the tone 
ungentlemanly. 

As no decision that reports were to be written and finalised
in Delhi was taken with my knowledge or with my consent, 
written or verbal, this statement is anything but correct. 
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The question of not authorising me to go anywhere ·for 

writing any report, as stated by you, did n.or"arise and there 
was no occasion for it, but I informed the Deputy Secretary, 

"External Affairs, with whom you had put me in contact, that 

I was returning the Calcutta for reasons known to him. 
I may state for your information that even in important 

suits pending before District as well as High Courts, in which 
correct judicial procedure is strictly followed, judgments have 
been sent from elsewhere and even from outside India. 

As regards your statement, that "no question of sending 
papers to you arise unless you return to Delhi," I am constrain
ed to state that it befits a bully and not a sensible person, 
having the least respect for reasonable constitutional proce
dure. I may remind you here that on 16. 7. 56 during our 
sittings at New Delhi, I requested both Shri Maitra and you 
to send me the remaining portion of your joint draft report, 
as I was entitled to be in possession of the whole of it and on 
the basis of which, I would have to write my dissentient re
port and which Shri Maitra promised to send me in sections, 
as soon as he completed the same. This was, however, not 
carried out, evidently, due to your interference. I had to 

speak to him about this, as presumably, due to your incom
petence in writing it, he had to do so on your behalf. 

• l 

As regards your statement, viz., "as you are aware Com-
mittee's life extends to thirtyfirst July an•d report or reports 
must be submitted to Government by then," I regret very 
much to state that it is a shameless statement. On your con-

~ sider~d e:stimFtt~ of five '.~.reeks, -..vhich h~s terminated on the 
30th: April, I 956, Government's approval was obtained and 
t-he Finance Department sanctioned an expenditure of about 
Rs. 27,500/- for the Committee. This period elapsed, when 
we were still in Calcutta and had not proceeded abroad. On 
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the eve ;of our departure from Tokyo to· India, you e~re~
sed the view tha"!!--Jhe report mmt be submitted by the 15th . 
.June, which you subseqeently extended to the 30th. idem 
and finally to the 16th July positively, as the Prime Minister • 
would be returning to India and the Parliament coming 
into session soon. Unable to do so by that date, you put it 

off to the end of that week or latest on the following Monday, 
the 23rd .July. I was not informed of any further extension 
of date by you, as I parted company with you. In your 
telegram dated 29. 7. 56, you informed me for the first time 
that the life had been extended to 31. 7. 56. This life 

~- appears to draw out more easily than most elastic article one 
can think of. In yesterday's paper, I found that it has been 
drawn out 10. 8. 56, which I do wish will be the final limit 
of your elastic estimat~ of life. 

Then, in your telegram issued from Delhi on 29. 7. 56 to 
me in Calcutta, you have said, "unless you send whatever 
report you wish to reach me by the thirteen July will assume 
you ha~e no submission to make". The tone and demand here 
again befit more a bully than a gentleman. 

Accepting thirteen July to be correct, .13. 7. 57 appears 
to be quite a reasonable date that fits in with your elastic 

'JI esti~ate, as iJl spite of my verbal requ.est to you in Delhi •on 

16. 7. 56 and my telegrams dated 18, 7. & 21. 7. 56 from 
Calcutta 'to send •me the necessary papers, you have inten
tionally refrained from doing so and have no intention of 

doing so easily. If, however, thirteen be a telegraphic 
department mistake for thirtieth, meaning 30. 7. 56, which 
you surely could not have meant, as it is an impossibility, then 
the only epithet, that comes up uppermost in my mind for thi~ 
unreasonable demand of yours, is one which I refrain from 
using. 
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• Y ~u have introduced the names of British arid Ame

n can Intelligence Services in this brief ~nouncement fo 
yours, but you have intentionally omitted t~ record what their 
finding was, because it did not s11pport your view. The 
-vidence on record shows that from the time of the announce
ment of the Japanese that Netaji died in a plane crash, they 
believed it to be a hoax, that it was a cleverly-conceived 
master deception plan on the part of the Japanese and others 
and that Netaji was living and hiding somewhere. They 
immediately despatched different teams of officers to arre s 
Netaji under the provisions of the Enemy Agents' Ordinance. 
After scouring the territories concerned in a frantic search for 
him, they were unable to trace his whereabouts, but in spite of 
that, they could not come to the definite conclusion that 
Netaji was dead. This was the final opinion held by them and 
probably the main object of this enquiry. 1 

As I regret not to have received any papers from you, 
as requested several times by me, I would again reiterate 
here my legitimate demand for the same and to ob11erve that 
you have no right what soever to withhold such papers from 
me and that such conduct of yours is quite in keeping with 
what you have generally meted out to me during the course 
of this enquiry and that our Government and my countrymen 
will surely consider your conduct in its proper perspective. 
Please note that delay in the submission of my dissentient 
report due to your inaction is solely your responsibility and 
that you will have to render explanation to Government and 
to the people for the same, not speak of the opinion tl ( y 
will form regarding you. 

l would request you to arrange and send me bank cheques 
in my favour in payment of the two bills s11bmitted by ~ 
me sometime ago and about which, you have personal 
knowledge. • 

• 

XVI 

I remain, 
Yours trulv. 

Suresh C. Bo~e 
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Appendix F 

My cleat· Suresh Babu, 

No. 414-PM0;56. 
NEW DELHI. 
August 13, 1956. 

I have just received copy of your letter dated 1Oth August·, 
1956 addressed to the Chairman, Netaji Enquiry Committee 
in New Delhi. I have read this and find it difficult to 
understand what you have written. 

The Chairman, Shri Shah Nawaz Khan and the other 
Member of the Committee, Shri Moitra, came to see me on, 
I think, the 3rd August and presented me with the report of 
their Committee as well as the evidence etc. I enquired 
about you from them. They informed me that you had come 
to Delhi, as arranged, to help in writing the report, but had 
later suddenly left Delhi without any previous intimation to 
them. They gave me a paper also which was signed by you 
and which contained the broad points of agreement, on the 
basis of which the report was to be written. • , . 

I enquired from them if you were likely to sign the report 

later or send a sef!arate note. _They said that they did not 
know.· 

The report, the evidence and the other papers were 
handed over to the External Affairs Ministry who now 
possses them. In the ordinary course, the Ministry will 
examine these papers and will place the report before the 
Cabinet. If the Cabinet so decides, the report will then be 
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placed before Parliament. That will m~ its publication 
also. Probably the report will be placed before the Cabinet 

• soon. It is likely to be printed. 
That is the procedure, and Shri Shah Nawaz Khan and 

the other Member of the Committee have nothing to do with 
the report now, as the Committee has ceased to function. 
Should you, however, wish to send any kind of note, we shall 
consider it. I am afraid no papers can be sent away from 
here now. If you so wish, you can come here and examine 
such papers as we have. 

You refer in your letter to the Chairman, Netaji Enquiry 
Committee to some announcement in the Amrita Bazar 
Patrika of the 9th August, and you accuse the Chairman of 

1 
of having broken the rule of secrecy in making this announce
ment. On enquiry, I find that he has made no announcement 
and, in fact, that he did not even know Of this item which 
appeared in the Amrita Bazar Patrika. As a matter offatf, 
the report was submitted to me many days before that 
announcement in the Press. It would appear that the reference 
in the press was some kind of an intelligent guess by some 
reporter or some clerk in our office here. Obviously; the 
Chairman of the Enquiry Committee had nothing to. do 
wiPh it. 

Shri Suresh Chandra Bose, 
2, Moira Street, 
Calcutta-16. 
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• . Yours sincerely; ·, ~ 
Sd/- Ja!Vharla}Nehru. :: 
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SURESH C. BOSE. 

Telephone : 44~5959 

Telegrams.:· "SUVASBQS''. 
2, Moira Street, Calcutta-:16,. 

15th August,l956. 

Shri Jawaharlal Nehtu, 
• · Prim~ Minister of India, 

New Delhi~ 

My dear ~hri 'Nehru, 

. 'I thank you for your kind letter No. 414-PM0/56 
of yes.terday's date. 

I ha've been .yery much disappointed to learn tpat. you 
!Jnd it. ·difflcul~ . to u'nderstand my letter. If it be the· Epglish: 
J. c~!J.not claim' to write -it' up to the standard of a.n l)'.ng(ish
~~n:. If,,howeve~,. it be the subject matter of the letter, it 
~ay .. be dqe ·to the· fa'ct that one, who has a stropg con~i~ 
~ti~>,n.,r~garding <,~- certain matter, sometimes fails to ·unde:r~ 
$tand_·h~w."at.lother could. possibly hold the contr~ry view~' ' · · 

> ,. ·" ·• ' . , • • · · · · . • .r •... ~ 

r ." ; .. L.z:egr~, I will .. have to encroach on your valuable t~e, 
as_ my· xepJy:-.to • .tl:J.e :points mentioned in yoJ.lr; l(:!.tte~, .olj p.1~ 
hl:lsis· of statement~. received by you," as well as certai11 c~r.cum
stanees .·concerning :me; as. a member of the Committee~ .may 
be.a bit lengthy a11d for which I may be excused. 

· ' I stayed· :in Delhi with my daughter on the first occasio~ 

from 2'7. ·3. ·56 to 17. 4 .. 56 .and on the socond occasion from 
1.7: 6 •. 56 to 12. 7. 56 i. e., for a total period of . 48 dayrt, 
fOl\ which the Government did not have to spend anything 
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for my board and lodging there. As she ~ sudeniy asked 
to vacate her quarters, I had to shift from there at about 

•1 0. I 0 PM on 12. 7. 56 and a friend of mine there, helped 
me out of an awkward situation by giving me shelter. On the 
morning of the following day, when I met the Chairman of 
our Committee, I requested him to arrange for my stay in 
Delhi. He was good enough to contact somebody immediately 
and after my repeated requests, wewereinformed thenextmorning 
viz., 14. 7. 56, that accommodation had been secured for me 
at Kotah House. As I had no idea of that place, I enquired 
of the Chairman about the room, bathroom and food there. 
He assured me that they were quite nice. As I wanted to 
see about it myself, after finishing our work, all three of us 
went there on our way home, but we were astonished to find 
that accommodation had been arranged in a hutment and 
not in the main building. I told the Cha:irman forthwith that 
I considered this to be an insult and I demanded accommo .. 
dation in the Imperial Hotel, which I could justly demand, 
as only a few years ago, I had stayed on my own in M<t.idens, 
after failing to get rooms in the Imperial and that it was 
very urgent, as I was incoveniencing both my kind friend as 
well as myself. The Chairman said that as it was about 

• 1. 45 P. M., and being a Saturday, the officer had gone home. 'II 

On this, I told him that as Government had provided telepho-
• nes in your residences, urgent work was meant to be taken 

up from there outside office hours. Evidently, no action was 
taken and inco-nvenience~continuea; 0.1 the· :::nomi9g of 1 fl. 7. 
56, I enquired of the Chairman again as to why nothing had 
been done regarding my stay in Delhi, though that was the 
fourth day and I told him that I could no longer incanve~ 
rdence my friend and myself. He. then contacted somebody, 
whom I proposed to meet pe~~~ally for explaing the situation 
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i was in. At th~me time, i requested the Chairman toget 
into touch with the Imperial Hotel. . At. about 11. 30 AM., 
Shri S. K. Roy, Deputy Secretary, informed us that a room • 
had provisionally been reserved for me there and that he would 
confirm it before lunch. As there was no news till about 
2. 45 PM., I phoned Shri Roy, who met me soon after and 
told me that after speaking to Shri Kaul, Joint Secretary,. 
he would ·meet me again at about 4 PM. In the meantime, 
I went to the Imperial Hotel, where I was informed that a 
room had provisionally been reserved for me and that they 
were awaiting confirmation from the External Affairs Depart~. 
ment. Shri Roy did not meet me, as promised, nor did he 
send me any information. When at about 6 PM., the driver 
of the staff car of the External Affairs Dept. came to enquire 
of me as to at what time the next day he would bring the car 
for taking me to the Imperial Hotel, I asked him whether he 
had brought any letter or news from the office or from Shri 
Roy regarding my shifting there. He replied in the negative. 

The same morning, during our sitting in the Committee 
R.oom, I was informed by my colleagues that I could no longer 
sit with them, as I had dissented from them. On this, I 
requested Shri Maitra to send me the remaining portion. of 

{ oftheir draft report for enabling me to write my dissentient 
report. He promised to do so section by section, as soon as 
he completed each. 

As dissentient judgments in District 'as also in High 
Courts are sent from elsewhere and even from outside In~ia, 
I did not consider it· indispensably necessary for me to stay· 
in Delhi for that purpose, especially when after four days o( 
inconvenience, nothing had been done about my stay thete 
and as no assurance had been given to nie that some.thing 
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would be done soon. I was, therefore, c~elied to ieave 
Oelhi. If your officers are callous, 4l.on-obliging andindiffe
"rent, there is a limit to my endurance. 

' As regards the report given to you by my colleagues, 
"That they did not know" that I was "Likely to sign the 
report later or send a separate note", I emphatically state 
that they did know. I am astonished to find men holding 
such positions, making diabolic false statements. Shri S. N. 
Maitra, who- was selected to write the report, and who uh.: 
dertook to submit the draft repot by 10. 7. 56, submitted only 
a portion of the same on 13. 7. 56, when all three of us started 
discussing it. He had mentioned about discrepancies in the 
statements of witnesses at some places in his report. I was 
not satisfied with the explanations given by him and I told 
him that there were many more of such on many major points. 
As such, I would have to consider the evidence very carefully 
and then inform them as to whether I could for those reasons; 
agree with their finding that the plane, alleged to be carrying 
Netaji, crashed and whether Netaji died. 

When we met the next day, viz., on 14-7-56, for further 
discussion of the draft report, I expressed my regret to them 
for illY inability to agree with their finding. On asking the 
Chairman as to what should be my next mov~ under such 
circumstances, he told me that I waul<! have to write a 
separate dissenting report, on which I remember having told 

___ him distinctly that it would be uphill work. for me, as I .would 
h;-ve to write such a report all by myself. I went further and 
told, them that, in view of the multiturle. of dis~repancies 'in 
the statements of witnesses, whether they would not agree with 
ine that the plane crash did not take place and so :N'etaji diq 
not die. They said they would stick to their own finding. , 
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The next ~, 15-7-56,. being _a Sunday, we ~ss~mbled 

-on 16-7-56, when the SJhairman told me that, a$ ·I h~d 
~rssented::, from t!tem, it would not be . proper fqr me to-· sit. 
_with t.hem ,ap.y lcmge~, wh_~n they would be busy in writing 
-their r~por~; I, accordingly, recpiested them to send me the 
remaining p()rtion of their draft report and copies of relevant 
papers, which I was legitimately entitled to,' so as to enable 
me to write my separate. report. In th~ir presence, I took a 
few sheets of paper from the Secretary, Shri R. Dayal' ·and 
a~ked him to send me copies of depositions of the remaining 
witnesses he had not givt>n me together with all other papers, 
I had reque~ted the Chairman for: I have not received ariy 
of these papers as yet, in spite of sever~} requests by me to the 
:Chairman, even by telegrams. 

' · As my. p-resence was no longer required- ther~, _I told th~ 
:chairman that I wanted to meet .the officer, who .was 
arranging for my accommodation. Asno orderly was availll;ble, 
Shri Maitta was very good to come· to the staff officer's room 
;and·to. ask,the new Sikh gentleman; who had been deputed 

. . ' 
:to·help us 'as a Stenographer, to take· me to Shri S. ~· ~oY,, 
Deputy' Secretary, which he did. 

, .. ·· · I·, therefore, fail to understand how under such 
tii'cumstances my colleagues could prake ·_ up their ;~in•d to 
·teila gentleman-of the position of the Prime .Minister of India ... _. . . . . 
that they did not know that I would not:.sign their· report or 
'that Twouici submit a separate dissentiefit report.· If they -~id 
'say ~o,:'as siat~d, r·am constrained :to say that itis .:a braien-
·faced lie. · ' 

••. 'i..' ,J , .. 

!. •· · I am very much aggrieved to learn tnat no papers· can 
:be sent to me. I never wanted or. thought. of the origin~ 
·papers. As:a member, I am ·tegititpately entitled to one set 
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of copies of all relevant papers. I wou~humbly suggest 
that it would cost the Government very much less by making 

• and sending a copy of those papers to me here than by 
paying me the expenses of my journey from here to Delhi and 
back and for my stay there. I forget, however, that for poor 
people like us expenses do matter, but not for those in high 
circles, especially, Governmental ones. When the Chairman 
curtly turned down my request for relevant papers, I suspected 
that without inspiration from high-ups, he would not have 
had the audacity to decline the legitimate request of his 
colleague. My suspicion has now been confirmed. 

As regards the announcement m the newspaper 
referred to, it is my humble opinion, that it would be 
desirable to have official news given publicity by the office 
master in a straightforward manner, rather than remain 
complacent aud allow its surreptitious leakage by disloyal 
subordinates and outsiders, as suggested by you. 

Before concluding, I would inform you with due respect 
that as the Government has been pleased to nominate me as 
a member of the Committee and as it has to spend so much 
money and time on me and as I have spent my time and 
energy on this piece of work, which I agreed to undertake, 
I Jould be failing in my duty to myself, to the .Government ~ 
and to my countrymen, if I did not submit a report, which 
I consider it incumbent on me to do. I wift, therefore, submit 
my :report to the best of my limited capabilities and as 
·you will be pleased to - reiilis€ that,~ a~_ I ~have~ been 
doing so under several handicaps, inconveniences, and 
want of facilities, there will naturally be a certain 
amount of delay, which would otherwise not have been 
caused and which consequently means an additional expen• 
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i . • • diture to the Government on my account. 
ever, making a ·~y sincere and earnest effort 

I am, how· 

. to complete 
it as quickly as possible and I expect to get it ready for 
submission within about ten days from today at the latest. 

Kindly excuse me for remarks, if any, which you inay 
., ' ~ j - ~ P' 

consider to be too strong. 
With regards, 

Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, 
Prime Minister of India, 
NEW DELHI. 

-· ' 

• 

. . 

I remain, 
Your sincerely, 

Suresh Chandra Bose. 

l: 

• I ' 

,) 

• ! 

• 
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Appendix H 
The 
News Editor, 

•••••• •••••••••••• 0 
··········································· 

································································ 

Shri Suresh C. Bose, Member, Netaji EnquiryCommittee, 
has issued the following statement:-

1 have seen certain reports in the Press relating to the 
Netaji Enquiry Committee. Since conflicting reports about 
me have been made and because there is much confusion in 
the minds of the public on the subject, I am constrained to 
issue this statement, which, I hope, will clarify my position. 

On the completion of recording of evidence, the Enquiry 
Committee assembled at New Delhi on 30-6-56 to draft its 
findings. In the preliminary stages, there was unanimity of 
the members. But, as the two official members of the Com~ 
mifiee came to prepare the ground for arriving at the 
conclusion that Netaji had died in the alleged •plane crash, 
I expressed my difference with them. At ~his, the Chairman 
told me that, in that case I would have to write a dissentient 

Calcutta and started preparing my report with the papers 
that were with me. The non-availability of the other papers 
of the Enquiry Committee, being a serious handicap in my 
completing the report, I requested the Chairman several 
times to send them to me. On the 29th July, I received a 
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telegram from the Chairman giving me at the ultimatum that 
if he did notre~~ my report by the next day, then he would 
take it that I did not have anything to say on the subject. 
For obvious ressons, I could not oblige him. Recently, how: 
ever, Shri Jawaharlal Nehru has requested me to send my 
report. 

I would like to assure the public that I shall certainly 
complete my report and send it to the Govt. of India. It will 
be left to them to incorporate it in the report of the Enquiry 
Committee or not. But the keen interest evinced by my 
countrymen in the matter, entitles them to know the full 
details. I shall certainly take them into confidence at the 
proper time. 

2, Moira Street, 
Calcutta-16. 
17th August, 1956. 

• 
• 

Suresh Chandra Bose 
Non-official member, 

Netaji Enquiry Committee. 

• 
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Appendix 0 

B 
Pl.an shOWing the Runway and the Tent 

At Ta:iho!ru Aerodrome• Fonnosa 18, 6, 194§. 

• 
• 

&1/· N, No110goki Sd/· S,ll,Khan 
14. s, 1956 14, s. 56 

Sd/- s.c.Bo&e 
14~ s, 56 
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• Sketch Plan by Capt. Yamamoto 
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Appendix W 

Major Kono 
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Appendix K 

Major Kono 
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Appendix M 
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Sketch of Japanese Bomber 1n which 
Net9.ji travelled from S~gon to Ta;illoku (Formo~a) 
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Appendix N 

SKET0H PLAN SUbmitted by Capt. M. YamalllOto (Nakamura) 
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Appendix A 

Sketch Plan of the Crematorium at Taihoku 
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Appendix I· 

~KETC~ OF JAPANESE ·BOMBER 
IN WWIC~ NETAJI TRAVELLED 

FROM SAl GON TO TOII-10KU (FORMOSA) 

1. 2, 3. Crew 

4. Lt, ,. lhidei 

5 ~,, 
6 Nstaji 
7 Col..Habl}-Ur-Rabman 
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